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1. INTRODUCTION

The Specialists' Meeting on "Advanced Controls for Fast Reactors" was
held in Argonne, Illinois, USA, from June 20 to 22, 1989. The meeting was
sponsored by the International Atomic Energy Agency on the recommendation of
the IAEA International Working Group on Fast Reactors and was hosted by
Argonne National Laboratory and the US Department of Energy. It was attended
by 20 participants and observers from Argentina, France, Germany, Japan,
India, the USSR, the United Kingdom, the United States of America, and the
IAEA.

The purpose of the meeting was to provide an opportunity for
participating countries to review and discuss their views on design and
technology for advanced control in fast reactors.

The following main topical areas were discussed by the participants:

1. Overviews of national programs on approach to advanced controls for
fast reactors.

2. Specialist papers on plant automation.

3. Plant-system-design to facilitate control and safety.

4. Advanced operator aids: sensor validation and diagnostics.

5. Advanced operator aids: expert systems and advanced graphics.

6. Summary reports and agreement of recommendations.

During the meeting papers were presented by the participants on behalf
of their countries and organizations. Presentations were followed by open
discussions on the subjects covered by the papers and summaries of the
discussions were drafted. After the formal sessions were completed, a final
discussion session was held and summaries, general conclusions and
recommendations were approved by consensus.
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2. SUWARIES AND RECO^ENDATIONS FOR SESSIONS 1 THROUGH 5

Session 1: Overviews

Overview of work in advanced controls for fast reactors support the fact
that digital-systems will find increased use in future plants for both control
and diagnosis. The experience of countries which have implemented this
technology has been favorable and all of the reporting countries are moving
ahead with developmental programs.

Given that the technology is rapidly gaining interest, there is concern
about the reliability of these systems and the impact that they will have on
operators. A common approach for hardware design is distributed control to
simplify the process of automation and to increase reliability. The issue of
standards was discussed extensively, with a recognized need for increased
standardization but also recognizing the need to not inhibit development. It
was emphasized that to be effectively applied, plant design efforts must be
integrated early in the process with control system design.

Those countries that are building new reactor plants have the most
definite plans for implementation; there is only cautious support for
retrofitting the technology to existing plants but it is a recognized need.
In France, for example, it is expected that control rooms would be upgraded
every 20 years. Much of the technology is common to other reactor types and
it is expected that there will be much beneficial exchange of information.

In France, there is a very active program to develop and test advanced
control rooms designs for LWR plants. This work is expected to generate
important information for similar systems in future fast reactors. This
effort emphasizes (1) use of local area networks for data transmission to
allow easy access, (2) complete separation of safety and control functions,
and (3) distributed systems of controller hardware to facilitate reliabil-
ity. Work directed to development of operator support systems emphasizes
sophisticated graphic interfaces and support for decision tasks which includes
detection and diagnosis of off-normal states as well as prediction of their
consequences.
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The major interests specific to fast reactors include an emphasis on

instrumentation (failed-fuel detection and high-temperature neutron detection,

for example). The Super-Phenix Fast Breeder Reactor includes considerable use

of computers in both control and protective systems. Performance of these

systems has been quite satisfactory and is providing further justification for

approaches to control-system design which make good use of computers.

In the UK, the emphasis has been on factors important to application in

the commercial industry and in ways which consider whole-plant requirements

and the role of the operator. Much work is being directed to areas where

benefits can be demonstrated and quantified. It is recognized that, on the

basis of experience with Prototype Fast Reactors (PFR), Liquid Metal Reactor

(LMR) systems are relatively straightforward in their control. The major

design effort has been directed to design features to prevent accidents by

developing operator aids to improve understanding of plant behavior. The

primary issues are seen to be economics, plant lifetime, and safety.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, the KNK-II reactor is being used as

a test bed for development of diagnostic techniques for fuel and component

failures. Present work is concentrating on pattern recognition methods of

failure detection and techniques of software engineering to improve

reliability. There was an emphasis given on the need to develop and improve

standards in digital systems technology.

Argentina is following developments in the technology closely,

anticipating a major need for nuclear power in their energy future. A joint

project has been initiated with Brazil to develop an experimental fast reactor

by 1995. Consequently, they have the opportunity to apply new control and

diagnostic system technology extensively. Argentina's development efforts are

centered around a fast critical facility that is expected to incorporate

state-of-the-art technology for control, diagnostics, and protection.

Much the same can be said for India. A 13.2 MWe fast breeder

test reactor is in operation. A 500 MWe prototype fast breeder reactor is in

design and commercial fast breeder power plants are envisioned for the early

part of the next century. There is also an aggressive program to incorporate

computer-systems technology in the control and diagnosis of plant operation.
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The US program is broadly based in development and testing of the

technology involving industry, the national laboratories, and the university

community. The next generation of LMRs in the US is expected to fully utilize

this technology. A unique aspect of the US program is emphasis on plant

designs which feature passive response to upsets and control systems which

complement that behavior. A staged developmental program is envisioned,

employing EBR-II as a test bed for actual plant testing and extensive use of

plant simulators in development. Many innovative approaches to automation,

display, sensor validation, fault-tolerant design, supervisory control, and

procedure prompting are being taken to address advanced LMR and LWR designs.

Japan also has a very innovative and aggressive program in this area,

with applications being envisioned in both LMR and LWR plants planned to be

built in the near future. JOYO is being used as a test facility for this

technology to develop systems to be applied to MONJU. Interest is being shown

in qualifications of self-activated shutdown systems to complement automated

control.

The USSR has also emphasized the importance of this technology,

following a very similar approach to other countries. They are planning to

fully apply the best features of the technology, including automation.

It is noted that there are very strong parallels in the approaches being

taken by all the countries involved. Very similar objectives are stated and

similar problems have been identified. The technology is developing very

rapidly, particularly in areas such as expert systems, pattern recognition,

distributed and supervisory control, but a certain consistency of approach has

emerged. One has the feeling that the technologies of computer application in

reactors is maturing and is increasingly being accepted for both control and

safety functions. The reactor community needs to maintain strong ties with

the computer systems community as these applications mature.

One of the general issues of the conference was: Should control and

diagnostics concepts and applications be tested by simulation or by testing?

The consensus was that both were necessary. Analysis/simulation is important

in development and analysis of conditions not attainable in plant experi-

ments. Testing is necessary to (1) verify broad compatibility with other
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systems, maintenance and operations and (2) to verify operability in the

actual plant environment including off normal perhaps, unanticipated operating

modes or conditions.

Recommendation:

The IAEA/IWGFR should encourage meetings specific to the issue of

control systems reliability as reflected by unique aspects of fast reactor

design. Relevant issues include sensor reliability, passive response to

upsets, computer hardware and software reliability, and operator performance.

Session 2: Plant Automation

Two of the four papers in Session 2 were about a Self Actuated Shutdown

System (SASS). The system is being developed and tested by PNC for use in the

LMR Planned to follow MONJU. The essential feature of the mechanism is a

temperature sensitive electromagnet which supports control rods. The

temperature sensitive magnet(s) are located in a stream of subassembly outlet

coolant and when its temperature reached a trip valve it drops the control and

thus performing the safety function. The SASS is being developed to protect

against unprotected TOP/LOHS accidents and the most severe accident, the

unprotected LOF.

The first paper described the Japanese design approach, the second paper

discussed the problem of self-welding between the core and armature of the

temperature sensitive magnet. The control rod could potentially be welded to

the electromagnet and prevent separation. The solution presented was to use a

ceramic ring to prevent physical contact between the two surfaces subject to

self welding.

There is interest in SASS as a diverse shutdown system because of its

potential of increasing shutdown reliability. Japanese development and

testing in 00YO is encouraged.

The third paper was a preview of ORNL's efforts to develop an automated

startup system for EBR-II. The major objective is to use the EBR-II plant as
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a test bed to demonstrate that an advanced LMR can be operated from low power
to full power using computer control. The paper was unique in that it
discussed discrete/sequential control of components. The ultimate application
is the PRISM Plant.

The proper degree of automation for startup was discussed. The
questions are: what components or what functions should be automatic.
Criteria and considerations for deciding on automation that were discussed
include frequency of use, function cost, operator reliability, associated
maintenance problems, available technology and operational requirements. It
is recommended that in the next meeting various countries discuss practice,
culture, and future plans for automation during startup and snutdown.

The fourth and last paper, which was provided by the UK, described a
formalized way of evaluating human knowledge by using the knowledge assessment
method (KAM). The specific application of interest is in assessing and
quantifying a nuclear reactor plant operator's knowledge of the tasks he is
required to perform. This would enable the pinpointing of areas where
additional training and/or improved documentation could be introduced to
greatest effect. The paper is a proposal of a new methodology that is being
developed in the UK.

Recommendation:

At future specialists' meetings which discuss automation, special
emphasis should be given to criteria and plans for automating startup and
shutdown.

Session 3: Plant System Design to Facilitate Control and Safety

The five papers and ensuing discussions in this session dealt with
several guidelines, techniques and demonstration of control for LMRs. Some
common themes and some common technical aspects in the work came to light.
For example, most of the participants agree that best utilization of advanced
concepts for control can be made in power plants still in the active design
stage; plants already operating, however, are useful for demonstration of
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intermediate levels of advancement. Secondly, most participants agree that

objectives of application of advanced control concepts should be to: (1)

reduce (or minimize) trip frequency, (2) tailor the impact of trips, o>-

operational upsets, on plant components, (3) reduce (or minimize) challenges

to the plant safety systems, (4) integrate design, safety and control through-

out the development of the plant. Thirdly, most participants agree that the

role of the operator should be supported by best state-of-the-art ergonomics,

information synthesis and display techniques. Fourthly, most participants

agree that a hierarchical arrangement of controllers and a hierarchical

arrangement of information available to the operator are beneficial.

The work presented in this session shows an evolution toward advanced

technology (and its advantages in operating LMRs), and is relevant to other

types of nuclear power plants. Advanced control room design and I&C

architecture of new LWR designs seems to be advanced and would be worthy of

consideration by the LMR researchers. In some countries, there is not a

target design concept of a power producing plant. This might result in less

need for emphasis on balance of plant control. Most problems in today's power

plants, however, are associated with the balance of plant. Perhaps future

IAEA meetings could be sponsored in this area. Attention to multimodular

concepts, which may be important in some countries, might be of interest in

future meetings.

Some particular issues from the session warrant mention here, in our

opinion. The use of expert systems is under development and demonstration by

most participants, but the issue of verification and validation of these is an

open issue. Indeed, the value of operator aids is generally recognized, but

very difficult to quantify or--in some cases—demonstrate. In fact, one

suggestion is that perhaps computer aids should first be introduced as support

to the plant engineering staff. An advanced control system might have several

millions of lines of code, the best standards for software development,

testing, life cycle management would be a good topic for consideration at

another IAEA meeting. A specific approach, using dynamic logic techniques,

has been developed in the UK to mitigate against the problem of software

reliability in safety trip systems.
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Some recent developments were noted that, in our opinion, are of special

interest. One of these is the design of the thermocouples being used in

individual subassemblies in the Prototype Fast Reactor. These Type K chromel-

alumel thermocouples have their junctions in a special geometry which prevents

movement of the junctions, yet have a 40 ms time constant even though they

have thicker sheaths than normal. A second development of special note is the

recent demonstrations at EBR-II of the ability to self-adjust to severe

operational transients without the use of control rods. This example of how

plant design can impact control strategy is very important and should be

considered in new LMR plant designs.

Other meetings or this type would be very beneficial to all the research

described in this session. The transfer of ideas, concepts and techniques

would be very helpful in assuring the LMR designs are competitive throughout

the world.

Recommenda fci ons:

1. We recommend that future IAEA meetings in the area of LMR controls

include as topics—balance-of-plant-control, multimodular plant

control, verification and validation of expert systems used in

control, assessments of operator aids for LMRs, software engineering

standards used in LMR controls, and reliability of control systems.

2. We recommend that a future IAEA meeting be held on controls

technology for LMRs, HTGRs and LWRs. This meeting should include

control technology for retrofits and for new plant designs. An

interesting topic for new plants would be plant designs to

facilitate operation through simplicity and passive feedbacks.

Session 4: Advanced Operator Aids: Sensor Validation and Diagnostics

Information presented during this session indicates that very valuable

work is going on with sensor validation and diagnostics. Computer applica-

tions are being developed and applied which provide plant operators much more
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definitive information concerning various aspects of plant status. Examples

of areas discussed are:

1. Monitoring for boiling noise in a reactor core. High frequency RMS

analysis, pulse counting analysis, pattern recognition and pulse

timing analysis are some of the methods being evaluated.

2. Remote temperature measurement utilizing ultrasonic pulse technology

appears to be a feasible method for core and subassembly outlet

temperature monitoring.

3. Application of computers and diagnostic programs to assist in

determining equipment wear, damage, or malfunction is very

promising. These methods provide improved surveillance, trend

analysis, and component wear status determination, and generally

improve the overall safety of the plant or process.

4. The integration of diagnostic systems in distributed computer

networks is consistent between the countries represented. Expert

systems integrated into a control network where different computers

are involved as special detectors and/or controllers, such as,

acoustic noise monitors, temperature noise monitors, covergas

monitors, etc., and which produce diagnosis based on intelligent

signal processing techniques like pattern recognition, need

continued development.

5. The application of high level Petri Nets to develop specifications

for communication/control networks in a distributed system with

diagnostic capabilities is sound and correct. This approach

provides computerized validation/verification for the causal

behavior of modeled concurrent systems. Formal net specifications

and the results of associated analysis provide a measure of

reliability for software systems and adds quality and formal

structure to the system and resulting documentation.

6. As we consider the sophistication of tools being developed, it is

important that the role of the operator be considered. Many of the
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benefits being provided, at least in initial application and

evaluation, expand the capability of technical staffs supporting

plant operations. As computerized aids are tested, evaluated, and

then implemented to provide operational improvement, the operator

will evolve into a more technical role. He will eventually be

required to not only have a complete understanding of the process,

but also the detail of these supporting aids.

Recommendations:

1. More meetings of this type need to be held to better understand the

various areas of development and application and to better optimize

development through coordination of efforts.

2. Methods developed need to be verified through mockup, simulation,

and then by actual demonstration on a real plant.

Session 5: Advanced Operator Aids: Expert Systems and Advanced Graphics

The first paper discussed sodium boiling monitoring by reactivity noise

analysis, acoustic noise analysis, and according to responses to questions

following the paper, to coincidence techniques.

The second paper discussed the use of new automated (computer-

controlled) systems for failed fuel detection, in-core temperature monitoring,

detection of defective assemblies, boiling monitoring using neutronic and

acoustic noise detection, and alarm signal shaping when the permissible area

of exposed fuel is exceeded.

The third paper proposed transferring formal information from a broad

data base on clad failure monitoring to an expert on-line system to be used

for clad failure management. In the discussion following the paper, it was

pointed out that much work has been going on at EBR-II over the last decade,

in conjunction with the Japanese. Some of this EBR-II work appears in the

literature, as noted in two references cited in the paper.
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The last paper discussed a powerful diagnostic tool, the System State

Analyzer, being tested at EBR-II, as well as high-information-content display

systems. This work points out the value of pattern recognition techniques in

providing integrated information for complex processes.

This session reemphasized the valuable role of expert systems and

pattern recognition techniques in implementing classical detection and

monitoring techniques.

A recurring theme in the comments during this session was that advanced

aids should not be developed initially for operators, but rather for technical

specialists. Then, when refined and proven, they could be adapted for use as

operator aids. There is a certain reluctance on the part of operators (as

well as other humans) to accept and use anything new. Thus, a new concept

should be thoroughly developed before being turned over to operators, to

minimize the chance for their finding fault with it.

Recommendation:

Information should be exchanged on how the process of integrating

diagnostic aids into operating systems should be conducted.
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UK SUMMARY REVIEW PAPER

1. PHILOSOPHY OF CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN.

In the UK it is considered essential to take a whole plant approach tc

control system design. The objective is to meet utility requirements

for plant performance within the constraints imposed by essential

features of the plant design. A quantitative/numeric approach is taken

to define the requirements and constraints, based on the use of whole

plant modelling codes and design simulators.

It is considered that the first commercial fast reactor is likely tc be

designed for base load operation in order to reduce stressing etc.

whilst experience of plant behaviour is obtained. Consequently, effort

has concentrated on aspects which minimize the effects of possible

transients, particularly on irreplaceable components. In this context,

the control system can reduce the frequency of trip action and tailor

the post trip thermal transient to reduce the impact of the event.

The application of this philosophy has been limited by the uncertainty

in the design of the commercial plant. For example, PFR has drum

boilers whilst those for CDFR and EFR are planned to be once-through,

so there will no longer be the need for drum level control. Further,

the feed water punp design and the associated control functions could

differ significantly.

2. PLANT AUTOMATION.

The approach to plant automation in the UK has been influenced by PFR

experience which indicates that the reactor is docile, not requiring

automatic control to maintain stabilty of power. It is however

recognised that this results from the small core size and certain

design features specific tc PFR. One important example of this is the
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negative thermal feedbacks provided by the unrestrained core design and

the expansion of the control rod suspension systems. Only a limited

consideration has been made of the problems associated with the control

of larger cores and the requirements for monitoring instrumentation.

The need for automatic control systems for both the core and the

balance ol plant stems from a desire to optimise plant performance

e.g. to minimize time for power raising. Such procedures have not been

regarded as important for current demonstration/research plan*..

Finally, it has been UK policy to leave actual hardware design to a

latter stage to take maximum advantage of modern technology. In

consequence, and associated with the uncertainties i.. the design of a

commercial reactor, there has not been an extensive programme on this

topic over recent years.

3. PLANT SYSTEM DESIGN TO FACILITATE CONTROL AND SAFETY.

The general approach of separating control and safety systems has been

followed in the UK, but control functions are also used to supplement

safety provisions e.g. the control absorbers are also dropped in the

event of a trip. A number of specific design features have been

developed to facilitate safety, including :-

i) Hydraulically activated diverse shutdown rods;

ii) The design of pumps for low cavitation and the prevision of gas

disentrainment devices to guarantee the performance of acoustic devices

e.g. boiling noise detection and ultrasonic detection systems;

iii) Core subassembly features to prevent misloading and tc enable

identification;

iv) Hydraulic design to ensure good decay heat removal under normal and

fault conditions.

Examples of acoustic detection systems, including the remote

measurement of core subassembly outlet temperatures are given in

specialist papers presented at this meeting.
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h.COMPUTER SYSTEM RELIABILITY.

Computer based protection systems are not in use on any UK reactor.

However, a computer based Individual Sub-Assembly Temperatue monitoring

system (ISAT) has been designed, and demonstrated in a passive role on

PFR. A similar system is currently being designed and built by AEA

Technology for single channel protection on Dungeness B Advanced Gas

Cooled Reactor. The concepts used in the design have their origin in

then dynamic logic systems used for guardlines in the UK i.e LADDIC and

the Pulse Coded Logic (PCL) guardline now in use on the DIDO reactor.

The nain approach that has been followed in the UK to improve computer

module reliabilty is the use of self testing procedures. Voting of

redundant modules also improves system reliability. The use ofdynatr.ic

coding makes all identified faults fail-safe. All hardware and

software faults cause the unique dynamic pattern to change, which is

recognised by a hardwired system to produce the safe tripped state.

Current work programmes include an assessment of how software can be be

produced to a high standard e.g. by using formal logic and static

analysis. The value of software diversity for high reliability systems

is also being assessed. Finally work is in hand to extend the simple

trip algorithms (high, low level and rate) used in ISAT to more

complex applications. The full scope of the work is covered by a

specialist paper.

5. ADVANCED OPERATOR AIDS.

Many activities associated with the development of advanced operator

aids have general application e.g for alarm suppression and for

ergonomic control room design. In the UK, the CEGB has significant

programme of work for thermal reactor and fossil fueled plant,

often involving international collaboration. The fast reactor work on

the assessment of operator understanding of plant behaviour, reported

at this meeting clearly falls into this category. This proposes a

methodology which could be developed to yield a quantitative assessment
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of an individual's understanding, and identify those parts of a task

which are only weakly supported by an operator's background knowledge.

This could then be used to improve training and the documentation used

for procedural guidance. The testing of such improvements can be

performed on the new PFR training simulator.

As part of the European Fast Reactor Programme, the UK is studying, the

behaviour of clad failures and the performance of clad failure

detection systems. Such systems have an important role in the

protection operation of EFR. Given the complexity of the responses of

these systems the potential for an on-line expert system for clad

failure management is being examined by the European partners. The

discipline of a clad failure database is being used as the basis for

the expert system. This project is at the feasibility study stage.

The validation of operator support systems is seen as an area of major

concern, particularly the need to justify a safety role for such

systems. Recent consideration has been given to the quantification of

the performance of advanced diagnostic/early warning systems in studies

on temperature noise monitoring and acoustic boiling noise detection. A

review paper at this meeting suggests the further use of performance

criteria which are applicable to safety systems and outlines an

approach to validation using training and design simulators together

with specific plant measurements. Because of the limited reliability

of individual systems it is proposed that separate systems should be

provided for a number of sequential stages in an accident progression,

with the function of each system providing the maximum benefit at each

stage.
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Overview about advanced control and design methodsto'

Concerning the safty aspects for Fast Breeder Reactors many projects and developments are
carryied out in the nuclear research center in Karlsruhe, together with the company INTER A-
TOM. The KNK II is a compact sodium cooled reactor with an electric power of about 20
MW, where many fuel element parameters agree with those of the commercial nuclear power
plant SNR 300 in Kalkar (figure 1).

During many years of operation a lot of sensor systems, installed at the core and the loop
system are used to produce data and process parameters, which have to be evaluated and
analysed.

In the last years, the most research work was concentrated on fuel element and material
development, physics and reactor components. A central point was the analysis and the
detection of fuel rod failures, coolant failures as potential causes for accidents. A plant sur-
veillance was necessary to reach knowledge and experiences about failures in the reactor
core, the loop system and the most important components. So, accident conditions could be
diagnosed (figure 2).

Concerning the surveillance of process states different methods are used, at the instantaneous
state mainly realized by threshold logic, integrated in a shut down system.

Additional to the shut down system an ensemble of more intelligent surveillance components
is in development. So, in different institutes, special detection systems are used to process
special sensor data, concerning a more detained evaluation and analysis (for example cover-
gas monitoring, temperature noise, delayed neutron flux and so on.)

A main aspect in the instantaneous state of research and developments concerning early
failure detection is concentrated on the following complexes (figure 3):

1) advanced methods of data processing (pattern recognition and expert system technology)

2) techniques of software engineering and configuration (algebraic specification, petri nets)

ad l )
A central point of advanced control mechanism is the extension of binary or threshold logic
to a high level evaluation of data. In this field many special detection systems are operating
on the raw process data. At the instantaneous state, they are operating as stand-alone sys-
tems, processing techniques they use pattern recognition methods and learning systems. On
the logical top level of the decision making process the expert system DESYRE (Diagnostic
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Expert SYsten for REactor surveillance) is developed (see specialist proposal: A knowledge
based on-line diagnostic system for the Fast Breeder Reactor KNK II), to generate final diag-
noses, based on the partial hypotheses and preprocessed data of the detection systems (figure
4), because it is useful, to have an intelligent signal processing step before integrating an ex-
pert system in this effort.

ad 2)
A further important point in the field of safety control methods is the software engineering
aspect, that means to have the possibility to guarantee under certain assumptions correctitude
and high software safty in the conceptional phase.

In this area an important feature is the net theory with their application to specify and to pro-
duce software. The application of net structures guarantees a validation and verification on a
high development level, and so it is possible to detect conceptual sofware design faults in a
very early stage (see specialist proposal: A formal net specification of the Communication in
a distributed Fast Reactor Diagnostic System) (figure 5).
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New Developments of Advanced Control
Methods

advanced methods of data processing like
pattern recognition and expert systems
(DESYRE)

techniques of formal specification methods
-high level Petri Nets

(Predicate/Transition Nets)
-algebraic specification
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ADVANCED CONTROLS FOR FAST REACTORS:
THE ARGENTINE PERSPECTIVE

L. A. Rovere*, C. J. Gho

Centro Atomico Bariloche
Comisiön Nacional de
Energia Atomica (CNEA)

8400 S.C. de Bariloche
Repüblica Argentina

Abstract

Brazil and Argentina have started a joint program in the area
of fast reactors in 1989. One of the objectives of this program
is to design and construct an Experimental Fast Reactor (EFR) ,
of approximately 50 MWth. The conceptual design of this reactor
is expected to be completed by 1995.

During the first stage of the program, Argentina will support
the design and construction of a Fast Critical Facility (FCF)
with expected start-up by the end of 1995. The control system to
be developed for this "zero" power reactor is intended to
include state-of-the-art features of interest to future
commercial power reactors. A brief description of these features
is presented.

1 .Introduction

Brazil and Argentina have started a binational venture in the
area of fast reactors. The Argentine-Brazilian Fast Reactor
Program1 (ABFRP) emerged from the common need for the development
of alternative energy sources to satisfy growing electrical
needs. The mid-term objective of the program is the design and
construction of an Experimental Fast Reactor, with a power of
approximately 50 MWth, and possibly capable of generating
electricity. The conceptual design of this reactor is expected
to be completed by 1995.

Both countries have independent nuclear programs and each
country have previous experience in several areas associated
with nuclear energy. In the specific areas related to fast
reactors, past efforts have been rather complementary. The first

'Currently at the Nuclear Engineering Dept., University of Tennessee,

Knoxville, TN 37996-2300, USA
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stage of the program will focus on the continuation of presently
existing research activities in each country but with a free and
complete exchange of results and use of facilities to be built
under the ABFRP auspices.

To achieve this objective, Brazil is involved in the
construction and testing of several new sodium loops with
foreseen startup in 1990. In these facilities, research will be
conducted on sodium thermal transport, process instrumentation,
phase transitions, sodium analysis and purification, components
cleaning, sodium handling, sodium-water reactions and fire
prevention and suppression, structural mechanics, pump and valve
performance. In addition, boron enrichment, reactor calculations
and other related activities will be pursued.

During this first stage, Argentina will support the design and
construction of a Fast Critical Facility with expected start-up
by the end of 1995.

Argentina is promoting R&D in the areas of neutronic
calculation methods, nuclear instrumentation, fuel, advanced
control algorithms, materials for control rods, safety analysis
and metallurgy of stainless steel in contact with sodium.

2.Control system design experience

Argentina has a well established expertise in the areas of
reactor control and safety systems design and implementation
although there is no control program as such. Several groups
throughout different CNEA's research centers and subsidiary
companies have had a varying degree of participation in these
areas.

The following is a description of past activities.

• R&D, design and construction of a series of research and
irradiation reactors (several operating in Argentina and two
abroad) ,

• participation in the construction, commissioning and start-up
of commercial nuclear power plants,

• operating of a digitally controlled nuclear power plant
(software modification, algorithm tuning, etc. of a CANDU
600) ,

• licencing of digital control systems for nuclear plants,

• design of small power reactors such as CAREN (15 MWe,
inherently safe LWR) and ARGOS (380 MWe PHWR).
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A study performed few years ago, to assess the feasibility of
the design and construction of an indigenous nuclear power
plant, indicated a reasonable maturity on the area of digital
control systems.

Although there exists a considerable number of researchers
working in the area of control system design, it is still
necessary to increase the availability human resources in the
area. To this end, Centro Atömico Bariloche and Instituto
Balseiro are supporting Masters and PhD dissertations on this
topical subject.

The relative simplicity of the control system required for a
critical facility makes it an attractive starting point for the
development of a domestic technology on digital control systems
and also to integrate existing independent research activities
in the area. This technology would be applied to future
commercial nuclear plants

3 . Fast Critical Facility

The core of the FCF will be an array of fuel elements composed
of a combination of solid sodium pins and enriched uranium fuel
pins.

The maximum power is expected to be limited to a few watts.
The assembly cooling will rely on natural convection mechanisms.

3.1 FCF Control System

This facility is intended to provide support for research
activities in the area of reactor physics primarily. In addition
to that, it will also serve as a catalyzer for a development
effort in the area of advanced control systems.

Although the ABFRP program has just started and many
implementation details have to be analyzed the following is a
set of basic ideas regarding control system design which is
being considered for incorporation to the control system.

The control system hardware should be fault tolerant, modular
and easily upgradable to accommodate future expansions or
replacements due to technological obsolescence. Control
algorithms should also be modular and written in a portable
language.

The control system for the FCF should have a multiple
instrumentation channel configuration to provide a flexible
structure to investigate different possible setups in spite of
the fact that most critical facility and research reactor
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control systems rely on a single nuclear instrumentation channel
for automatic power regulation.

Several R&D activities are being conducted in our country on
different techniques used to implement control algorithms,
including fuzzy set theory, nonlinear optimum control, expert
systems, etc. The control algorithms to be installed initially
will probably be fairly traditional, but as operational
experience is acquired, newly developed ones could be tested and
implemented.

The control system will be required to perform a variety of
power changes to facilitate testing and measurement of different
system parameters. Provision for some typical built in driving
function patterns and programming capabilities to obtain special
purpose ones should be incorporated in the control system to
insure flexibility, accuracy and repeatability of tests.

The reactor control system should be capable of synchronizing
control actions with experimental equipment to provide precise
and automatic signaling of events for data recording (i.e. for
noise analysis).

A supervisory control module should check the validity of
plant signals, compare desirrd actions with maximum allowable
limits for critical process variables and restrict control
actions verifying their correct implementation to avoid
challenges to the safety system.

The control rod actuators should also be designed with several
requirements in mind. The most important one is, perhaps, the
need to perform precise and fast enough movements to satisfy
reactor physics testing requirements but a compromise should be
achieved so that reactivity insertion rates do not violate
safety limits. Repeatability is also of concern in this system
so, means for accurate control rod positioning should be
provided such as for example, through stepper motors with
digital encoders.

The overall plant control system should be handled and
monitored from a computerized interactive graphics interface
located in the control room. Highly automated control and
monitoring functions reduce operator errors and also minimizes
the required amount of personnel for long reactor experiments.

A database and documentation system should be linked to the
plant control system to store significant events as well as day
to day process monitoring data with the capability of producing
periodical reports for analysis and storage purposes.

Additional monitoring and signaling devices should be
installed in some other key locations such as in the fuel
handling area to keep the technicians in charge of this activity
informed of the results of their actions. Some additional
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portable computers may also be available to perform in field
equipment testing and maintenance tasks.

Many of the activities directed to achieve the above mentioned
desirable features will have to proceed in parallel with
intermediate goals. It is intended to test as many of these
features as possible as they become available on test rigs,
reactor simulators as well as on the RA-6 experimental reactor
located in Centro Atömico Bariloche. This reactor is highly
instrumented and a data acquisition system is already available.

3.2 FCF Safety System

Some additional features over past implementations would be
desirable, such as enhancements of the operator annunciation
panels with computerized graphics displays. The introduction of
a fully digital safety system at the same time a new digital
control system is introduced is expected to generate severe
licencing problems and that idea will thus, be discarded.

The safety system will be subject to an in-depth analysis for
different configuration alternatives but a hybrid implementation
would probably be the compromise solution. In such a
combination, the automatic safety functions would still be
performed by a well known, available and proven technology based
analog system with several redundant channels and a simple n-out-
of-m voting logic. The logging functions, on the other hand,
could be accomplished by using a computerized display system
with a hardwired conventional console as fallback option.

The adaptation of existing domestic technology in the area of
safety systems for thermal experimental reactors for use in the
FCF is expected to be quite straightforward.

4.Conclusions

The reduced plant size and the small amount of components,
subsystems and sensors to be present in the FCF will facilitate
the design process of the control and safety systems, allowing
the concentration of efforts into flexibility and functionality
issues rather than on managing large sets of plant data.

Available expertise in several areas will have to be merged
and additional human resources will need to be generated in
order to achieve an integrated and homogeneous design with the
main objectives of portability and expandability for use in
future nuclear plants.

The FCF will serve as a prototype for control system testing
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and, by doing so, it is expected to help identify problematic
areas in need of further development efforts before larger
system implementations are required, such as for example, for
the Experimental Fast Reactor.

This activity is expected to promote technical cooperation
with Brazil for the successful completion of the ABFRP.

5.References
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ABSTRACT :
The European reactor SUPER-PHENIX (SPX 1) is at the present time the
largest Fast Breeder Reactor in operation in the world. Its instrumenta-
tion and control systems have been designed more than a decade ago, but
they are still at the leading edge of technology, while an extensive use
of computerized systems is made, even in the reactor protection domain.

The most important challenge for the utility is now to operate this power
plant industrially and to prove the effectiveness of the technological
solutions that have been chosen . In this context, advanced control sys-
tems and operator aids are not a major concern, at least for the present
time.

For longer-termed applications, developments concerning advanced controls
are not reactor specific and this paper briefly presents an ovarview of
French research programs, essentially in the light water reactors domain
that could find some openings on the Fast Breeders.

1 - SOME OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF THE SPX 1 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

Although the conceptual design of these systems goes back to more than a
decade, it implements technological solutions that where very innovative
at this time and that tend now to turn to current practice.

1.1 - COMPUTERIZED SAFETY SYSTEMS

The introduction of computer technology in systems important for safety is
relatively recent and required a large amount of effort to prove it's
acceptability in the case of nuclear power plants. The computerized pro-
cessing of core thermocouples (TRTC) of SPX 1 is an example of early
implementation of such a solution. The figure 1 gives an overall view of
this system based on the use of twin real-time computers, processing
simultaneously 2x469 thermocouple measurements of the core assemblies
outlet temperature. This system has been extensively described in previous
publications (/I/) and its role is to prevent from the evolution of ther-
mal hydraulic disturbances (flow blockage in fuel assemblies or high clad-
ding temperature) towards serious consequences by the initiation of the
reactor scram. Although the algorithms implemented in this system are
rather simple, the use of computers proves to be very effective as, for
example, it makes it easier to reactualize some threshold values that may
evolue all along the reactor's life.
This reactor protection system based on thermocouple measurements is com-
pleted by other protection chains using coolant flow and global neutron
flux measurements as well as delayed neutrons measurements that are
designed in a more "classical" way.
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1.2 - THE "3DC" CONCEPT - AN ATTEMPT OF INTEGRATED MONITORING AND OPERATOR
AID SYSTEM

The 3DC (Detector & Diagnosis of Core Disturbances) can also be considered
as an advanced concept as it implements on-line signal and information
processing methods thare were not very often used on other types of reac-
tors of the same generation, as for example :
- Early anomaly detection based on the use of a p». lictive model
- Noise analysis and processing
- Graphtc information presentation
- Real time computer architecture.
The role of this system, as for every plant monitoring system is to gene-
rate early warnings concerning core anomalies, and therefore to provide
the operator with means to prevent plant outage by avoiding the initiation
of automatic safety actions.
It also provides, the operator with improved man machine interface means,
by presenting him the useful 1 information on graphic CRT's.
The figure 2 shows the architecture of the 3DC system, that has already
been presented in detail in other conferences (/2/). The main functions of
this system are the following :

* CORA : Data acquisition and storage. This computer can be consi-
dered as the central node of the system as it controls the informa-
tion and data flux between the operators (graphic CRT's), the core
instrumentation (data acquisition) and two specialized processors
(data processing) CAROL and ANABEL.

* CAROL : This system realizes the function of a reactivity balance
meter , comparing on line the measured value of reactivity with a
calculation of the reactivity balance given by a physical model
representing the different reactivity feedback effects. Any abnor-
mality disturbing the reactivity balance (for example, local sodium
voiding in subassemblies), should result in a significant diffe-
rence between measured and calculated values. The sensitivity of
this system is expected to be very good, in particular in case of
anomalies with a slow speed of evolution, but the exact limits of
this system are strongly dependant on the accuracy of the physical
models of feedback effects, and the alarm thresholds values are to
be set after a training phase of the system during the start up of
SPX 1.

* ANABEL : This system is assigned the wery early detection of ther-
malhydraulical and mechanical abnormalities by the analysis of the
fluctuating part of signals on different measurement channels, some
of them having been installed specifically for that purpose :
- Accelerometers, on control rods and other internal structures
- Neutron flux chambers (out-of-core detectors)
- Fast thermocouples (Na-SS experimental sensors)
- Acoustic sensors
The fluctuating part of these signals, after pre-processing in a
specialized hard-wired unit, is processed by the ANABEL system
which can trigger warnings and automatic storage of signals in case
of departure from the "standard" characteristics of the signals.
Those characteristics, as for every random signals, are more or
less derived from the frequency content (P.S.D....) of the signals.
As in the case of the reactivity comparator, the starting-up phase
of the plant is followed to determine as completely as possible the
"normal" characteristics of the signals (signatures) and their
evolution with the conditions of operation. The ANABEL system will
be operationnal, as a monitoring system, only afer this "training"
period.
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2 - FUTURE TRENDS

2.1 - BACKGROUND CONSIDERATIONS

As the present challenge is to operate the reactor and to prove it's
reliability and the effectiveness of the technological solutions that have
been chosen, it is may be a little premature to talk about the evolution
of the control and monitoring systems for those types of reactors.
In the Fast Breeders domain, the research and development effort concerns
more the basic technology (core and reactor internals design..) than I&C
systems, that are strongly dependant on the global design options.
However, the research programs carried out in the domain of light water
reactor (or, in a wider sense, of large industrial processes)can give a
good idea of the near-term evolution of control and monitoring systems for
nuclear power plants : most of those orientations are not reactor specific
and could be applied with minor changes to FBR's.

2.2 - ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION

This is the only domain where specific solutions have to be found for the
future design of FBR's. Most of the research programs in this domain are
closely related to the evolution of the European Fast Reactor (EFR)
design.
The development of high temperature - wide range neutron sensors that can
withstand the high temperature conditions ( > 5OO°C) that can be found
inside the reactor vessel, is an outstanding example of the research
effort in this domain (/3/). This kind of detector, currently under pre-
qualification tests, could be used to improve the efficiency of failed
fuel detection systems by using in-vessel delayed neutron detectors, as
well as for core nelTEfon flux monitoring . For the last case, the wide
range of the detectors I providing the use of specific signal processing
electronics) could lead to a significant simplification of the neutron
flux monitoring system.

2.3 - HARDWARE DESIGN

In this domain, the quasi-systematic evolution for future design is
towards I&C architectures based on local area networks (LAN) with reparted
processing capabilities. The design of the new I&C systems of the French
N4 LWR plants that are to be put in operation in the 90's is an example of
this kind of solution, which provides many advantages (/4/)

- Total accessibility to information from any point of the network
- Hierarchical structure and good separation between safety-related

and normal operation-related functions.
- Reliability by a better management of redundancies.
- Flexibility : the use of reparted processors makes it easier to

change them for more performing when evolution towards more complex
software (see 2.4) requires it.

2.4 - ADVANCED SAFETY FUNCTIONS AND PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Progresses in data processing networks reliability and a better approach
for software quality insurance make it possible now to implement advanded
safety functions requiring more complex calculations. These advanced
safety systems can yield more operational margin while keeping the same
level of safety as previously (which 1s particularly valuable when better
plant manoeuvrability is required).
Still in the case of light water reactors, the SPIN system (/5/) is an
example of such computerized protection system currently in operation.
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This microprocessor based protection system, in use on the French 4 loops
1300 MWe reactors, is characterized by a rather high, level of complexity
of the algorithms calculating the core power peaking factors and ONB
ratio. In this kind of systems the previous practice of using ^/ery conser-
vative correlations between local power and average power is replaced by a
more "physical" approach based on a simplified on-line 3D reconstruction.
In a more prospective domain, the French PRORITME Project aims at the
demonstration of the feasability of a protection system based on a fast 3D
core power mapping, making use of the RITME neutron transport calculation
method,^specia:ly developped for that purpose (/6/)..This evolution of the
protection functions towards more sophisticated (and thus more performing)
is foreseeable because of the strong increase in the processing capabili-
ties of standard microprocessors that can be included in the new real time
processing Networks.
For example, with a 32 bits ^lp of the motorola 68030 generation (which
will turn to be a "standard" in the near future) the RITME resolution
method takes about Is to calculate the local power tin the 3000 nodes of
the core of a 900 MWe PWR. These performances are consistent with the res-
ponse time requirements of core protection systems.
Although the fundamental problems are not of the same nature in the FBR's
(/7/) this kind of approach could be extrapolated, for example, to the
upgrading of the core thermocouples processing system (TRTC).

2.5 ADVANCED MONITORING FUNCTIONS AND OPERATOR AID SYSTEMS

2.5.1 - Impact of these systems

This is indeed a very wide domain around which a big part of the
research effort has been centered these last years. This is due to
different facts :
- Increased complexity of plant controls (automatization) and of

operating modes (load follow...) have lead to an evolution of the
plant operators role towards high level supervision tasks. This
kind of supervision requires more'and more sophisiicated aids to
enable the operators to understand the behaviour of their plant.

- In the operator assistance domain, requirements are less drastic
than in the safety system domains. This opens the way to advanced
information processing techniques, like Artificial Intelligence,
that couldn't' be qualified for the plant protection use. Plant
monitoring and operator assistance is a privilegiate entrance path
to plant control applications for advanced techniques.
It is out of purpose to cover here the entire domain of application
of those techniques.
However may we concentrate on few examples of application which are
very illustrative of the approaches currently explored in the dif-
ferent domains of operator aid systems (/8/).

2.5.2 - Advances in information processing

The increased power of processing capabilities provides means to
generalize the kind of approach used in the reactivity comparator
presented in Ch. 1, and which is to use on-line process modelisation
to support the decision tasks (Figure 3)
- Detection and diagnosis ot abnormal situations, from the analysis

the discrepancy between the actual state and the model simulation.
- Prognosis, by the use of the prediction capabilities of the mo-

dels.
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These principles can be illustrated by two examples of systems cur-
rently under test in the French CEA:

* Algorithmic approach : The SINDBAD system (/8/)
This monitoring system originally designed for PWR1 plants surveil-
lance, is based on "classical" information processing methods:
- Use of physical-mathematical models to evaluate the continuous
evolution of the process state variables. For this purpose the
plant is shared into different "high ievel functions" like for
example "reactor cooling system mass balance control"...

- Detection and diagnosis of different kinds of misfunctions by con-
tinuous processing and pattern matching techniques, like illus-
trated on the figure 4.

* Artificial intelligence approach : The ALLIANCE project (/9/).
This project is directed towards the demonstration of the feasability
of AI-based systems for continuous processes monitoring and control.
The first application has been developped for the LMFBR's steam
generators monitoring.
The outstanding feature of the ALLIANCE approach is the use of a
qualitative modelisation instead of a physical/mathematical model.
The basic mode of representation is a causal graph with links symbo-
lized under the form of "qualitative transfer functions".

The management of this qualitative approach requires of course,
advanced software techniques, but it is expected to be closer to the
mental models of the potential user and thus better accepted as an
assistance means.
Apart from this specific approach of the process representation, the
functional scheme of the monitoring process cans still be symbolized
by the parallelism between process modelization and actual plant
variables observations.
The AI approach provides better capabilities of scenari management
than the classical approach used in SINDBAD, and for example, the
model predictive capabilities are used to anticipate manual actions
tending to maintain the process in his regular operation domain in
spite of the external disturbances (Figure 5).

2.5.3 - Advances in man-machine interface

In this domain, the leading program is undoubtly the S3C advanced
control room development carried out by EDF and associate resear-
chers.
The chief characteristic of this project is the generalization of the
computerized control to the whole operator tasks including control
actuation.
The designers of this new computerized control room were aware of the
drawbacks of using graphic CRT's instead of conventionnal pannels.
Loss of information parallelisation, "tunnelization" of the operator
attention and, finally, higher level of complexity of the necessary
cognitive activities for control tasks.
The solution to this important problem has been found with the gene-
ralization of task oriented displays practice. Every display presen-
ted to the operator is designed in sucn a way that it covers entirely
a given task, even if this task requires several plant systems.
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The counterpart of this task specialization is indeed the need to
design as many displays as there are different tasks to perform.
There are currently several thousands of different display images
available in the S3c advanced control room. Those images can be
shared into different categories :
- Plant monitoring and surveillance displays as presented in the
Figure 6. Those displays are designed to be used for continuous
monitoring of the plant during "passive" operation periods (when
the operators have no control actions to perform). These function-
oriented monitoring displays complement the alarm displays which
are more component-oriented.

- System and multisystem displays which are task oriented, in which
action on the different actuators is directly possible, with the
help of specific "command menus".

- Procedural actions displays used for normal of post accidental
operation. These displays are under the form of "active" logigrams
on which the path followed by the operator is underlined (Figure
7). Those kinds of display formats are the basic tool for acciden-
tal control images developped within the frame of a collaboration
between the CEA and EDF (/10/).

3 - CONCLUSION

Although there are not many specific programs concerning advanced
controls and operator's aids for FBR's in France, the important research
programs carried out in those f ie lds for PWR's show the way to what w i l l
be the advanced controls of the XXIth century reactors. At this time FBR's
w i l l be ready to take the relay and to make use of a l l these "advanced"
techniques.
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FIGURE 1 THE TRTC SYSTEM OF THE French F.B.R. SUPER PHENIX
(Protection system based on core temperature monitoring)
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FIGURE 3 : ILLUSTRATION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF PROCESS MONITORING
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FIGURE 4 : APPLICATION OF THIS PRINCIPLE IN THE CASE OF THE SINDBAD SYSTEM
(Reactor cooling system mass balance control)
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FIGURE 5 : THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROCESS MONITORING PRINCIPLES IN THE
ALLIANCE SYSTEM
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FIGURE 6 : EXAMPLE OF PLANT MONITORING DISPLAY IN THE S3C CONTROL ROOM
SURVEILLANCE CENERALE DE LA TRANCHE

FIGURE 7 : EXAMPLE OF ACCIDENTAL CONTROL DISPUY IN THE S3C CONTROL ROOM
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CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN OF INDIAN
PROTOTYPE FAST BREEDER REACTOR (PFBR)

K.Raghavan
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research

Kalpakkam 603102
India

ABSTRACT

Indian nuclear power programme envisages setting up a
series of commercial fast breeder power plants in the early
half of next century. A 40 MW thermal (13.2 MWe) Fast
Breeder Test Reactor has been set up and a 500 MW(e)
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor is under design. So far all
the nuclear power plants in India have been using only
conventional hard wired instrumentation and control systems.
Computers have been mainly used as data loggers. A
beginning has been made in the use of computers in India's
first Fast Breeder Test Reactor, commissioned recently, for
on-line core supervision, in addition to data logging
function. With the great advancement in digital distributed
control systems world over, it is planned to use
microprocessors, programmable controllers and central
computers for the control systems of PFBR. In this
presentation the approach to be followed in the architecture
of such control systems in PFBR is outlined. Use of these
systems for safety functions is approached with caution.
Critical parameters will be segregated from less important
ones for treatment. Arrangement of plant main control room
and emergency control room in enhancing efficiency of
operator functioning is given due importance. Graphic
displays for alarm annunciation, trend display and incident
analysis will be extensively used. Multiplexing information
between local control stations and control room will be
resorted to for non-safety systems. Redundancy in system
configuration, self diagnostic features, fault tolerant
design and signal validation techniques are planned for
increasing system reliability and hence plant availability.
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CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN OF INDIAN
PROTOTYPE FAST BREEDER REACTOR

K.Raghavan
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research

Kalpakkam 603102, India

1. General:

1.0 India's fossil fuel resources are limited. Estimated
natural uranium reserve is about 60,000 Te. India has
a large resource of thorium, estimated to be
3,20,000 Te. If natural uranium and thorium are to be
effectively used for meeting the energy demand during
the next century, fast breeder reactors are the only
solution. Recognising this, we started our fast
reactor programme in the late sixties. India's
nuclear power programme envisages setting up a series
of thermal reactors to be followed by fast breeders to
breed more fissionable material, using plutonium and
depleted uranium obtainable from thermal reactors.
Plutonium thus bred will be used in fast breeder
reactors with thorium to produce U233, which will form
the fuel for the next stage fast breeder reactors,
using thorium as fertile material.

1.1 A 40 MW thermal (13.2 MWe) Fast Breeder Test Reactor
(FBTR) has been set up in collaboration with the
French Atomic Energy Commission. This reactor is
based on the design of fast reactor Rapsodie, the
major difference being the addition of steam generator
and turbo-generator to produce electricity for feeding
to the local grid. This reactor became operational in
October 1985. At about the same time we have taken up
the design of a 500 MW(e) Prototype Fast Breeder
Reactor (PFBR), to be set up at Kalpakkam near the
site of FBTR. Presently the design work is in an
advanced stage. We are finalising the detailed
project report to be submitted to the Government to
seek approval. The main features of FBTR and PFBR are
indicated in Table-I. PFBR is expected to be
commissioned by the end of this century.

1.2 So far all the nuclear power plants in our country
have been using only conventional hard wired
instrumentation and control systems. Logic functions
are carried out by electro-magnetic relays. Even the
use of solid state relays has been limited and the use
of these for safety systems is not accepted unless
supplemented by on-line supervision of its
healthiness. Pneumatic and electronic controllers
with hard wired electrical indicators and recorders
are being used in all our reactors. A beginning has
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been made in the use of digital data acquisition
system in some of our existing nuclear power stations.
Instrumentation and control systems of our future
nuclear power plants will be different and in line
with the latest development.

2. Control Systems of FBTR

2.0 The design of control systems of FBTR has followed
Rapsodie. FBTR is an experimental reactor, with the
main aim to study fuel material behaviour. Power
generation is incidental. Hence the reactor operation
is given prime importance and Reactor is not affected
by the turbine operation. A 100% bypass is provided
across the turbine to bypass the steam to a dump
condenser, thereby insulating the reactor from the
variations in turbine operation and also facilitating
islanding operation. For reactor control and
protection six control rods are provided. The
temperature and power co-efficients are negative and
compensation required for burn-up in a day is very
small (about 20 pcm which corresponds to a movement of
5 mm of control rod). Hence the reactor operation is
only manual. Different power levels of operation of
reactor is achieved by varying the primary and
secondary sodium flow and feed water flow and
maintaining the sodium temperatures, steam pressure
and steam temperatures constant. Closed loop
automatic control systems are provided for these
functions. Two kinds of safety actions are provided
in FBTR, one being fast shut down by the gravitational
drop of all control rods and another controlled
downward movement of all control rods simultaneously,
depending on the parameter causing the safety action.

2.1 Only conventional hard wired instrumentation and
control systems, with analog displays and conventional
hard wired window annunciation have been used for all
the systems. However, a central data processing
system (CDPS) with two computers one being standby to
the other has been used for core supervision, safety
logic system supervision and data logging. Two
thermocouples are provided at the outlets of each fuel
subassembly and these are scanned every second by the
CDPS. In case of failure of one computer, the
scanning will be taken over automatically by the other
computer. The central data processing system
generates the expected values of sub-assembly outlet
temperature, temperature rise across each assembly and
the average core outlet temperature, taking into
account heat output of each sub-assembly and compares
these values with actually measured values. If the
actual values exceed the expected values by
predetermined limits, alarm, slow shut down and scram
will be ordered by the CDPS. Another important
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function of the CDPS in FBTR is the supervision of
safety logic system. The safety logic system is based
on transistor logic. For on-line supervision of the
healthiness of the safety logic system, the computer
injects test pulses (20 rn sec.) through different
safety channels. The propagation of test pulses is
scanned at the coil of scram electromagnets. While
testing one third profile of the two out of three
logic circuits, the pulse is not to be propagated upto
the coil. If pulse is sensed it is a safe fault.
While testing two out of three profiles, the pulse is
expected. If not present, it is an unsafe fault.
Computer prints out faulty conditions. This is a
continuous operation and covers all the scram signals.

2.2 In addition to the above two important functions, the
central data processing system also checks the
discordance between the neutronic measurements of the
redundant channels and also provides data logging of
all the important parameters of the plant. About 900
analog signals and 500 digital signals are processed
by the central data processing system. The experience
with the central data processing system supplied by
our sister organisation, M/s Electronic Corporation of
India Ltd has been very good. These computers are of
the third generation. Due to obsolescence of
components, one system has already been replaced by a
fourth generation computer and another one is also to
be replaced shortly. With this replacement, the
functions are also enhanced to include the following:

Computational functions

Reactivity balance and thermal balance calculations.

Expert features

- Standard deviation analysis which is a measure of
fluctuation of core thermocouple signal for early
warning of blockage of sub-assembly flow.

- History of the plant with fault analysis.

- Signal validation

- Sequential event logging

- Man machine communication

- Trend log
- Trend display
- Colour schematic
- Graphic printing
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3. Control System design of Prototype Fast Breeder
Reactor (PFBR)

3.0 PFBR is being set up with the main aim of establishing
reliable and safe operation and economic viability of
fast breeder reactors as future source of power.
Since load following operation results in thermal
cycling of fuel and sodium circuit components, it is
not considered necessary to operate PFBR on load
following mode. A sixty percent bypass with suitable
desuperheating and depressurising station has been
provided across the steam turbine with the main
condenser also serving as dump condenser. This in
addition to insulating the reactor against the
variations in turbine output, will also enable
islanding operation to a limited extent. The
temperature and power co-efficients of reactivity in
PFBR are negative. Only control required on the
reactor is to compensate for reactivity loss due to
burn up. In a day at full power operation,
compensation of reactivity required is about 24 pern
which requires a total movement of control rods by 20
mm. Since this means practically no operator action
over a day, the control of reactor will be manual.
The reactor will be operated at desired power level
with the turbine following the reactor, by varying
the flow of sodium in the primary and secondary sodium
circuits by controlling the pump speeds, by varying
the feed water flow and maintaining temperature of
sodium and temperature and pressure of steam constant.
For maintaining these at desired levels, closed loop
automatic control systems are envisaged. Except for
these automatic control operations, the reactor
control is essentially manual open loop control.

3.1 Safety Related Systems:

3.1.0 Two independent shut down systems activated by two
independent reactor protection logics are provided in
PFBR for safely shutting down the reactor in the event
of any parameter crossing the safety limits. One
system consists of a bank of nine control rods and the
other a bank of three articulated control rods. While
the bank of three rods has only safety function, the
rods of the other bank will also be used for manual
control of the reactor power level and burn up
compensation. Two kinds of safety actions are
foreseen, namely scram and controlled automatic
downward movement of all control rods of one bank.
Both the banks are individually capable of shutting
down the reactor with adequate shut down margin.
There will be total independence between the safety
system and control systems. Each reactor protection
logic can activate either of the shut down systems.
Safety systems will have facility for on-line testing
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without causing safety action. In each safety system
triplicated instrumentation signals using two out of
three coincidence logic is provided. The shut down
system will be qualified for SSE.

3.1.1 Two different types of logic processing systems will
be used for the two shut down systems. One system
will be based on hard wired circuits, working on pulse
coded logic mode. Other system will have either relay
logic or depending on the state of art and reliability
two microprocessors, one acting as standby to the
other for logic functions.

3.1.2 Core supervision is another important safety function.
For this temperature measurements are done at each of
the 212 sub-assembly outlets (fuel plus some blanket
assemblies) using two chromel alumel thermocouples and
one number of stainless steel-Na fast response
thermocouple. In addition eddy current flow meters
and duplicated chromel alumel thermocouples are
provided in thermowells at the outlets of selected
four sub-assemblies. These signals are scanned every
second by dedicated duplicated microprocessors one
acting as standby to the other. The measured values
are compared with computed expected values and safety
actions such as alarm, fast shut down and scram are
initiated. By thermal noise analysis of signals from
fast response thermocouples by the microprocessors,
flow blockage through the assemblies can be detected
at early stage.

3.2 Control System Design Philosophy

3.2.0 PFBR will have a main control room from where the
plant can be started, power level raised, continuously
monitored and safely shut down. An emergency control
room located away from the main control room is
provided to enable safe shut down of the reactor, in
case of non-availability of main control room.

The functions of the emergency control room are:

- Commands for safety action

- Monitoring decay heat removal system functioning

- Control of draining sodium from steam generators

- Monitoring RCB for release of radioactivity

- Control and monitoring the functions of emergency on
site power supply

- Plant communications
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3.2.1 The total analog and digital inputs and outputs
envisaged in PFBR is indicated in Table-2. The
following guidelines will be followed in the design of
instrumentation and control systems.

- Considering the great advances made world over in
the use of digital system for instrumentation and
control applications and the advantages of
flexibility and versatility of these systems, it is
proposed to use digital distributed control systems
(DDC) with microprocessors, programmable logic
controllers and central computers. However, use of
these for safety related systems will be approached
with caution, depending on the state of art and
reliability established.

- The power plant will be arranged into functional
groups of systems and sub-systems, independent of
each other such that it is possible to assign a
certain level of autonomy to each single sub-group.
The architecture will be a hybrid of functional and
geographically distributed control system.

- These systems will be programmable. The plant
software will be written in structured high level
language for easy maintenance.

- Use of digital data acquisition system with CRT
displays and print out facilities will permit
significant reduction in the number of conventional
display instruments like indicators and recorders.
Digital data acquisition system will be extensively
used to enable the analysis of plant operation and
will serve as an important operator aid.

- Alarm annunciation system through station main
computers and CRT displays will be provided in the
control room for all systems. For safety related
systems alarm functions will also be provided by
hard wired dedicated annunciation windows or, the
panels. Software oriented alarm system will provide
graphic displays and information of concerned
parameters, trends, thresholds and can be programmed
to suppress consequential alarms and irrelevant
alarms.

- Redundancy in system configuration, segregation of
critical information from less critical information,
self-diagnostic features, fault tolerant design and
signal validation techniques are planned for
enhancing system reliability and plant availability.
Powerful on line diagnostics will be used to check
the correct functioning of hardware systems. Process
control software will be checked through the use of
simulators.
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- With the use of DDC systems, multiplexing of
information of non-safely related systems between
local control stations and control room will be
resorted to for reducing the number of cables.

- Standardisation of equipment, modular concepts and
easy replaceability and maintainability of
components and quality assurance for I&C systems
from design to commissioning will be given great
importance to increase the availability of the
plant.

3.3 Control System Architecture

A three level control system architecture envisaged
for PFBR is shown in Figure-1.

3.3.1 Field Level

Field level components of the control system
organisation would be the sensors, input/output
devices, programmable controllers and the final
control elements. The functions of the controllers or
group of controllers at this level will be data
acquisition, logging, logic functions and any closed
loop control. Man machine interface at this level
will be through portable programming units.

3.3.2 Local Control Station Level

Control at this level will be the management of field
level processors to co-ordinate in an orderly manner
their functions of data monitoring, alarm and status
management and plant configuration monitoring. A
terminal and printer are planned as man machine
interface at this level. This interface will be
achieved by selection of local control with the
permission of the main control room and will be used
normally for commissioning and maintenance purposes.

3.3.3 Main Control Room Level

At the main control room level, a central data
processing system (CDPS) with duplicated computers and
interfacing equipment will co-ordinate man machine
communications. It will communicate all operator
commands and control set points to the respective
equipment/process via the local control stations.
Likewise all data received from the various local
stations will be prcessed by the CDPS to provide
alarms and displays at the operators' desk in the
desired form and create a central log of all
informations pertinent to the functions of the control
room. The communication from and to all control
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locations will be through the CDPS. This central data
processing system does not have control functions over
reactor safety systems, like reactor protection logic,
neutronic measurements, decay heat removal systems
etc. But CDPS will have data acquisition role for
these systems.

3.3.4 Data Way;

The distributed control system is supported by a high
speed, high reliability data way which functions as a
common data transmission line between the local
control stations and the Central Data Processing
System. The data way is a loop like duplex
transmission line. This will have a loop back
function in case of fault in transmission line and a
bypass function in case of control system failure.
Coaxial cables will be used for data high way.

To improve reliability of DDC systems, redundant
equipment operating in two out of two mode will be
provided, which will convert into one out of two mode
in case of an equipment failure. For detection of
failure, powerful self-diagnostic features will be
provided.

3.3.5 Man machine interfaces:

Man machine interfaces are vital links between the
operator and the plant. It is not only important for
I&C systems to display plant data in a centralised
location but present the data in an organised manner.
In PFBR the main control room will house all the
important functions pertaining to reactor control,
heat transport loops, safety action commands, displays
and surveillance instruments in a central location
(control console). CRT displays and key boards will
be the main operator interface. Printers and disc
storage will be provided for information of plant data
and abnormal events and history data. Some important
safety functions will be through hardware like
switches, indicators and recorders.

4-. Conclusion

4.0 Advanced digital control systems have totally changed
the design concepts of instrumentation and control
systems. It is recognised that digital distributed
control systems offer great advantages such as
reliability, fault tolerant design, signal validation
and self-diagnostic features, flexibility and
versatility in data acquisition, storage and
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presentation and provide an efficient operator aid for
analysis of plant performance. Though at present only
a small beginning is made in our country in the use of
these systems, when engineering of instrumentation and
control systems of PFBR is taken up, reliable and
proven DDC systems will be available indigenously.
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TABLE - I : FBTR and PFBR Characteristics

Reactor power, MWt/MWe

Primary circuit concept

No. of fuel sub-assemblies

Core height, m

Core diameter, m

Reactor inlet sodium
temp. C

Reactor outlet temp. C

Primary sodium flow, t/s

No. of primary pumps

No, of IHXs

No. of secondary loops

Steam generator concept

Steam temperature, C

Steam pressure, MPa

FBTR

4-0/13.2

Loop type

65

0.32

0.46

380

515

0.3

2

2

2

PFBR

1200/500

Pool type

180

1.0

1.9

380

530

6.6

4

8

4

Once through Once through
7 tubes in a straight tube,
shell in triple modular units
S shape

480

12.5

480

17
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TABLE-II : ESTIMATED ANALOG AND DIGITAL SIGNALS

ANALOG INPUTS
(HEATER T/C's ABOUT 2800)

DIGITAL INPUTS

(LEAK DETECTORS 2400)

(LIMIT SWITCHES 2900)

5000

5800

ANALOG OUTPUTS 100

DIGITAL OUTPUTS 1200

TOTAL 12,100
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OVERVIEW OF THE US PROGRAM
OF CONTROLS FOR ADVANCED REACTORS

1 . INTRODUCTION

An automated control system can incorporate control goals and strategies,
assessment of present and future plant status, diagnostic evaluation and
maintenance planning, and signal and command validation. It has not been
feasible to employ these capabilities in conventional hard-wired, analog,
control systems. Recent advances in computer-based digital data
acquisition systems, process controllers, fiber-optic signal transmission,
artificial intelligence tools and methods, and small inexpensive, fast,
large-capacity computers-with both numeric and symbolic capabilities-
have provided many of the necessary ingredients for developing large,
practical automated control systems. Furthermore, recent reactor designs
which provide strong passive responses to operational upsets or accidents
afford good opportunities to apply these advances in control technology.

Under the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), work on
advanced controls for advanced reactors is concentrated at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) in the Advanced Controls Program, at the EBR-
II site by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) , and GE Nuclear Energy (GE)
in design of the Power Reactor Inherently Safe Module (PRISM) reactor.
The DOE is also supporting considerable work at various universities.

This paper presents an overall U.S. national perspective for advanced
controls research and development. The goals of high reliability, low
operating cost and simple operation are described. The staged approach
from conceptualization through implementation is discussed. Then the
paper describes briefly the work being done by ORNL, ANL and GE. The
relationship of this work to the U.S. commercial industry is also
discussed.
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2. NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Contemporary experience of U.S. industries-steel, automotive, aviation,
electronics, defense, and food processing-has shown that to compete
successfully, a high degree of automation is needed. The U.S. nuclear
industry also will have to employ automation in plant operation, control
systems, maintenance, and construction to compete with alternative
power sources. For the advanced liquid metal reactors (LMRs) in the U.S.,
the goals of advanced, automated plant control systems include
improvement of plant availability, low operating costs, simple operation
(especially of multimodular plants like the PRISM design), and reduced
challenges to plant safety systems.

2.1 Improved Reliability

Analog subsystem controllers, used in the essential control processes in
current U.S. nuclear power plants (NPP), have evolved over many years and
have generally performed satisfactorily around a design point.
Performance of these analog controllers is limited, however, in dealing
with system upsets and major parameter changes. Dramatic improvement
in virtually all aspects of subsystem control is enabled by the advent of
economical, reliable digital microprocessors. Good reliability can be
further enhanced by use of fault-tolerant design techniques, previously
used only in NPP protection systems. Communications among subsystems
and is greatly improved and simplified by digital techniques. Multiplexed
fiber-optic data transmission and distributed architectures provide an
opportunity for noise reduction (and significant construction cost saving)
by minimizing cables and interconnections. The availability of on-board
memory increases the potential for improved control algorithms that are
better able to deal with nonlinear and discrete changes in parameters and
redefinition of target states; it also increases the potential for self-
checking for failures or decalibration. These and other advantages of
advanced, digital control technology can provide significant improvement
in plant availability.
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2.2 Low operating costs

Recent work by GE on advanced automated plants indicates that the plant
operating staff could be reduced by approximately 100 people. This
reduction would lower plant operating costs by about $4 million per plant
yearM). Sufficient automation will be built in to support a design goal of
one operator running an entire power block under both normal and faulted
conditions. All normal plant operations (such as startup, shutdown, load
following, etc.) will be automated.

2.3 Simple operation

Although U.S. nuclear power plants currently exhibit some automation at
the individual or subsystem level, integration and coordination of
subsystems is minimal. The tasks of managing the interactions among
systems is left to the operators. Even in plants where a form of cross
limiting between subsystems is used to provide anticipation of major
changes in parameters, prompt operator interaction is still required to re-
establish satisfactory operating conditions. The PRISM reactor, being
designed by General Electric under the sponsorship of the U. S. DOE, is a
modular system that has significant requirements for automation.
Modular systems must be automated to keep plant operation well
coordinated. Even discounting economic considerations, the large
operating crew required if there is no automation has the potential for
poor coordination of effort. In the PRISM, advanced controls incorporating
improved diagnostics, alarm management, and graphical displays will give
the operator much more useful information and guidance than in today's
U.S. plants. Because of the strong passive behavior of the plants, the
operator will be able to take significantly more time to respond to
operational upsets.

2.4 Reduced challenges to the active or passive safety features

The use of fault-tolerant automation can reduce challenges to plant
protection systems through its impact on operator performance and
through its ability to keep complex operating systems within a prescribed
operating envelope. Distributed, multivariate control techniques can be
made less susceptible to single failures of sensors or components.
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Improved diagnostics and state-of-the-art graphical display techniques
will help the operator know when the plant may be operating in a manner
that might cause an operational upset unless some corrective action is
taken.

3. THE APPROACH

These goals may be realized only if an intelligent plan of automation is
pursued. This automation plan should consider integration of all elements
of the control system (hardware, software, human). The effort to develop
control system concepts and prototypes that are appropriate for advanced
fast reactor power plants is concentrated at ORNL, ANL and General
Electric. ORNL is designated as the lead laboratory for advanced controls
and is responsible for the national program planning in this area. The
national program calls for a staged approach. The first stage is
conceptualization, in which the most promising technological approaches
are chosen for further study. The second stage is development and testing
of each candidate. The third stage is computer simulations to
demonstrate to users, designers and other researchers the advantages
offered by the new control capabilities. All of these stages are underway
at development sites at ORNL, ANL, GE and some universities. The fourth
stage is plant demonstration and integrated testing of the developed
strategy or technique. Some of this work is already under way at EBR-II.
The fifth stage of this work will be interaction with ALMR designers and
others to transfer the technology to the industry.

3.1 Plant Automation with Evolving Technology

In the U.S., the transition from today's nuclear control systems to the
future designs for complete automation under human supervision is likely
to occur in phases. The transition may be described in terms of 4 levels
as shown in Figure 1. Level 1 will include automated data management at a
plant. This is actually occurring to a limited extent now in U.S. LWRs. In
this level there will be some replacement of today's analog controllers
with more reliable digital controllers performing basic proportional-
integral-differential (PID) control. EPRI has sponsored demonstration of
selected subsystem automation in operating plants [a Monticello unit
owned by Northern States Power, Dresden Units 2 and 3 owned by
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Commonwealth Edison, and the Sequoyah plant owned by the Tennessee
Valley Authority] (2.3,4,5]. Digital reactor protection systems are also
currently operational at Arkansas Nuclear One-Unit 2, Southern California
Edison's San Onofre Units 2 and 3, Arizona Public Service's Palo Verde and
Louisiana Power and Light's Waterford Unit 3. Generally, digital
implementations of control and safety systems on U.S. reactors have been
one-for-one replacements of the original analog systems and do not take
full advantage of recent technological developments.

Manufacturers are developing product lines of digital instruments and
controllers intended both for installation in new plants and replacements
for their analog counterparts in today's operating plants. Most of the
current effort is being applied to hardware reliability, fault tolerance,
and communications. Functional performance (algorithm improvement),
which now resides mostly in software, is receiving somewhat less
emphasis.

Level 2 will be automation of routine procedures like startup, shutdown,
refueling, load changes and certain emergency response procedures.
Significant assistance will be given to the operator in the form of expert
systems and control room displays of plant status. Control strategies will
be predetermined choices selected from hierarchical, optimal, linear,
robust, multivariate options. The EBR-II plant is moving into this stage
now.

Level 3 is a significant advance toward automation with capability for
full automation of all hierarchical levels of control. The operator's role
will be to interact with and monitor the performance of the intelligent,
adaptive supervisory control system. Smart sensors will validate their
own signals and communicate with robust, fault-tolerant process
controllers. The process controllers will be able to reconfigure the
control logic to meet the operational objectives selected by the
supervisory control system. Control strategies will be adaptive,
uncompromised by nonlinear effects in the processes, and very robust to
off-normal conditions. Plant designs will be completely automated with
plant data bases available to the control system and the operator.
Operational experience of all plant systems and components will be
tracked in an automated data base. The control system will recommend
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maintenance schedules and outages to the operator. Human performance
modeling will have permitted good allocation of function decisions in a
way to keep the operator motivated and informed about plant status. This
is the level targeted by GE for the PRISM plant design.

Level 4 is total automation of the plant, utilizing an intelligent control
system aware of all operational status and in interactive communication
with the operator to keep him apprised of operational status, any degraded
conditions, likely consequences of degradations, and possible
(recommended) strategies for minimizing deleterious consequences. By
this time, plant designs will have many functions automated and
robotized, including maintenance and security surveillance. The control
system will be integrated with not only the total plant design, but also
the national network of commercial power plants. The control system
computer will learn from the network relevant information concerning
other plants and component operational experience and will alert the
operator if that experience is relevant to his plant. This level will not be
reached by U.S. designs for many years.

4. DESCRIPTION OF ORNL WORK

Oak Ridge National Laboratory is integrating emerging technologies in
control theory, software engineering methodologies, very high level
languages, advanced computer architectures, artificial intelligence,
human-machine modeling, and plant-wide design database management
into advanced control concepts. Collaboration with other national DOE LMR
program participants is assuring an integrated program for advanced
reactor concepts.

4.1 Overview of program tasks

To support the transition towards advanced automated control of nuclear
plants, the Advanced Controls Program at ORNL is conducting four major
kinds of activities:

Demonstrations of advanced control system designs that would meet
the goals described earlier;
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Establishment of a design environment that allows designers
to formulate and test various control strategies;

Testing and validation of advanced control system designs by
simulation; and

Guidance in control software and hardware specifications and
implementation.

4.2 Demonstrations of advanced automated control system designs

The purpose of this group of activities is to provide timely
demonstrations of prototypic designs for control systems for selected
aspects of the ALMR concept (PRISM). The first demonstrations will be
made on the computer simulators at ORNL and other national laboratories
and, in some cases, the demonstrations will be made on prototypic
controller hardware. Where possible, these demonstrations will be made
on existing reactor systems such as the EBR-II in Idaho Falls, Idaho, the
Fast Flux Test Facility in Washington and in-house research reactors at
ORNL. These demonstrations will show how the most appropriate state-of-
the-art developments in control system theory, automation, artificial
intelligence, information management, man-machine interface research
and modeling, and computer simulation can be integrated into viable
demonstrable control system designs. These prototypic designs will be
used as examples by ALMR designers in the DOE Programs.

4.2.1 Balance of plant control

The feedwater train in any steam producing power plant is a complex
system made up of feedwater pumps, valves, feedwater heaters, steam
generators, turbines, turbine bypass systems and a condenser. In U.S.
LWRs, incidents causing a significant fraction of lost plant availability
can be attributed to the feedwater system. These LWR designs have
analog control systems for the feedwater train. These analog systems are
cumbersome, inflexible, unintelligent; they are current)^ being replaced in
some LWRs due to reliability and maintainability problems. The
replacement systems are digital systems, but these are primarily digital
versions of the analog (PID) control strategy previously used.
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Although PID control is a proven strategy, there are several better
strategies possible with the use of digital control. These alternate
strategies offer control of several parameters concurrently in an optimum
manner to accomplish established goals and to meet imposed constraints.
These multivariate strategies offer increased fault tolerance, increased
robustness, and increased flexibility to accommodate changes in hardware
or software. Putting these strategies into a digital control system also
allows the use of smart sensors to improve fault tolerance and
robustness. Research at ORNL in improved man-machine interfaces and
artificial intelligence will lead to more efficient utilization of the
operators. ORNL is incorporating research and development advances in
these areas to demonstrate simpler, fault tolerant, robust, flexible
designs for the feedwater systems of an Advanced LMR (PRISM). Although
this demonstration is for a multi-modular LMR, it will be useful to control
system designers of all types of steam producing power plants. A first
demonstration prototype was completed in late 1988I6). In 1989, this
work is continuing to include the other components making up the balance
of plant.

4.2.2 Supervisory Control

The design for PRISM (and some other types of advanced reactors)
incorporates multiple modules which together produce power to meet grid
demand. All reactor cores are to be coordinated to meet the power
demand. A chief virtue of multimodular plants is increased flexibility
aimed at increased plant availability. If one reactor is shut down for
refuelling, all others should be able to continue operation. This increased
flexibility requires development and demonstration of an appropriate
control strategy.

As process complexity grows, the advantages of advanced automated
control increase. In a process where inability to maintain control has
such high cost associated with it, as is the case with control of nuclear
power plants, increase in complexity of control is particularly
undesirable. One technique for combating complexity is the use of a
hierarchical control structure, with each level of control supervising the
controllers on the next lower tier of the hierarchy. This technique is
proposed by GE for PRISM.
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In 1988, ORNL demonstrated an example of such a hierarchical control
strategy for an advanced multimodular LMR17]. This work is described in
another paper at this meeting. At the top level of control is a supervisory
controller which determines how grid demands will be met, if possible, by
the modules. Each module controller tries to meet the power demand of
the plant supervisory controller by coordinating multiple reactor cores.
This hierarchy will continue down to the level of component control. Any
controller unable to fulfill the goal set by its supervisor communicates
back up the hierarchy. The supervisor then tries to meet its goal by
another method.

At appropriate levels, a nonlinear, multivariate, optimal controller
strategy is used. The strategy has been developed as part of this program.
The strategy transforms a two-point boundary-value problem, which must
be solved off-line, into an initial value problem, which may be solved on-
line. This strategy allows the controller to follow a demand in the
presence of unknown variations of parameters and subsystem responses.
A key feature of this algorithm is called parameter tracking. As a nuclear
reactor goes through its normal range of operation, some of the plant
parameters change. Also, over the life of a plant, the parameters change.
The nonlinear control strategy developed has the ability to track changing
parameters and continue to optimally control the reactor or reactors.

As this development matures, the concept will be demonstrated in a
collaborative effort with ANL and INEL at EBR-II on various subsystems.
Since supervisory control is required for PRISM, GE is reviewing the ORNL
work and helping with planning for further development and demonstration
efforts.

4.2.3 Automated start-Up

The scope of the ORNL work is to develop software programs, control
strategies, and control system philosophies for automated start-up of
advanced reactors. In a collaborative effort, ANL/EBR-II will provide the
necessary reactor facility for demonstrating the advanced control and
diagnostics concepts where practical. This work is described in more
detail in another paper at this meeting.
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The first task is to implement a computer graphics aide in the control
room that assists the reactor operator. The joint ORNL/ANL work starts
by implementing the reactor start-up checksheets on a computer. This
task provides an initial interface between the reactor operator, the
display screens and the computer workstation, and provides a procedure
prompting service to the operator.

ORNL will develop the start-up control strategy and algorithm. The
algorithm should be based on the equipment available and implement the
existing start-up control strategy. This will be a rather simple control
philosophy, but a phase that is necessary in order to proceed with high
confidence.

Next, ORNL.will provide ANL algorithms and software to perform advanced
optimal start-up control. ANL will provide the necessary engineering and
manpower to get the equipment installed in the plant. The architecture of
the control system will be based on the philosophy that a single failure of
a sensor, failure of a controller, failure of a supervisory computer, or
failure of a data bus will not require a reactor shutdown. GE participation
in the planning of this demonstration assures maximum transferability of
results to the PRISM design.

4.2.4 Future planned demonstrations

These and other demonstrations in following years will help transfer to
the reactor industry the benefits of the latest proven advances in control
systems strategy, control system and whole plant simulation, computer
aided software engineering for control systems design, human-machine
interaction modeling and analysis, and the other technologies being used
within the program. These further demonstrations will include: 1)
advanced control with maintenance planning; 2) fault-tolerant
architectures; 3) control systems optimally designed to be easily
understood by the human operator; and others as required.

4.3 Design Environment

The Advanced Controls Program will provide a centrally located, user
friendly design environment. This environment will be available for
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control system designers within the ORNL program, the DOE community
and, later, for any qualified user. The environment will consist of four
parts: a) networked, intelligent, computer workstations into which have
been integrated software tools, graphics capabilities, on-line design
guidance, on-line documentation and interfaces to the large plant
simulation capability at ORNL; b) plant/component models and databases
useful for control system design and plant simulation; c) man-machine
interaction models and guidelines for designing control system interfaces
with operators; and d) information resources concerning control system
strategies for automated control.

4.3.1 Intelligent controls analysis and design workstations

ORNL is developing a Controls Analysis Workstation for efficient
engineering of control systems, especially for advanced modular liquid-
metal reactors. The workstation is a desk-top computer and software
package that provides a control system designer full capability from
design through simulation to code generation. The software consists of
computer programs to organize the specification of requirements, to
perform complex mathematical and logical simulations of the control
design, and to illustrate the system through graphical and text
manipulation software. The Controls Analysis Workstation will assist the
control engineer in all aspects of the design process.

The advantages of the workstation will be
Productivity enhancement through improved tools and design
environment
Error reduction
Automatic record keeping
Standardization of controls analysis methods
Communications between design teams

The workstation will include a graphically-based software package that
provides a means of assembling models of the power plant and its
subsystems^]. The resultant model will appear as a schematic of the
plant. Software for automatic model generation will formulate the
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mathematical models of the plant using the plant schematic diagram.
Some customizing may be required by the designer to arrive at a final
model.

The workstation environment will advise the user on the use of
appropriate control techniques and strategies, on the operation of
particular plant components, and on the use of the control design
workstation itself.

The designer can interact with the plant model and control system in
either an on-line or an off-line mode, depending on the need. On-line
interaction is when the plant is operating (perhaps in real time) and the
designer can experiment to gain a feel for the behavior of the plant
system. Off-line interaction provides for batch runs. For example,
parametric runs can be performed to develop a family of performance
curves for a particular subsystem.

4.3.2 Strategies for advanced control

The push for safe, reliable, and efficient operation, as well as for
increased component lifetime, efficient maintenance, and improved human-
machine interaction, places new duties and requirements on the plant
control systems. These requirements take several forms: (1) tight control
of continuous-variable type subsystems, (2) coordination of many
interacting continuous-variable type plant subsystems, (3) control of
discrete-event type subsystems, (4) decision-making for fault avoidance
and mitigation, and (5) high-level decision-making for planning and coor-
dinating all facets of plant operation and maintenance. Techniques of
modern multivariate, optimal, and adaptive control are being examined for
their potential benefits in actual reactor control and operations.

Adaptive control schemes allow the control system to adjust itself to
variations in the internal parameters or conditions of the process being
controlled. Adaptive control strategies often involve a model directly in
the generation of the feedback signal. These controllers are structurally
different from linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) controllers that use a
model of the process to generate an estimate of the complete state
vector.
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The loop transfer recovery technique (LTR) technique extends the
frequency response of the LQG controller and allows the designer to
balance performance and robustness with respect to plant parameter
variation. The LTR technique will be expanded to apply to nonlinear
observers. Investigation of other techniques for enhancing robustness
will be explored in subsequent years.

Automation of large-scale systems will necessarily require control and
coordination of discontinuous-variable type systems. Traditionally,
ladder-logic models and diagramming techniques have been employed to
represent and perform this type of control. Other methods for organizing
and diagramming the discrete event systems are emerging. These are
State-Based Control Logic and Object-Based Control Logic. We are
currently developing and using state techniques. The combination of state
and object methods will yield a powerful design tool.

4.4 fHunnan-machine integration R&D

The Advanced Controls Program at ORNL will provide an integrated
environment that is supportive of the entire life cycle of a control system
design. This life cycle spans activities from the preliminary design
through final testing before installation, and will reflect
acknowledgement of the human operator as an active system element.

For the short term, new analysis tools in the form of human performance
expert systems and cognitive models of the reactor operator are being
developed. These state-of-the-art tools will be utilized within analyses
that currently ignore or make relatively gross assumptions about human
performance. These applications will form the basis for an experience
base that can be utilized in the long-term. The experience gained from
application of the developed tools will be utilized to achieve a proven
approach to higher levels of automation.

A qualitative model of a human operator is being developed in a framework
combining the capabilities of network simulation and knowledge-based
simulation^]. Prototype development was completed during FY 1987,
demonstrating a number of feasibility constructs including: a) the ability
to link a network simulation model with a reactor plant process code, b)
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the ability to have dynamic interaction between the two models, and c)
the ability to link the network simulation model with a knowledge-based
model created in an expert system modeling environment in order to
promote diagnostic expertise for the simulated operator. Planned
modeling activities include development, testing, and validation of a full-
scale, single operator/single LMR module version of the model.

Cognitive Engineering support for the Advanced Controls Program will be
provided in three areas. They are: 1) the preliminary design phase, 2) the
final design phase, and 3) the testing and evaluation phase.

Expert, high-level advice to designers will aid their formulation of
feasible objectives, performance specifications, and functions in the
preliminary design phase. Specific cognitive engineering support will be
in the form of expert high-level cognitive engineering design guidelines
provided through an expert system that specifically consider the role of
the operator in the system design.

The design phase of the life-cycle involves developing design alternatives
to achieve the overall objectives of the system, with consideration given
to levels of automation (allocation of function). The cognitive engineering
support for this phase will include the development, testing, and
validation of a human operator model. In conjunction with other models,
it will be applied within a workstation environment to aid in the
evaluation of various design alternatives within a "total system"
perspective, i.e., a system that includes all active elements including the
human operator.

During the testing and evaluation phase, cognitive engineering support
will be provided for assessing the performance of real operators within a
real-time, full-scope simulator. Efforts will include support for the
development of procedures, selection and training requirements and
training systems.

4.5 Testing and validation of advanced control system designs by
simulation

In the initial stages of the control system design and testing cycle, the
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Simulation of both the processes and the control systems can be combined
in an integrated simulation, and not (necessarily) run in real time. Later
in the design life cycle, however, the interfacing of separate process
simulations and controller hardware will be required. Eventually, the
integrated system would need to be run in real time to design and test the
hardware and operator interfaces. In all cases, the designer should be
assured of dealing with "verified" plant simulators. Hence the ultimate
goal of this task is to ensure that the users will be provided with the
capability of simulating up to and including an entire control system
design (both hardware and software) interacting with an entire nuclear
plant. This will require real-time simulation capabilities for a wide
variety of reactor subsystems, integrated systems, and controllers and is
a key element in the PRISM development plan.

Methods are being developed to ensure that the Advanced Controls Program
software development conforms with industry standards (ANSI, IEEE, NRC
Regulatory Guides, etc.) in order to both ensure high quality output and to
make sure that the resulting controller designs are certifiable.

Simulator validation and verification work will be a continuing effort, and
will depend on the availability of pertinent data and corroborating runs
from independent codes. We expect to be able to use EBR-II data in
support of the LMR simulations, as well as comparisons with DSNP, ARIES,
and SASSYS code predictions.

Controller testing will be initiated along with the demonstration projects
begun in 1988 and continued with further refinements and elaborations.
Additional testing demonstrations will be accomplished with the proposed
EBR-II automated startup activities. The possibilities for tying in
prototype controller designs to full-scope training simulators have also
been investigated for two specific LWR simulators which are available for
R&D activities.

The generic design environment and testing capability will be based on the
amalgamation of the workstation, advanced control design, and
demonstration project activities, and will be tried and tested on many
simulated and real-life projects in the interim.
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4.6 Control software and hardware R&D

The Advanced Controls program will evaluate or provide standards,
guidelines, and specifications for control software and hardware. ORNL
will acquire and develop tools and methods for generation of large
software programs needed for automation of nuclear reactors. Methods
for locating logical faults and errors in software programs will be
acquired and developed. The program participants will develop
standardized software programs that will accommodate computer
hardware system failures and plant component failures. Software
verification and validation procedures will be acquired or developed and
utilized.

The software capabilities mentioned above demand that the underlying
hardware handle several concurrent resource-intensive processes
efficiently and reliably. Real-time operating system (RTOS) requirements
for speed, reliability and adaptability will tax the capabilities of the
systems available.

Standards and methodologies exist for guiding the development of
computer software, including IEEE, ANSI, NRC and DoD-2167a. After a
preliminary evaluation, some of these guidelines will be adopted or
modified to produce a software development standard especially tailored
for control systems.

Modern computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools already exist
which can provide quality assurance, enforcing standards as well as
providing audit trails for managing changes in the systems and automatic
generation of documents. Some of these tools have (at least) some ability
to generate actual high-order language computer code (such as C or Ada)
from structure analysis and design specifications. So-called fourth- and
fifth-generation tools (4GL and 5GL) and application generators already
remove much of the burden of "coding" from software developers.

5. DESCRIPTION OF ANL WORK

Automation using present and developing technology is much more than
closed loop control. It involves the integration of computers and
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associated software with the human operator. There is, therefore, an
understandable concern about reliability. The issue of reliability is being
addressed in two ways: first, by making the reactor system designs
tolerant of failure of individual controllers and tolerant of human error;
and second, by improving and verifying the fault tolerance of computer
hardware and software. EBR-II continues to conduct plant tests intended
to demonstrate passively safe response to controller failures. The tests
involving simulation of total station blackout and loss of heat sink with
failure to scram are well known. Less well known are the continued tests
that evaluate and demonstrate system response to individual controller
failure. For example, a rapid run-up in speed of either the primary or
secondary pumps leads to very mild transients. The same can be said for
failures in the steam-system controllers, such as a rapid opening of the
turbine throttle valve or the steam bypass valve. The point of this work is
that such result in safe conditions. Then the concerns for controller
reliability are much less and the new technology can be much more
aggressively applied. The benefits gained are tied to operational
considerations, such as more optimum control (tuning) of the plant and
operation with fewer operators.

Where the reliability of computer hardware and software is an issue, such
as their use in safety systems, more effective methods of verification of
fault-tolerance are required. Because of the large size and complexity of
most of these systems, the verification process must be automated. Such
a system has been developed at ANL and is being applied to verification of
the reliability and fault tolerance of a computer-based safety system
intended for installation at EBR-II. The technique involves application of
a new approach to modeling hardware and software so that it can be
evaluated using an automated reasoner. The system checks to ensure that
the original design specifications are indeed satisfied by the design or, if
not, it indicates why.

An experiment currently underway at EBR-II involves a fiber optic link
from the plant data-acquisition system to a CRAY computer at the INEL
Super Computing Laboratory. Tests have been successfully conducted to
demonstrate that a high fidelity simulation of plant dynamic response can
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be maintained during the course of plant transients. Future work will
involve a faster-than-real-time simulation to project the consequences of
individual control actions.

5.1 Sensor validation

Validation of signals from sensors is critical for any advanced technology
leading to automatic control. Several methods have been proposed and
tested to provide sensor validation.

One method of sensor validation that has been tested at EBR-II is that of
pattern recognition. A software package called the System State
Analyzer(io] (SSA) has proven that pattern recognition techniques can not
only determine the state of a plant, system, or component, but it can also
show a failing signal and generate an accurate estimated signal for that
sensor. The SSA has been tested both during normal operation and in
special tests. In all cases, the SSA has responded appropriately.

The SSA works using "learned states" consisting of time slices of
selected instrument channels that have relationships to each other. A
current time slice of information is compared to the learned states
library, and a match is found to the nearest learned state. From that, a
new estimated state is generated, and an ordered signal list is generated
and displayed (called a signature plot) which shows the signals and their
deviation from the expected ideal distribution of signals. In addition to
the signature plot, an estimate is made of the value of each input signal
based on the values of all the other signals and their relationships as
calculated from the learned states and the observed state. A plot is
provided which shows the estimated value of the signal, a measure of the
uncertainty, and a plot of the actual value of each signal. Accuracy of the
SSA has been demonstrated to be very good.

Another means of sensor validation is the Sequential Probability Ratio
Test (SPRT). The SPRT(n) is a mathematical procedure derived from
Sequential Analysis (or time series). The SPRT depends heavily on the
analysis of variance. It is a statistical process which examines two
signals, folds in historical data from the signals, and logically decides
whether the signals are representing the same physical quantity. To
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accomplish this, the test inspects the signals and mathematically
predicts their mutual divergence. A limitation of the SPRT is that it does
not guarantee that either signal represents a desired signal. The two
signals, originally correct, could depart together from the true physical
process value at some time point, and hence both become incorrect. The
SPRT methodology has been investigated to some degree at EBR-II and will
likely be included with the fault-tolerant computer in some validation
role.

Analytic Redundancy[i2] is yet another method of sensor validation that
has an application in nuclear (and other) systems. The technique, simply
described, is one where signals that are related to a quantity are used as
inputs to a model which is used to calculate the desired quantity. This
technique may be used to provide redundancy where it is not practical to
provide actual hardware redundancy. It is also very useful where it is
desired to have another, diverse means to provide an important
measurement. In the case of failed or failing instruments, the robustness
of the analytic redundant approach can be shown to be high. At EBR-II, the
usefulness of analytic redundancy was shown when it was utilized to
provide a double check on the remaining flowmeters in EBR-II after
several of the original, non-replaceable flowmeters failed.

Additional methods have been proposed and used for sensor validation,
including several variations of Kaiman filter techniques and other, similar
approaches.

5.2 Graphics, real-time communication & diagnostics

It is now becoming known that one of the shortcomings of the nuclear
industry is that there has been no model or paradigm for the presentation
of plant data to the human operator. Work has been done at EBR-II, using
ideas presented in the literature by BeltracchiMS], RasmussenCH], and
others, to construct real-time graphical displays that are true
thermodynamic models of the plant. The graphics present information
such that chunking[is] of information takes place. In this manner, it is
actually possible to convey to the operator what state the plant is in and
the relationships between systems and functions at any time. The ability
of the human as a pattern recognition expert is exploited by using the
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computer to gather plant data and convert it to a graphical thermodynamic
model of the plant process. This approach adheres to the paradigm of
conservation of energy, as the production and utilization of energy is fully
depicted. Additional "page-down" displays are created that adhere to the
conservation of mass paradigm, thus covering the requirement that the
operator know that there is a coolant inventory sufficient to remove the
heat generated in the system.

To allow the development of advanced graphical displays, diagnostics, and
other applications, it is necessary to have access to the real-time data in
a convenient fashion. At EBR-II, the method used is to extract the plant
information from the plant Data Acquisition System (DAS) computer at
one-second intervals and provide the data to an ethemet. The ethernet is
connected to file servers and "client" computers. The file server gathers
data from the DAS, and redistributes to the client computers according to
their requests. In this way, a very flexible system is available to develop
and test new ideas/concepts.

Diagnostics is another area where good progress has been made. At EBR-
II, there are two specific approaches that are being used. The first is a
pattern recognition system, and the second is a custom built expert
system specifically designed for realtime work using fuzzy logic.
The pattern recognition technique uses a workstation to receive plant
signals and compare a "present" set of data to a set of pre-learned data
(representing plant states). This comparison of the real-time data with
the pre-learned patterns allows the status of the system to be deduced.
As it is possible to provide separate pattern recognition systems in a
hierarchical fashion, deduction of plant status from a high, supervisory
level, down to the component level is possible based on instrumentation
availability.

The real-time expert system approach consists of using a computer
program "DISYS"[16], which allows the modeling of a system from the
sensors, through components, groups of components, and through logic
nodes. As real-time signals are gathered, the program also deduces which
operational mode the system should be in, based on control signals.
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Instrument readings, after conditioning, etc., are sent through the nodal
network, and a deduction made as to whether the system is operating
properly.

5.3 Networking and distributed control local intelligence

Networking technology is advancing rapidly for office automation. It is,
however, moving a bit slower for real time applications such as process
control. Much of the development of network hardware and software,
however, has some application in real-time work. For example, fibre
optics allows transmission of large amounts of data because of the high
bandwidth, and the fact that a fibre optic network is not affected by
electromagnetic fields is a definite advantage for process control.
Networking is being examined as a means to accomplish distributed
control for the next generation power plant and for backfitting existing
plants.

At EBR-II a continuous upgrade program!^] has resulted in the installation
of numerous digital controllers in the plant. The controllers have the
capability to be networked together and to communicate to supervisory
controllers or computers. Issues being considered at present include the
need for redundant networks, the capability for failure detection, and the
ability to switch smoothly from manual to automated control. The
advantages of a networked approach include flexibility, cost, and
operability.

An additional area of development taking advantage of distributed
controllers is that of diagnostics. The ability, to distribute diagnostic
software in local controllers allows diagnostics to be used at the
component and sometimes sensor levels; this would be almost impossible
with a monolithic diagnostic approach. Work is progressing at EBR-II in
this area.

5.4 Plant testing of passive safety features

To ensure that advanced control and diagnostic techniques do not obviate
passive safety features of plants and systems, there is considerable
effort at EBR-II directed at understanding the mechanisms of passive
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safety features as well as other plant dynamics. Several series of tests
have been run at EBR-II that have served to characterize plant system
transfer functions. As a result of these tests, a good understanding is
emerging of the requirements for advanced control as applied to advanced
reactor plant systems.

A finding, based on plant testing, is that control systems must be
carefully designed to prevent abrogation of the passive safety features
inherent in system design. A simple example to illustrate is the situation
where a poorly designed power control system would attempt to increase
reactivity to compensate for power reduction when the system was in a
loss of pumps situation. This work has pointed out that a close interface
with systems designers (in the case of new plants) is not only desirable,
but mandatory.

5.5 Fault tolerance

At EBR-II an effort has been on-going to develop a method to provide
formal proof of "The correctness" of fault-tolerant micro-processor based
computersl18]. A fault-tolerant computer which has four processors is
being analyzed and tested. The methods used to prove fault-tolerance
include the use of theorem provers as developed at the Argonne Math and
Computer Science Division. These methods have been reported elsewhere
and appear to allow proof that both the hardware and software will meet
(or will not meet) the specifications of performance. By using these
techniques, a fault-tolerant processor is being qualified for use as a
safety circuit trip at the EBR-II plant.

5.6 Faster than real time simulation

It has long been hypothesized that the use of real-time simulation, reset
by real plant signals would be of value as a prognostic tool. Prediction of
the plant state at some future time could help operators to determine the
effect of control actions before deleterious events occurred. Faster than
real-time simulation could, if successful, also provide a feedback to
automatic control to modify the control commands in the event that the
system would be put at risk.
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A test has been conducted using real-time signals from the EBR-II plant
fed to a CRAY supercomputer which ran a faster than real-time simulation
of the EBR-II process.[19] A comparison, via an expert system, was made
between the actual plant signals and the simulation. The tests were
successful to the level anticipated. As better means are developed to
"reset" the simulation based on new plant input, additional tests will be
run and the predictive potential of faster than real-time simulation
explored further.

6. DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS OF GE WORK

GE's PRISM plant concept was recently selected by the DOE as the basis for
design of the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) plant in the United
States. It is a 1395 MWe power plant, made up of nine 155 MWe modules,
organized into three power blocks of three Modules, each power block
supplying its own 465 MWe turbine/generator. The plant is proposed to be
controlled by an advanced state-of-the-art control system especially
designed to facilitate plant operation, optimize availability, and protect
plant investment^]. The control system will be distributed, hierarchical,
and model based with extensive on-line diagnostics and operator aids.
Sufficient automation will be built in to support a design goal of one
operator running an entire power block under both normal and faulted
conditions. All normal plant operations (such as startup, shutdown, load
following, etc.) will be automated. The simplicity of the PRISM plant
configuration (no control valves in the primary and secondary systems,
constant speed feedwater pumps and intermediate pumps), and the
inherently simple operability of the modules (large negative reactivity
feedback built in, saturated steam cycle) will allow increased automation
to be introduced at a reasonable cost.

Fundamental to the control philosophy of the PRISM design is the
separation of the Plant Control System (PCS) from that of the Reactor
Protection System (RPS). The RPS is a highly reliable Class 1E system
which is implemented on a per module basis (no interaction of one module
RPS action on any other module) and whose purpose is to automatically
scram the reactor module whenever safety setpoints are exceeded. The
RPS is cleanly separated from the PCS, as it uses separate sensors,
electronics, and actuators. The RPS design is backed up by fundamental
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physics, inherent to the module design, which will shut the reactor module
down even if the RPS were to take no action. Thus, the RPS does not rely
on the PCS to mitigate any event, and no fault in the PCS can prevent the
RPS from performing its safety function. The PCS can be designed as an
integrated, plant-wide control system and optimized for economic
operation without being burdened by safety actions.

The PCS will be organized hierarchically, with local closed loop control on
module systems (reactivity, primary and secondary pumping systems,
steam generators) and power block systems (turbine/generator,
feedwater, BOP), and with supervisory controllers at the module, power
block, and plant levels. The figure illustrates this integrated network of
computationally powerful controllers. Plant data highways will be
designed to-provide fault tolerant data handling and transmission.

Local, model based control of the PRISM design has been demonstrated on
key lead systems at GE and ORNU21]. One of the powerful features of this
design is the ability to run on line validation and diagnostics. Early fault
detection has been demonstrated on a limited basis in simulation. This is
made possible by the fact that the controllers are not only running their
assigned control algorithms, but also simulations of the processes being
controlled. Comparisons of measured data to model predictions running in
the controller allow the system to diagnose trouble in its process (leaks,
stuck valves, etc.), and alert the operator before the situation
deteriorates.

Development of the PRISM PCS and RPS designs calls for integration of the
ideas and results of R&D work at the national labs with the design
application experience of GE. Simulation and testing will piay a key role
in this effort. Initial concepts are being demonstrated in interactive
design simulation. This kind of simulation is valuable in "proof of
concept". As the project moves from the advanced conceptual stage,
through design, and on to application, a variety of test beds are planned
which will assure that the PCS and RPS will perform as expected.
Cooperative efforts between GE, ORNL, and ANL will make this possible.
Key feature demonstrations of "PRISM type" PCS and RPS controllers are
being planned at EBR-II. Concepts for real time simulation with ports to
support interfacing with prototype local and supervisory controllers are
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being evaluated at ORNL. This type of simulation will be used in staging
prior to application. These activities will culminate in the construction
and certification testing of a full scale PRISM reactor module with its
PCS and RPS.

7. RELATIONSHIP TO COMMERCIAL INDUSTRY

The commercial industry in the U.S. is beginning to take advantage of some
aspects of digital and advanced control technologies. The infusion of more
advanced concepts into the LWR industry will be a slow process, as
described earlier. The DOE-sponsored programs described in this paper
will demonstrate for all of the nuclear industry how to take better
advantage of technological advances. These demonstrations will be
performed on computer simulations, tested at EBR-II and then utilized in
the PRISM design.

Several industrial groups are already aware of these programs and are
participating in technology transfer activities. For example, the Babcock
and Wilcox Owner's Group is discussing with DOE and ORNL a joint effort
to upgrade the Integrated Control System, utilizing some of the
algorithmic approaches suggested by ORNL and others. ORNL is also being
funded to assist in the DOE/EPRI ALWR Program, particularly in the areas
of standards and man-machine interface requirements.

8. SUMMARY

The design of an ALMR has illustrated the need for an advanced control
system architecture. Several organizations in the U.S. have joined in an
effort to develop the needed systems for the new generation reactor plant.
As new techniques are developed, they are tested under simulation with
prerecorded plant data from EBR-II, and then tested on the EBR-II plant.
This facilitates a confident procession toward automation in the new
generation of modular systems such as PRISM. The new capabilities will
lead to improved plant operation which should enhance safety, availability
and operability of the new passively safe LMRs. Spin-offs from this work
may impact the LWR community as well.

The nuclear industry stands to reap enormous benefits in power plant
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availability and reliability from the incorporation of automated control
technology. Futhermore, by eliminating most of the contributing causes to
the world's reactor accidents and frequent operational upsets, these
advanced, automated techniques could also help restore public confidence
in the nuclear option. To realize these potential benefits, an intelligent
research and development plan and an up-front investment in tools,
methods, and supporting staff is required. This investment will be
extremely cost effective in performance improvement and in the nth unit
cost of control systems for future reactors.
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abstract

Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) and
Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPC, supported by the Japanese ten
electric utility companies) are jointly developing the self
actuating shutdown system (SASS) for liquid metal fast breeder
reactors. A synthetic program was made and put into practice to
investigate the feasibility of temperature sensitive
electromagnet(TSEM) type self actuated shutdown system to the
Demonstration Fast Breeder Reactor whose consti-uction is expected
to start in late 1990s. As of the end of 1988, fundamental
function and properties of the system have been obtained, which
suggest that the shutdown system with the TSEM would meet the
severer safety requirement of fast reactors. Successive studies
are under progress to examine the performance and availability of
the system. A potential demonstration test of the SASS in actual
reactor condition is being studied.

1. ]ntroduction

In recent years, greater attention has been given to inherent
safety and cost competitiveness in design of Liquid .Metal Fast
Breeder Reactors, where reliability of the shutdown system can be
said the most basic factor for both safety and cost
competitiveness. It seems to be doubtless that employment of some
advanced shutdown system will be required for the design of
LMFBRs which will be constructed in near future. Because we are
on the s'tage to establish fundamental design and the
specification of the Demonstration Fast Breeder Reactor,intensive
effort has been made on the development of inherently safe
shutdown system.

•Various system can be considered as the self actuating type
shutdown systems in principlet1J. However, taking performance and
availability into consideration, a few system can be estimated
practical, where temperature sensitive electromagnet (TSEM) type
shutdown system was evaluated the best candidate [2-4J. PNC came
to the same conclusion and started R&D of the TSEM as a component
of the self actuating shutdown system. From 1987, the development
was progressed in corporation with Japan Atomic Power Company,
where the objective of the development was expanded to the
advanced shutdown system consist of the TSEM and put into
practice intensively so as to dedicate to the design and the
specification of the Demonstration Fast Breeder Reactor which
will be established in L993.

It should be emphasized that in this program, performance
and availability of the whole shutdown system were also taken as
the major subjects to be investigated besides the function and
properties of each component of the system. In the present paper,
outline of the development program and some progress will be
presented.

2. Outline of the development program

2.1. Flow of the program
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The program can be roughly divided inl.o successive two steps as
shown in fig.l. The first step is provided to confirm the basic
function and properties of the constituent element of the
advanced shutdown system with TSEM, where four major studies are
involved. Elements to be investigated are as follows;

I 1. )Ac: tuat ion properties of a TSEM.
(2)Thermal hydraulic behavior of the coolant around the TSEM
Instability of the temperature sensitive magnetic materials.
(1 (Seismic scrannnability of the articulated type control rods.

The other step is given to investigate the total feasibility of
the whole shutdown system , which consists of following studies.

(1) Response of the TSEM against the thermal transient.
(2) Performance and stability of the system against disturbance

such as vibration due to small scale earthquake.
(3) Demonstration of the system in active fast reactor.

Two kinds of shutdown system composed of TSEM, articulated
control rod and a device to lead the sodium from the hot fuel
assembly to the TSEM effectively, were provided for the studies
of the first step. The essential difference between the design of
the two systems came from the location of the TSEM as illustrated
in fig.2. In system A, the TSEM was set above the core, while in
system B, it was set inside the lower guide tube. Consequently,
I.lie remaining components of each system had different structure,
[t should be noted that every component was designed in full
size, assuming lOOOMWe size plant. Table 1 shows the provisional
specification given to the evaluation of the TSEM.

On the basis of the results of the first step, preferable
system will be selected and given to the studies of the latter
step, where elements connected with the performance and
availability of the whole shutdown system will be investigated.
The program includes a FUTURE plan of the demonstration test
under actual reactor condition to confirm total feasibility of
tiie SASS.

As of the end of 1988, studies are progressing on schedule
and those of the latter step of the program will be completed by
the end of JFY 1989.

2.2 Details of each study

(1) Actuation properties of the TSEM

Two kinds of TSEMs were provided for the test, as illustrated in
fjg.3. One was designed for system A, whose temperature sensitive
material was installed in the armature, and the other one was
located around the lower guide tube by the side of the TSEM. In
order to bring the actuation temperature between 550°C - 600 °C as
the specification required, 62.5%Ni-Fe alloy was employed as the
temperature sensitive magnetic material.

The holding force of the TSEM was examined in the sodium
loop in the temperature range of HT and 600 °C, where holding
fore« was measured by following manners;
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(a) by varying current supply to the coil of the TSEM keeping
the temperature constant.

(b) by varying temperature keeping the current constant.

In addition, break away temperature was also measured by imposing
a constant load equivalent to weight of the control rod, upon the
TSEM, where temperature change given was kept at 1 "C /min. After
measuring the properties, endurance test was carried out by
giving cyclic heating between 500°C and 600 "C for 50 cycles,where
measuring of the holding force was continued by repeating release
and delatching action automatically throughout the test period.

Results were evaluated from the point of the margin of the
supporting force and sharp change in near Curie temperature.

(2) Thermal hydraulic behavior of the coolant

In order to guide the hot coolant from the fuel assembly to the
TSEM effectively, flow collector or adjuster was introduced to
each system. For system A, a large cylindrical flow adjuster was
introduced just above the core, which could cover nineteen fuel
assemblies around the guide tube, as shown in fig.4 .In case of
system B, a small hole was made in the wall of six neighbor
wrapper tubes to introduce hot sodium from the neighbor fuel
assembly to the temperature sensitive material installed between
wrapper tube and lower guide tube. The test was conducted in
water loop. In case of type A, the test section was simulated the
area above outlet of the fuel assembly, while in case of type B,
the test section simulated the longitudinal cross section of a
fuel assembly. The flow rate was also simulated assuming ULOF.

Observation was made on the points of flow pattern and the
mixing effect of the coolant, and the time required for thermal
trangient generated in a fuel assembly to arrive at the TSEM was
estimated.

(3) Stability of temperature sensitive materials

Fifteen kinds of ferromagnetic alloys were selected for the
candidate of the temperature sensitive magnetic of the TSEM so as
to respond to the design temperature for actuation. They could be
divided into three alloy systems, Fe-Ni alloys, Fe-Ni-CO alloys
and Fe-Cr-Al-Si alloys as listed in table 2, where Curie
temperature could be covered in the range 500*C to 650 *C.
Isothermal heating were carried out to estimate thermal stability
of the magnetic properties. Corrosion in sodium was also
examined. Typical materials of each alloy system are scheduled to
be pul. on neutron irradiation test in experimental reactor JOYO.
The neutron exposure is expected to be 5xlO21 nvt at 530 C, which
can be estimated equivalent to the irradiation condition of the
TSEM of type B. The irradiation will be completed in 1989.

(1) Response of the TSEM against the thermal transient

Examination will be carried out in a sodium thermal transient
test facility which enable to give the TSEM the thermal transient
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equivalent to ULÜF. Outline of the test section and test loop is
illustrated in fig.5.

(5) Performance and availability of the system

This study was added the program to prevent unexpected actuation
of the TSEM against the vibration comes from small scale seismic
or sodium flow. The test equipment consists of driving machine,
TSEM and control rod. A device should be introduced into the
system to prevent the TSEM from miss-release. Facility used for
the scraminability test of the articulated control road will be
provided for this test, where various vibration can be imposed to
the upper and lower guide tube independently. We made it a goal
that the TSEM could support the control rod under 1/3 times of SI
earthquake. Re-latching performance is also involved the subject
of this study.

(6) Seismic scrammability of the articulated control rods

The scrammabil ity of the articulated type, control rods under
seismic vibration was investigated putting them into the testing
facility composed of upper and lower guide tubes and driving
machine, where horizontal vibration was given to upper and lower
guide tube independently. Articulated control rods with various
number of joints were provided for the test, whose structure were
schematically illustrates in fig.6, where control rods involved
Ln type A had an extension rod which were designed for the system
A. The magnitude and amplitude of the vibration given to the test
were taken assuming hypothetically severe earthquake. The test
facility was filled with circulating water of various flow rate.

(7) Demonstration test

A demonstration test under actual reactor condition is considered
to be .necessary to confirm the total feasibility of the SASS.
Basic design study is on going for the potential demonstration
test.

3. Outline of the results as of 1988

Supporting force of the TSEM

Fig.7 indicates the relation between the supporting force and the
temperature of each TSEM. It was found that each TSEM has higher
supporting force than twice of the weight of control rod at 530
C, while the holding force decreases below the half of the weight
at 600 C under common magnet current selected by parametric
studies. In addition, the result shows that each system could
meet the provisional specification for supporting force. Type Ü
shows mild change in supporting force in the range of temperature
550-600°C, which can be thought reasonable, taking the big gap of
the type B into consideration.

Scrammability of the articulated control rod
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Fig.8 shows the Lime required for the insertion of the
articulated control rod as a function of the number of joints of
control rod under the seismic vibration, where the acceleration
imposed at the top of the guide tube was estimated to be
equivalent to 1.9G and 2.8G of sinosoidal vibration. In case of
type A, clear effect of joints on insertion time was observed,
where it should be noted that articulated type control rods with
one joint can be inserted within about two seconds, whereas, in
case of type B, even rigid one without joint was able to be
inserted within two seconds. It can be. concluded that about two
seconds will be enough for the articulated control rods to be
inserted under severe earthquake.

The flow of coolant from the fuel assembly to the TSEM

It was found that time required for the transmission of hot
sodium from the outlet of fuel assembly to the TSEM can be
estimated about two seconds in either type of device. Fig. 9
indicates an example of temperature change at the TSEM and outlet
of fuel assembly after injection of hot water into fuel assembly,
where the time required for transmission of hot water can be
shown as the width indicated by arrows. In addition, no
obvious thermal striping was observed around the TSEM in either
type of system.

Stability of the temperature sensitive materials

No measurable change in magnetic properties was obtained by
accelerated isothermal heating, except Fe-20%Ni alloy. Slight
corrosion in high temperature sodium was observed on Fe-Cr-Al-Si
alloy system.

Summarizing the results obtained through the first step of the
development program,it can be concluded that either type
shutdown system provided to the first step of this program could
be applicable for large fast reactors. For the studies in the
latter step of the program, system A was selected mainly-because
that the structure of the TSEM and the flow collector of the
system A are simple and the results can be expected available to
the designing of the shutdown system in future more widely.

•t. Summaries

(l)PNC and JAPC are jointly developing a self actuated shutdown
system (SASS) with temperature sensitive electromagnet.

(2)Synthetic program was made for the development on condition
that a SASS will be applied into the Demonstration Fast
Breeder Reactor.

(3) Performance and availability of the system were also taken as
the major subjects to be investigated in this program.

(4)The results as of now suggest that the system would meet the
rigorous requirements of fast breeder reactor.
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Table 1 Provisional specification for the
temperature sensitive electromagnet

Reactor

TSEH

Temperature of the out le t
of the Iteactor

Temperature of the out le t
above the core

The weight of the control rod
Effective weight

Diameter ol'
the upper guide tube
the lower guide tube
the wrapper tube

Supporting force of
at 530*C
above Curie point

Response to thermal trnnjent

Dimensions

500 C

530 C

80 kg
65 kg

* l')6 BB
100 Bfl
160 • •

>130 kg
< 35 kg

about 2 sec

Compatible to
guide tubes

Table 2 List of the temperature sensitive magnetic
materials provided for the program

alloy

HI -F t

Nl-Ce-Ft

Cr-Ft

Ho

1

2

3

4

5

C

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Composition

20HI - F t

«»II - F t

50HI-Ft

62.5MI -Fe

65M1 -F«

57.5111 -Fe

8ONI-Ft

22HI-30CO-F«

30HI-30CO-F«

25111-30CO-F«

30NI-25Co-r«

35NI-25CO-F«

IB0—2SI -F«

1BCr-2AI - F t

23Cr-J/ll - F t

Cur I t point

3 7 0*C

6 Z 5 * C

5 7 0"C

E B O X

E 6 0*C

6 7 0 %

Stability

HMtlnt

X

O

O

. O

O

O

O

O

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Corrosion

o
o
o
<z>
o
<z>
o
o .
o
o
o
o
^.
â>

£*.

Irradiation
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Abstract

The self-welding phenomenon of the magnetic materials used for
the core and the armature of the temperature sensitive
electromagnet (TSEM) was taken up as the major problem to disturb
the actuation of the TSEM, as the design temperature for the fast
reactor was getting to be higher. Self-welding test was carried
out in high temperature sodium, whose results strongly suggested
that self-welding might occur under the operation condition
expected in the demonstration fast reactor. A countermeasure
against the self-weLding between the core and the armature was
proposed and the improved TSEM was put into examination. The
results are going to be presented in this paper.

1. Introduction

Self Actuated shutdown systems can be defined as the shutdown
system which actuate by physical phenomena, where it is expected
that no one can doubt the certainty of the actuation of SASS.
Effort should be paid to eliminate the factors which might
disturb the actuation of the SASS. On the development of the
temperature sensitive electromagnet type SASS, major problems
anticipated were put on the development program shown in the
previous paper. A problem recognized through the progress of the
program is going to be discussed.

Self-welding of core material of the temperature sensitive
electromagnet, if it happens, is considered to be the serious
problem which disturb the actuation of the TSEM. In the preceding
worksllj, it was reported that no self-welding had been observed
in sodium endurance test of a TSEM. However, the operation
temperature of the fast reactor tends to be higher, for example
530°C at the outlet of the vessel, the temperature around the
location where the TSEM will be set can be estimated about 580°C.
Under such high temperature, self-welding should be taken into
consideration on iron base soft magnetic materials, as a common
knowledge.

PNC carried out the self-welding test of the core materials
under the condition expected in the demonstration fast reactor
and found serious welding occurred not only on soft magnetic iron
but aLso on Cr-Mo steel. An attempt was made to eliminate the
possibility of self-welding between core and armature materials.
In this paper, the result of the self-welding test and the
countermeasure against the self-welding will be presented.

2. Self-welding of magnetic iron

2.1. Experimental, procedure of the self welding test

Materials tested are standard soft magnetic iron (SUYBÜ) and Cr-
Mo steel. The soft magnetic iron is typical magnetic material
used for electromagnet, however the strength over 500°C can be
estimated very low. On the other hand, Cr-Mo steel is popular
material suitable for high temperature, but has inferior magnetic
properties in comparison with the soft magnetic iron. For
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reference, Silicon nitride ceramic was also added to the test
material as a typical refractory. Details of the test materials
are shown in table 1. Dimensions of the test pieces are shown in
fig.l. The test was carried out tn high temperature sodium pot
where test specimens were kept touched one another under static
compression load. Outline of the testing apparatus is illustrated
in fig.2. Condition of the soaking in sodium is shown in table 2,
where the temperature was kept as 600"C throughout the soaking.
After soaking in sodium for about 1000 hours, the force required
to break away the welded specimens were examined. Investigation
of the ripped surface was done by Scanning electron microscopic
observation.

2.2 liesults and discussions.

Fig.3 shows the results of the break-away test after the soaking.
Where the force required for break-away the test specimens welded
one another is indicated. It is quits obvious that serious self
welding occurred on both soft magnetic iron and Cr-Mo steel. In
case of soft magnetic iron, the welded strength arrived at the
level of 10 kg/mm*, which is almost half the strength of the
material, dear dependence of welding on the compression stress
can be seen on soft magnetic iron. On the other hand, no
welding force was detected on the pair of soft magnetic iron/
silicon nitride ceramics!SN), Cr-Mo steel/SN and SN/SN, even in
case kept under the compression stress of 2 kg/mm*.

Photo 1 shows the results of the scanning electron
microscopic observation made on the broken-away surface. Damaged
area can be seen scattering around the broken-away surface, where
clear dimple fracture pattern can be observed on soft magnetic
iron. Ductile fracture pattern was also observed on Cr-Mo steel.
It can say that both two materials were metallurgically unified
on some part of the damaged area. On the surface of Silicon
nitride, no particular evidence of damage can be observed.

The nominal compression stress applied on the parting plane
of the TSEM is estimated about 0.2 kg/mm2. However, taking the
condition that two plane touch with narrow areas, the local
stress could be easily come up to several times as high as the
nominal one. From the point of safety, it should be concluded
that the self-welding should be taken into consideration for the
design of the TSEM.

In addition, the self-welding between silicon nitride
ceramics can be estimated negligible even in high temperature
sodium.

3 A Countermeasure against the self-welding

a. Outline

we took the strategy to adopt the core structure which enable to
avoid direct touching between metals of the core and the
armature, where it should be emphasized that a flat ring made of
silicon nitride ceramic was employed to keep narrow gap between
the core and the armature. Because of incompatibility of the
thermal expansion coefficients between metal and ceramics, the
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ceramic coating was not employed.
By introducing the gap, deterioration of the supporting

force can be expected. Generally speaking, the supporting force
below Curie temperature is sensitive to the gap and insensitive
to the electricity current while the residual supporting force is
insensitive to the gap but sensitive to the current. Therefore,
If additional current is supplied to the TSEM to compensate the
supporting force below Curie temperature, the residual supporting
force will grow more. An improvement of structure of the TSEM was
made to compensate the degradation with the help of magnetic
field analysis.

b. The structure of proposed TSEM

Fig. 1 indicates the basic structure of the proposed TSEM, where
narrow gap was introduced to the upper and lower parting planes
respectively. In order to make the deviation of the supporting
force from the designed one, gap control was made. The gap
between upper parting planes can be controlled by adjusting the
thickness of the metal ring on which ceramic ring is put on. It
should be noted that the gap can be measured after the TSEM is
fabricated through the halls penetrated the core or armature as
illustrated in f ig.4. The gap between lower parting plants can
also be arranged by selecting adequate thickness of the metal
spacer. Either gap was adjusted to 0.1mm 0.02mm. The ceramic ring
was loosely fixed to the base metal ring to avoid the stress due
to the Lherma] expansion. It should be noted that the proof test
was made on the ceramic rings prior to employing to the TSEM.

In order to compensate the supporting force, following
action were taken.

(I ) Extend the parting plane to increase the supporting force
below Curie temperature.
(2) Extend the magnetic isolator above Curie temperature to

reduce the residual supporting force.
Fig.5 indicates the result of the magnetic field analysis of the
conventional TSEM and proposed one. It can be seen that magnetic
isolation portion was extended by stretching of the temperature
sensitive magnetic material.

c. Performance and properties of the proposed TSEM

There were two points to be confirmed by this test,one was the
integrity of the ceramic rings and the other the supporting force
of the improved TSEM. Fig.6 shows the supporting force measured
by keeping the temperature at each point. It is clear that higher
supporting force could be obtained in the range of temperature
below the Curie temperature, while the residual supporting force
was kept- below the original one.

Endurance test was carried out by monitoring the supporting
force, where impulsive release and re-latch actions were repeated
during the period of 10 heat cycles between 500 °C and 600 °C. A
part of the mpnitoring chart was shown in fig.7. Comparison of
supporting force between the heat cycles was shown in fig.8. The
The total number of the release and re-latch actions was counted
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about 5000 times. No measurable change was found on the
supporting force - time chart.
After the endurance test, observation was made on the ceramic
rings. The appearance of the TSEM after the endurance test is
shown in photo.2 No damage was observed on both rings except
loosening of bolts which fixed the ceramic ring to the metal ring
were seen. It is notable that scattering of the data is within 5%
even exchanging the cex'amic ring, only to keep the gap constant.

It can be said that introduction of gap into the parting
plane is concluded to be feasible to the shutdown system. The
insist, that self-welding of high strength ceramics is negligible
a I. Hi« temperature below GOO °C can be supported not only by the
result of the study but also by a common knowledge that they are
widely used as the superior refractory material.

4. Summaries

As the operation temperature of the plant is getting higher,
self-welding of the magnetic materials were taken up which would
disturb the actuation of SASS. The results of the investigation
are summarized as follows;

(1) Serious self-welding was recognized on soft magnetic iron and
Cr-Mo steel in sodium welding test, which are popular magnetic
materials used for the electromagnets.
(2) A countermeasure for the self-welding was proposed, where
proper gap was introduced between the parting planes of the

TSEM using high strength ceramic rings.
(4) No damage was observed on the ceramic rings after endurance
test of the TSEM , implusive release and re-latch action was

done about 5000 times.
(5) Deterioration of the supporting force due to introduction of
gap, was made up by structural arrangement, where magnetic

field analysis was employed.

5. Reference

[1J R.B.Tupper,M.H.Cooper,R.K.Siever; A Self Actuated Shutdown
System for Liquid Metal Reactors, Proceedings of the
International Topical Meeting on Fast Reactor Safety",1985
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Table 1 Materials for self-welding test

No Specification

1 Soft magnetic iron SUYBO
2 Cr-Mo steel SCM8
3 Silicon nitride 99.8% Si3N4

Table 2 Condition of the self-welding test

Sodium Temperature
Compression stress
time of the test
Flow of sodium
Cold Trap

600 °C
1 kg/mm2and 2 kg/mm2

1000 hr
0 m/s
120°C
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Fig.l The self-welding t^st specimen
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Fig.2 Self welding test pot and test equipments
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AUTOMATED START-UP OF EBR-II:
A PREVIEW*

Roger A. Kisner
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Instrumentation and Controls Division
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6010

ABSTRACT

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) are
undertaking a joint project to develop control philosophies, strategics, and algorithms for
computer control of the start-up mode of the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II).
The major objective of this project is to show that advanced liquid-metal reactor (LMR)
plants can be operated from low power to full power using computer control. Develop-
ment of an automated control system with this objective in view will help resolve specific
issues and provide proof through demonstration that automatic control for plant start-up
is feasible. This paper describes the approach that will be used to develop such a system
and some of the features it is expected to have. Structured, rule-based methods, which will
provide start-up capability from a variety of initial plant conditions and degrees of
equipment operability, will be used for accomplishing mode changes during plant start-up.
Several innovative features will be incorporated such as signal, command, and strategy
validation to maximize reliability, flexibility to accommodate a wide range of plant
conditions, and overall utility. Continuous control design will utilize figures of merit to
evaluate how well the controller meets the mission requirements. The operator interface
will have unique "look ahead" features to let the operator see what will happen next.

INTRODUCTION

A joint program is underway between Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and Argonne
National Laboratory (ANT,) to develop a new controller concept that allows intelligent automatic
start-up of the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II). EBR-II, operated by ANL and
located at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) site in Idaho Falls, Idaho, is a
pool-type 62.5 MW(th) liquid metal reactor (LMR). The plant generates 20 MW(e) at full
power. EBR-II has been in operation since 1964.

Research sponsored by the Advanced Controls Program of the Office of Reactor Technologies
Development of the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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An important requirement of the automatic control system is to allow start-up to proceed
from a variety of initial conditions with sufficient robustness to accommodate a limited amount
of equipment malfunctions both at the initiation of start-up and as the start-up proceeds. No
LMR power plant has such a system at this time.

The program's practical goal is to demonstrate a working automated start-up system on the
EBR-II that integrates the operating crew's role during start-up with an efficient control system
design. The ultimate goal is to develop a general control system structure on EBR-II that will
become a prototype design for future LMRs. A staged approach is being taken to develop the
control system with several demonstrations planned. The first demonstration is of a procedure
recall system which receives data from the plant data acquisition system (DAS) and allows the
operator to complete an electronically generated, screen displayed checklist as he manually starts
the plant. The second demonstration is of a limited automatic start-up system which utilizes,
as much as possible, existing sensors, actuators, and controller hardware. The third demonstra-
tion is of a more advanced automatic start-up system which utilizes more sophisticated fault-
tolerant computer-based hardware. This paper outlines the approach being taken and some of
the issues that must be addressed.

BACKGROUND

A well-trained operating crew currently maneuvers the EBR-II plant from low-power or
standby conditions to full power operations whenever start-up is required. As would be
expected, the crew accommodates a wide variety of plant prestart-up conditions and negotiates
the start-up through a variety of system and equipment malfunctions as they occur. Although
operators are guided by plant operating procedures, their individual skills, training, and previous
experience contribute to the overall success of start-up. The development of an automated
start-up system for EBR-II must transform written operating procedures into functioning rules
of a computer-based control system as well as capture the operator's expertise.

An automated start-up control system is a computer-driven decision-making engine containing
rules that govern all relevant aspects of the start-up process. Power plant start-up is a time of
transitions in which various subsystems are engaged and disengaged; therefore, the start-up
control system must possess capability to coordinate the functioning of continuous processes
(e.g., flow modulation and pump speed) and discrete-event processes (e.g., pump off-on, isolate
subsystem, and change mode). Start-up is also a high-risk period in which some component
failure and malfunction is anticipated. Thus the start-up system must be intelligent to cope with
abnormal equipment and process conditions by maneuvering around problems or by providing
safe routes to shutdown.

HFIK Experience
The high-flux isotope reactor (HFIR) at ORNL fa 100 MW(th) research reactor] has been

started automatically since its initial start-up in 1965.1 Automatic HFIR start-up covers the
range from source-level to the point at which sensible heat is generated. The HFIR start-up
system is a discrete electronics system — not computer-based; hence, its intelligence is insuffi-
cient to handle unusual start-up conditions or malfunctions. The HFIR start-up system
presumes that all systems are operating correctly. In the event of an abnormal condition or
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equipment malfunction, the start-up system returns to a shutdown state with the control rods
fully inserted. The start-up system was designed utilizing a fixed sequence based on a priori
knowledge of the process. In addition, a preprogrammed sequencer automatically restarts the
balance-of-plant (BOP) equipment on inadvertent shutdown due, for example, to loss of electric
power.

To start the HFIR reactor, specific preconditions must exist (e.g., neutron source inserted,
control rod servos engaged, control rods fully inserted into core, and normal primary coolant
flow and temperature conditions established) after which the automatic start-up proceeds by
withdrawing rods to establish a period which escalates power to the desired level without further
action by the operator. Once a suitable period is established, power continues to escalate until
the set point is reached. Only a minimal amount of rod motion is required to hold the period
throughout the start-up range.

Balance-of-plant start-up is also automatic; however, the start-up proceeds from one step to
the next as a result of timed sequences only after necessary process conditions are met. The
conditions are based on a set of rules which embody constraints on the operation of systems and
equipment. For example, the main circulating pumps can only be started after the pressurizer
pumps have been started and the system pressure has reached a predetermined minimum value.

Start-ups with both reactor and BOP automatic systems have been reliable. A small number
of unexpected events during start-up have occurred. Experience with HF1R indicates that a
more intelligent system could further reduce the time required to bring the plant to a power
producing state. A faster start-up would be particularly important following inadvertent shut-
downs where delays may allow xenon concentrations to increase to a level which prevents restart
of the reactor. (This is a particularly severe problem with a high-flux reactor.) Present
management rules require that causes for reactor trips be identified before restart can proceed.
The reasoning process for identifying trip causes, at present the operator's burden, can be
embodied in an intelligent automated start-up system. The inherent rapidity and repeatability
of digital computing equipment may allow restart of the reactor before neutron poison grows
to the point of rendering the core unusable.

Brief EBR-II Plant Analysis

In general, control structure follows the natural plant structure, that is, controllers are assigned
according to the division of the plant subsystems. Such would be the case for an automated
start-up control system. Figure 1 shows EBR-II divided by subsystems and grouped according
to prime, support, and utility relationships. Also shown are the subsystem-affiliated controllers.
To effect start-up, both the prime control systems and the controllers for support systems must
be coordinated. This diagram is useful for illustrating the various lower-level controllers. From
this diagram the next step is to create tables of input and output relationships.
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Basic Requirements of Automatic Start-Up Control System
Control system design involves five development aspects that constitute overlapping phases

through which development advances.2 A unique, distinct expertise is required for each develop-
ment aspect. These aspects apply to start-up control as well as other operational modes. The
design aspects are (1) formation of goals and objectives, (2) development of strategy, (3) identi-
fication and adaptation of a control technique, (4) implementation of strategy and technique in
real-time hardware and software, and (5) field tuning and refinement of the final controller
within its intended environment. These aspects may be viewed as phases in which each subse-
quent phase is built on the specifications originated in the previous one, although some parallel
activities may be possible. Errors occur and problems result from misinterpretation of the
specifications passed from one phase to another. The five aspects are discussed briefly below.

(1) Formation of Goals and Objectives. The goal generation aspect of a control design
project produces and maintains a statement of the entire system's goal and purpose,
which includes plant system, control system, and operational system (humans). Initially,
general performance requirements are established, especially requirements concerning
reliability and availability, and the degree of automation and range of human partici-
pation in system operation. This aspect of development is dominated by project leaders,
plant specialists, and system engineers.

(2) Development of Strategy. The physics of the process to be controlled are studied and
existing operating experience is cataloged to identify the most appropriate operating
procedures, set points, and control logic. Strategy development is independent of the
means used to accomplish it. The means are taken up in the next aspect. For example,
a typical strategy for (LMR) reactor control may be to maintain reactor inlet tempera-
ture at a constant set point thus allowing core-exit temperature to track reactor power
and primary flow. Plant and component specialists participate in the strategy develop-
ment. Strong emphasis is placed on historical experience of similar systems.

(3) Identification and Adaptation of Control Technique. A control technique is a mathe-
matical, procedural, or symbolic mechanism for mapping measurements into actions
according to a control law. The control technique makes operational the control
strategies developed in aspect (2) above. The diversity of control techniques available
to designers is very great. Examples currently being applied in the Advanced Controls
Program at ORNL include the well-proven proportional-integral-derivative (PID), linear-
quadratic-Gaussian (LQG), adaptive, rule-based, and nonlinear tracking types. A sub-
stantial development effort is required to combine the control strategy and technique
into a system-specific design. Many iterations are required to arrive at a suitable design.
This aspect of control system development is the domain of control engineers, and
modeling and simulation specialists.

(4) Implementation of Strategy and Technique in Rcal-Time Hardware and Software. Most
modern control systems are implemented in a digital computing environment. Because
of the distinction between computing hardware and software, parallel developments are
taken for each. This distinction also requires the expertise of both computer specialists
and software engineers to accomplish system design. An unambiguous and complete
specification for the control system's functionality [from (3) above] is required to ensure
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that subsequently developed software meets the intended objective. Lack of clarity or
incompleteness in this specification is a well-known source of error.

(5) Field Tuning and Refinement of the Final Controller in Its Intended Environment.
Provisions must be made for on-line tuning and verification of proper tuning of the
automated start-up control system. Traditionally either operations personnel or highly
skilled specialists become involved in field tuning depending on the complexity of the
process. Field tuning of single-input single-output (SISO) PID controllers may be
accomplished by closed- or open-loop methods such as the Ziegler-Nichols method;3

multiple-input multiple output (MIMO) tuning is more involved. Fortunately, computer
technology offers an opportunity to provide a more meaningful interface to tune MIMO
controllers than has been realized by analog technology.

The EBR-II start-up system project is concurrently working on the first three of the develop-
ment aspects described above. Requirements for the automated start-up control system are
currently being written. These will be added to and improved in the course of this project.
Some of the salient guidelines are discussed briefly below.

Hardware. Bailey digital and analog controllers are currently in use at the EBR-II plant.
These will be used for the initial demonstration of automated start-up. For the advanced
demonstration, fault-tolerant control architectures will be employed. This will necessitate a
changeout of some of the currently operating controller modules since they are not of redun-
dant architecture.

Interface with the plant. For the initial demonstration, the control system will use existing
sensors and actuators, although this may limit the potential of the new system. Other sensors
and actuators may be added in the future based on the results of cost-benefit analyses.
Sensor outputs are available through existing instrumentation and from the plant-wide DAS,
although the DAS's update scan is relatively slow for some control functions.

Interaction with the operating crew. Reporting of meaningful information to the operator is
a necessity if maintaining operator confidence in the controller and maintaining operator
awareness of the system state is required. The start-up controller must be capable of
explaining its actions to the operating crew so that they identify (1) what the controller is
doing now and why and (2) what the controller is about to do next and why. The importance
of the latter explanation should be stressed. The following actual account of an automated
aircraft landing system illustrates the point:

Some years ago, an aircraft landing system was developed that automated landing from
the point the aircraft passed the outer marker through inner marker to touchdown. The
automatic controller signaled the pilot at each checkpoint. Indication was given when
it found the outer marker and inner marker, respectively. However, at the point of
flare, the most critical phase of landing, the controller gave indication only at the
moment of initiation. In operation, the pilot monitored progress through the check-
points; however, during the last 50 feet of descent, he became concerned that the con-
troller might fail to flare. Inevitably, the pilot intervened to manually flare the craft.
This occurred in almost all uses of the system. The problem was that the controller did
not give indication of what it was intending to do next and when.11
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A criticism often heard in utility circles concerns the predictability of controller behavior
during abnormal situations, especially during transient conditions in which the controller may
behave in a seemingly unexpected manner. Operators, sometimes as a matter practice, revert
to manual control at the onset of a transient. Part of the problem relates to lack of explanation
by the controller as to what it intends to do next, as explained above. Another part of the pro-
blem is the operator's lack of understanding or misunderstanding as to how the control strategy
or technique works. Inquiries have uncovered numerous occasions when the operator seized
manual control, in which the controller would have chosen the correct course of action. A
requirement placed on the start-up control system is that it be cast in a form that is under-
standable to control room operators and that it should project its course of action some seconds
or minutes ahead to indicate to the operator what it will do.

Anticipated Problems Areas with Retrofit
A new system design and installation has many problems and issues to confront. A retrofit

installation will encounter most of those problems plus some additional ones. Below are listed
some of the issues and challenges facing development of the automated start-up control system.
Although not elaborated here, these must be addressed during the course of the project.

Instrumentation and actuators. Some sensors may no longer be available or reliable. Some
sensors may not be accurate enough to perform some of the tasks needed. The control
design will have to account for these factors. Also not all actuators needed by the automated
system are remotely operable. This limitation determines where the manual segment of start-
up ends and the automatic segment begins. Pulling new cables may be difficult when new
signals must be routed. During the first two demonstration phases, the problem of installing
new equipment and cables will be minimized since existing will be utilized to the fullest extent.

Identification of True Procedures. Not everything that operators do is in the procedures.
The missing facts must be accounted for by other investigative means. In addition, obtaining
up-to-date procedures is sometimes difficult, even in well-managed organizations. Recent
technical meetings between light-water-reactor (LWR) nuclear power plant designers and
operators, with which the author was involved, have revealed that misunderstandings still exist
concerning actual plant behavior. Neither designers nor operators independently have a
complete understanding of all operational nuances. The generation of tnie procedures is a
product of the data from several sources.

Personnel Involvement. Plant personnel must be involved at the onset of the project.5 This
will be done by including plant operations and maintenance personnel in the development
process by soliciting their suggestions for improvements and review of the system at several
stages. This involvement leads into a training program for the new system.

Scheduling. Because EBR-II is an operating plant, installation and testing will directly
interfere with normal power-producing operations. Planning must take place to schedule
modifications and upgrades during normal outages and minimize the installation time required.
This may not be as much of a problem at EBR-II as at other commercial plants owing to the
experimental nature of EBR-II.
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SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

Staged Approach
Development and demonstration of automated start-up will occur in stages for flexibility and

opportunities to include appropriate research and development. Demonstrations are planned
at several points. Although not yet formalized, the stages are described below.

Requirements Development. Functional requirements for start-up are needed to steer the
software development toward the final goal. The requirements under development will
roughly correspond to the five control system design aspects described earlier: (1) start-up
system goals and objectives; (2) start-up strategies; (3) control techniques and functional
architectures; (4) software and operating system; (5) controller hardware; (6) plant interface;
(7) regulations, standards, and codes; and (8) field adjustment and maintenance.

Demonstration Stages. Several progressive stages of simulator and plant demonstrations are
planned:

(1) The first demonstration project develops an automated procedure recall and check-
sheet system based on database and expert system technology. Several stages are
planned in which the demonstrations will become progressively more complex. Cur-
rently the procedure prompting system is under development on an IBM/386 class
machine using KES expert system. The procedure prompting system next will be
moved to a SUN workstation with rules written in KES and C-language supported
by SUN Unify database management system. The SUN implementation will be first
demonstrated using a simulator environment. Later the system will be demonstrated
using real-time EBR-II data. Finally, installation at the plant will be made.

(2) The second demonstration project develops a simplified autostart system that makes
maximum use of existing EBR-II control equipment. This project will also evolve
over several stages. Simulator development and testing will be performed first
followed by in-plant demonstrations:

Stage 1: Development of basic control of continuous and discrete event processes
Stage 2: Addition of testing and validation tasks to Stage 1 design
Stage 3: Expansion of Stage 2 to include means for coping with contingencies and

degradation
Stage 4: Addition of maintenance and calibration features to Stage 3 design

(3) The third demonstration project develops an advanced automatic start-up control
system using enhanced control equipment including fault-tolerant technology and
additional plant sensors and actuators. Much of this work will build on the results
of (2) above. It is likely that similar stages of development will be followed. New
equipment will be purchased to fulfill the requirements of this demonstration.

Demonstrations will prove the competence of the strategies, techniques, and implementation
technologies used. Further, the demonstrations will lead other reactor control programs to
important technological advancements. Roughly, the first demonstration project will take place
late in fiscal year (FY) 1989; the second in FY 1990; the third in FY 1991.
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Candidate Control System Functions

The concept of a control system limited to a loose collection of SISO continuous-mode servo
controllers limits the capabilities of the plant to respond to off-normal conditions and disruptive
events. In a manual environment, an operator acts to engage and disengage loop controllers
and command new set points to coordinate the interactions of the various plant systems con-
nected to those loops; however, for automated operation, the scope of the basic control system
must be expanded to include supervisory functions previously accomplished by human operators.

An examination of EBR-II and other power plant operating procedures reveals that the pro-
cedures direct operators to perform several distinct categories of important tasks such as (1)
controlling operating modes of plant equipment (e.g., equipment off-on status and valve align-
ment), (2) adjusting continuous controller setpoints and gains, (3) configuring controllers
according to plant mode and condition, (4) testing the integrity and operability of sensors,
instruments, and other components, (5) verifying the status of the plant systems, (6) calibrating
specific instruments during the start-up cycle, and (7) reporting to management, maintenance,
and other groups the progress and problems encountered. These seven task types must have
their counterparts in the automated control system. The system proposed in the block diagram
of Fig. 2 incorporates functions to accomplish these tasks.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of start-up control system
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Signal Validation. This function block contains multiple methods for processing raw sensor
data and generating validated data prepared for specific uses. The concept of signal validation
is fairly well understood even though further research and development may be needed. It
is envisioned that multiple validation techniques will be concurrently observing the data. An
intelligent supervisor then votes or weighs the outcomes of the various techniques to arrive
at a validity parameter. Data sample and validity parameter are broadcast as a couple to
wherever needed. A more exhaustive study of candidate signal validation techniques is
underway at The University of Tennessee.6

Command Validation. The objective of the command validation block is to determine the
accuracy of the command generated by the control system, and to validate the resulting output
of the actuator system. A command validator as a distinct function is a relatively new concept
to process control. It parallels to some extent sensor signal validation. Actuators come in
many forms such as a (a) pump-valve systems, (b) control rod drives, and (c) heaters. Thus
the overall command validation involves verification of control signal input (to actuator) and
actuator system output (plant response). For illustration, the classic example of a command
validator is the conflict resolver circuit of a traffic-light controller. Should the timers and
phase sequencers produce simultaneous given lights at an intersection, the conflict resolver
overrides the situation to produce flashing red and yellow lights.

A definition of the requirement for valid control strategy is that the controller's output to the
actuator and the actuator system's output (within the plant process) must remain within cer-
tain bounds of a desired strategy or trajectory. The procedure for command validation
consists of (a) identifying faulty control signals, (b) isolating plant component malfunction, and
(c) quantifying the control signal's variation from the nominal value.

One of the approaches for command validation is to generate command signals on-line using
a plant component model and drive this with the same inputs that go into the plant controller.
Compare the controller and actuator system outputs with their corresponding predicted
values.7 This approach is similar to dual consistency checking.

Strategy Validation. This function block determines whether the current strategy in use by
the control system (or operator) is valid for the condition of the plant and the desired
objective. This form of validation may answer questions such as (a) are the set points
correct? (b) is the system performance and stability as expected? (c) is the overall trajectory
within the normal operation envelope? (d) is the system configured correctly given the current
status of instrument, equipment, or control system failures? and (e) are the continuous
controllers gains within the proper tuning range?

Configuration Validation. This function block identifies the current plant mode and subsystem
operability status. The data generated consists of current mode of each subsystem, current
status of subsystem equipment (e.g., in-operation, available/unavailable, under-maintenance,
and faulted), and look-ahead status (i.e., planned outage).

Direct Control Algorithm. This function block houses the continuous control algorithms for
all systems employed during start-up. The control algorithms must be robust to handle the
wide range of conditions and parameter variations encountered during start-up. Candidate
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control techniques currently under development at ORNL include (1) nonlinear recon-
structive,8 (2) adaptive,9 (3) linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control with compensation from
exogenous inputs,10 (4) LQG with loop-transfer-recovery (LQG/LTR),11 (5) Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID), (6) closed-loop nonlinear control, and (7) fuzzy-logic control.

Lifeboat System. The lifeboat concept is that of a simple controller employing a simple
algorithm designed to bring the specific subsystem under its scope of control to a pre-
established safe and stable state. The lifeboat system is implemented on separate hardware
from the remainder of the start-up control system. Thus, hardware (or software) failures in
the "principal" controller are captured by the lifeboat and not allowed to propagate through
the process. Because the lifeboat is functionally upstream from the actuators, it is reasonable
that the lifeboat module also function as a local hand-auto (H/A) station as illustrated in
Fig. 3. If the lifeboat is limited to SISO or multiple-input single-output (MISO) architecture,
then lifeboat modules can be matched to plant actuators. Lifeboat controllers may contain
both continuous and discrete-event control algorithms as needed.

Mode Selector. A discrete event is a discontinuous change in the state of a component or
system. Discrete-event control stands in contrast with continuous control in which states exist
on a continuum. For example, turning a pump on or off represents a discrete event; however,
controlling the pump's speed to meet a flow or pressure set point is a continuous action. The
mode selector, which controls the discrete changes required for start-up operation, can change
the mode of the direct control algorithm block or the plant directly by actuating pumps
motors and aligning block and isolation valves to distinct configurations. Further information
is available from a study on feedwater system control.12
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Fig. 3. Simplified diagram of lifeboat controller.
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Performance Analyzer. This function block identifies failures and deteriorating performance
in the major components and subsystems of the plant. Performance of various systems is
tracked and compared with tolerance limits. Various tests may be performed to detect long-
term problems such as bearing wear, tube leak, and heat-exchanger fouling12

Decision Support. This block contains the information system to support the operator's
decision-making processes. Included in the block are the procedure prompting system and an
intelligent planning system. Three major modes of operation are supported by this system:
(1) Manual control gives the operator real-time control of all aspects of plant start-up. The
control system is in an information processing mode supplying refined data and suggestions
to the operator. The control system receives commands from the operator which are relayed
directly to the plant components. (2) Semi-automatic control gives real-time control to the
automatic control system except at break points. Operator permissives are required to
continue to the next segment. (3) Full-automatic control gives real-time control to the
automatic control system from starting point to final power level. The operator has inhibit
power to halt start-up progress during a segment. The control system may be switched
between these modes without perturbation to the process. The decision support system
supplies appropriate information to the operator corresponding to which of these modes are
active.

Information Needed to Develop an Automated Start-up System
Much information is needed to design an automated start-up control system. Some of the

more important information requirements relate to (1) low-power models of EBR-II compon-
ents, (2) detailed start-up procedures, (3) catalog of available signals, (4) catalog of remotely
operable actuators, (5) performance requirements for continuous controller operation, and
(6) operator information requirements for developing the decision support system. These
elements of the design are discussed below.

Modern control system design begins by developing a mathematical understanding of the
behavior of the plant components and systems. The mathematical models of the plant are used
to formulate the continuous controller gains and structure. The models may also be incorpor-
ated as an active part of the controller architecture. Further, the models will be used as
simulators for testing and evaluating plant performance using various control schemes. A linear
model has been previously developed for EBR-II13 using MATRIXX

C control system design
environment. Portions of the linear model have been relinearized about a low-power operating
point. Results using the linear model compare well with measured plant data taken during start-
up mode. Figures 4 and 5 show reactor power and core-exit temperature during a start-up.
Solid line represents measured data; dotted line is model results. The model predicts plant
response relatively accurately; however, the control rods on the model were not moved precisely
the same as the actual reactor. This accounts for the discrepancy between measured and
modelled outputs.
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The controller's rules for plant start-up are derived primarily from plant start-up procedures.
EBR-II procedures are conveniently arranged for methodical analysis. Most procedures have
companion checksheets that prompt correct operator actions and provide a record of the
process. The procedures are arranged into four categories as follows.

Prestart-up Procedures. These procedures, which are directed individually at major subsys-
tems, are for bringing about the necessary initial conditions required for start-up. The seven
major subsystems and corresponding procedures are listed below:

Electrical System
Radiation Monitoring System
Auxiliary System
Reactor Control Checkshects
Fission Product Monitors
Sodium and CGCS System
Primary System

Preparatory Procedures. These procedures do not activate any systems but instead verify
plant-wide status and operability. There are 14 preparatory procedures.

Direct Procedures. Direct procedures require operators to activate subsystems and equipment
as well as verify status. The 25 direct procedures bring the plant to a minimum steady-state
power level in the range of 50-400 KW.

Approach to Power. These procedures carry the plant to full-power operation in 10 MW
steps. There are seven approach-to-power procedures. The turbine-generator is placed on-
line during approach to power at 30 MW.

From these procedures, computer-executable rules can be written. Operator expertise can be
added to this framework of rules to form a more complete set of rules representing the tnie
procedures.

A detailed cataloging and examination of the available sensor signals and remotely operable
actuators must be performed. Some 900 sensor signals are available on the DAS. The task of
collecting sensor and actuator data is just now beginning.

Selection of the rule execution engine has been made for the procedure prompting system,
namely KES. For early demonstrations of the automatic start-up control system, the same
software will be used. However, execution speed restrictions will force a recasting of the
software in C-language.

An effective (continuous) controller for low-powcr-range operation must be developed.
Besides information on plant physics and behavior, measures of utility must be established to
guide the proper selection of control techniques. Measures of utility, which are an expansion
jf the traditional performance measures, include additional factors that express how well the
controller meets the mission requirements.2 Such factors include robustness, resource consump-
tion, and human related items. These are outlined in the following table.
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Table 1. Measures of Utility

Real-Time Performance (traditional measures)
Time-Domain
Frequency-Domain

Tolerance of Degraded Conditions
Noise
Process Parameter Variation
Sensor and Actuator Failure

Effects on Downstream Components

Compatibility with Human Operators
Field Tuning
Meaningful Information
Understandability

Resource Requirements
Real-Time Computational
Sensor Count, Accuracy, Placement

Future Considerations
Flexibility

State-Transition and Data Transformation Modeling Techniques

A structured state-transition and data-transformation technique is proposed for the mode
selector and portions of the decision support system.14 The basic method is an application of
the structured analysis and design techniques of Ward and Mellon15 The approach is first to
build a logical model of the control system (i.e., what the control systems must do to control the
process). Then from the logical model, a physical model is built of the computer processors,
interconnection networks, and code environment (i.e., real-time applications software, operating
system, computer hardware, data highway structure). The first task, building a logical model,
consists of constructing a model of (1) the interface of the control system to its environment,
and (2) the internal behavior of the control system. Logical models are implementation free,
that is, the development effort should be independent of the programming language or computer
type selected.

The context diagram and the external event list are the tools used to represent the control
system's environment. To create a model of the control system's internal behavioral, network
graphics tools model the flow and transformation of data through a system, the time-oriented
behavior of the discrete states that a system may exhibit, and the organization of stored data
associated with data transformations. The tools are data-flow diagram (DFD), state-transition
diagram (STD), and entity-relationship diagram (ERD). The tools and techniques are described
in the references cited.

When completed, the mode selector block of Fig. 2 contains the STDs for all start-up opera-
tions. Figure 6 shows the overall state transition diagram for the plant. The controller's
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objective is to select the proper sequence of states to get from "waiting in cold shutdown" to
"minimum power under supervisory control." The starting point depends on the initial condi-
tions including which instruments and equipment are available. For EBR-II's second demonstra-
tion project, the starting point may have to be further along than "waiting in cold shutdown"
because of an incomplete set of remotely operable actuators. (Note that "cold" for an LMR is
not ambient.) An example set of start-up states that might be selected is shown in Fig. 7. The
actions commanded by the transitions from state to state drive the plant components and the
modes of the controllers contained in the direct control algorithm block of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6. Overall state-transition model of EBR-II. Note: many
transitions have been omitted since this figure represents a
framework for illustration only.
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INCREASING
POWER TO
10 MW

RAISE RODS TO ATTAIN SS10 MW POWER
VERIFY STATUS

10 MW REACHED. STATUS VERIFIED

RAISE ROOS TO ATTAIN SS
VERIFY STATUS

POWER

INCREASING
POWER TO
30 MW 30 MW REACHED, TURBINE SYS READY

VERIFY STEAM SYSTEM CONDITIONS
START HE AT REJECTION SYSTEM
PRESSURIZE STEAM HEADER
ADJUST SECONDARY FLOW FOR CONSTANT BULT TEMP
MAINTAIN CRrriCAUTY
VERIFY STATUS

STATES GO ON TO 100% WITH VERIFICATION AT 40 MW
AND 50 MW

Fig. 7. Example state transitions for a start-up sequence.
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The STDs are directly implcmcntable by if-then rule structures. This will reduce the burden
and the risk of error of passing the logical model to the software system developers. As an
added benefit, the DFD and STD diagramming techniques may be suitable as a method of
communicating meaning information to the operator.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes an approach currently being used to develop a computer-based automatic
start-up control system for EBR-II. The approach is methodical and builds the system in stages.
Modern control techniques are being developed for the continuous controllers. A state-
structured, rule-based approach is being developed for mode control. The control system is
being designed for flexibility to accommodate plant start-up from a variety of initial conditions
and degrees of equipment opcrability. Many innovative features will be incorporated to solve
the problems encountered in starting a complex large-scale system.
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EVALUATING HUNAN KNOWLEDGE AND THE KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT METHOD(RAM)

ABSTRACT

Under normal circumstances, operating decisions are made in
accordance with the operators understanding of written
procedures and of the plant which they are controlling. To
ensure plant safety, an operator must have sufficient knowledge
to respond correctly when both routine and unusual events place
demands on his knowledge and understanding of the plant and
procedures. In order that plant operating procedures or the
methods used in qualifying operators may be improved a
quantitative measure of understanding is required. This paper
proposes a methodology which could be developed to yield a
quantitative assessment of an individual's understanding. An
extension is outlined where the knowledge relevant at each stage
of a progressing task is assessed. This is intended to allow the
identification of those parts of a task which are only weakly
supported by an operator's background knowledge and where for
example additional training and/or improved documentation could
be introduced to greatest effect.
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BACKGROUND

There is a great deal of current research interest in solving
problems associated with assessing the interpretation possessed
by individuals of systems and processes. The quest for solutions
is particularly enthusiastically pursued in the area of safety
critical systems where the specification of systems must match a
correct interpretation of the requirements and where the
interpretation of an operator of the system must also be
correct.

The information obtained through a quantitative and objective
analysis of an operators understanding of a plant and its
operating procedures would be of benefit in ensuring a high
level of operational safety. For instance, such information
could provide input of particular value to the creation of safe
control room environments where it could be used to refine the
design of operating procedures, training procedures and control
room displays.

Such an analysis, or assessment of the understanding of an
operator cannot be achieved through a simple process of
questioning and observation. There are several reasons for this.
Firstly, a questioning process inevitably influences the
structure of an answer. For instance the information gained from
an operator through a simple 'yes' response to a lengthy
question is unlikely to represent his true feelings on the
matter and does not convey his level of commitment to this
answer. It is better practice usually to give a person the
opportunity to convey as much information as they can on a
subject with the minimum of interruption but a person is
unlikely to mention things he is unsure of and can't mention
things he doesn't know about. Secondly, english language is
vague and statements depend on the context in which they were
made. Answers are therefore likely to be misinterpreted. In
addition to this, the right answers to questions may be given
for the wrong or very weak reasons, these being hidden from the
questioner.

Observations of correct operator performance do not necessarily
imply a good understanding of the plant or procedures and
provide no information to suggest where misunderstandings are
present; a skilled car driver does not necessarily understand
his car but possesses good 'driving skills'.

INTRODUCTION

A natural first approach to the task of assessing the
understanding of operators could be to first obtain their
knowledge through questioning and encode it using an appropriate
Artificial Intelligence (AI) environment. A working system would
result which might be validated against the actual behaviour of
the operator. The competence of this system in reaching correct
decisions in a variety of simulated circumstances could then be
quantified and used as a measure of correct understanding.

In adopting this approach in the quest for a quantitative
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measure of understanding a number of difficulties arise. In
order that quantitative conclusions may be drawn, the error or
confidence associated with each conclusion must also be
calculated. This error would result from uncertainty in the
knowledge of an operator, error involved in the process of
acquiring the knowledge and error arising from the reasoning
process. It is clear that validated, quantitative data would be
required throughout if this approach is taken.

The knowledge of an individual can be divided into many levels
of abstraction. It may broadly be described as consisting of
'trees' where each level logically supports the one above. A
single fact may be used by many trees and so it may be
simplistically argued that knowledge does not exist as a
collection of disjoint facts. Knowledge about other knowledge
may be supporting evidence for a belief, rules which say when
other rules are or are not valid or any other knowledge which is
concerned with other knowledge. The requirement to quantify and
validate an isolated fact in a multi-level knowledge base is
therefore not a straightforward one.

Knowledge in different forms may contribute to a different
extent in various judgments but an operator cannot be asked to
say the extent to which each belief was used in making a
decision. This is partly because the method of knowledge
assessment would no longer be objective but also because he is
unlikely to be consciously aware of all the information he has
used. Some of the knowledge used in support of a reasoned
argument may have disappeared or become corrupted in time
leaving skills, or heuristic rules (rules of thumb) which have
little logical justification. For these reasons it is not
practical to obtain estimates of the 'strength of belief of
individual facts which have been used by an operator to support
a particular course of action and to reproduce these in a
knowledge base which would be used in a simulation of his
reasoning process. An analogous argument may be used to explain
why the rules used in reasoning, several of which may be
considered by an operator before a balanced judgment is made,
may not be reliably defined along with their associated error.

In order that a quantitative measure of understanding may be
generated an alternative approach is required which does not
involve the combination of a large number of uncertain facts.
The Knowledge Assessment Method (KAM) is such an approach, it is
built around a novel application of Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve generation and so the validation
process necessary for the corresponding part of the methodology
will be simplified.

The methodology is essentially one of comparison with an
'ideal', in this case the knowledge of an expert. An advantage
of this approach is that quantitative results are obtained
without the need for the combination of other information using
rules and so these do not need to be explicitly obtained. In
addition the methodology may be targeted at particular types or
areas of knowledge so that specific conclusions can be drawn.
Also, all knowledge used by an operator during the assessment
contributes to the quantitative assessment of the correctness of
his knowledge and so no attempt need be made to extract lower
levels of knowledge directly.
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KAM provides a quantitative measure of the similarity of an
operators understanding to a 'correct' understanding. The first
section introduces and describes the methodology in its
unvalidated form. A more specific framework for the application
of KAM is later described which suggests how information
relevant to operator task performance might be obtained and an
applications section suggests how the methodology may be used in
other applications.

1. THE KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT METHOD (KAM).

1.1 The ROC Method and its Adaptation and Extension for Knowledge

Assessment.

The KAM (method) is described with reference to the ROC method
but sufficient detail has been included here to allow the ROC
method to be easily understood. KAM involves the generation of
graphs, or 'KAM Curves', which may be easily analysed.

The attraction of this type of approach is that meaningful
deductions may be made objectively from curves which have been
previously generated using the judgment of an individual on a
particular topic. Adaptation of the ROC method as described in
(1) has taken place in the following respects:

i) The ROC method is applied in the evaluation of imaging
systems whereas KAM assesses thfl knowledge of an individual.

ii) The ROC method uses judgments and confidence values given
during image recognition tests. For instance, image
recognition 'confidence values' (see later) can be effected
by variations in contrast. In KAM, confidence values are
obtained through questioning an individual, the 'subject' of
the method.

iii)An additional stage shows how quantitative measurements may
be made on the KAM curve and how these may be written using
the support logic language FRIL (2). The clauses generated
in this way could then be used by a knowledge-based system
to provide answers to questions such as "How likely is it
that this operator has the best all-round understanding of
the plant ?".

It is believed that this method may be widely and beneficially
applied . It is restricted in its applicability however since it
is essentially based on comparison; KAM is an experimental
method which is based on a prior knowledge of whether
propositions are true or false. This information needs to be
provided by an 'expert' if the word 'assessment' rather than
'comparison' is justified. The knowledge of an individual, or
'the subject', acquired through KAM cannot form the knowledge
base of an expert system where reasoning, equivalent to that of
an operator during a task, may be performed. Instead, KAM
provides a balanced assessment of the subject's knowledge. KAM
will be used as a high level comparison method which provides
quantitative information as to the extent of an individuals
understanding in a certain area through comparing it with a
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'correct' understanding. Common misconceptions may be identified
through the analysis of results provided by several subjects.

1.2 KAM Curve Generation:

The procedure for the generation of curves is as follows:

Stage 1:

Generation of specimen questions:- A number of questions with
corresponding answers are generated by a knowledgeable
individual (The 'expert' or 'questioner'). These are in a
particular area, for instance they may all be connected with the
feedwater system of a reactor, and they should be chosen such
that confident 'yes' or 'no' answers may also be provided by the
expert. At this stage it is envisaged that approximately thirty
questions would provide sufficient data for analysis. More than
this would lead to slightly greater accuracy in results but is
likely to be impractical due to the large quantity of data
involved. Further work is being undertaken to assist the
selection of appropriate questions and corresponding answers by
the questioner. Guidelines are being developed to aid the
generation of questions such that they both 'target' the
required knowledge area effectively and lead to answers which
may be checked for consistency. The questioner's data is
subsequently used as a reference in the analysis process.

Stage 2:

A second individual, presumed to be less knowledgeable than the
first is then asked the questions which were earlier generated
by an expert. These are asked in a random order and every
question must be answered by this person with a 'yes' or 'no'
response in his own time. In addition to this, he is asked to
give a value for the confidence he has in each answer. This is
related to a statement in natural language and is chosen as a
number from one to ten in increasing order of confidence. The
subject would first be asked to divide the range of confidence
values to reflect his own interpretation of five natural
language categories. The following table might be typical.

Amount of Confidence: Confidence Value Chosen:
Certain 10

9
Very Confident 8

7
Fairly Sure 6

5
Unsure 4

3
Very Unsure 2

1

Stage 3:

It is possible to analyse both of the data sets obtained such
that the data may be arranged in a form which will allow a KAM
curve to be plotted in analogy with ROC analysis. This is done
in the following manner:
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Step 1:

The data obtained is split into categories according to
confidence level. Five categories are defined. These are related
to the answers in accordance with the degree of confidence the
subject has assigned to them and each category corresponds to a
range of Confidence Values.

Answers may therefore be placed in a category in accordance with
a table such as:

Confidence Value:
9-10
7-10
5-10
3-10
1-10

Threshold Category
Very Strict
Strict
Moderate
Lax
Very Lax

These are described as 'Threshold Categories' because each
category takes in values above a certain Confidence Value. Each
category is then considered in turn. For the 'Very Strict'
threshold category, all answers assigned Confidence Values 9 and
10 are considered and the 'true positive' rate P(S|s) and the
'false positive' rate P(S|n) are worked out.

P(S|s) is the probability that a question will be answered 'yes'
given that the answer should be 'yes'.

P(S|n) is the probability that a question will be answered 'yes'
given that the answer should be 'no'.

These values are obtained by comparing the subjects answers with
those provided by the 'expert'. P(S|s) and P(S|n) are calculated
for each threshold range in turn. The answers included in each
of these threshold ranges have associated confidence values
either in the category being considered or higher.

Example:

The expert provides 30 questions, 17 of which he says should be
answered 'yes' and 13 'no'. The subject answers all questions
'yes' or 'no', giving values for the confidence he has in his
answers. In all he answers 'yes' 20 times and 'no' 10 times. He
has assigned a confidence measure of 9 or 10 only to 6 'yes'
replies and 3 'no' replies. 5 of the 'yes' replies and 2 of the
'no' replies were made correctly. All replies given lower values
of confidence are not included in the calculations for the very
strict threshold category.

Then P(S|s)= Probability that a correct positive response is
given to a question =

(No.of correct 'yes' responses)/(No.requiring a 'yes' response)

= 5/17

and

P(S|n)= Probability that an incorrect positive response is given
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to a question =

(No.of wrong 'yes' responses)/(No.requiring a 'no' response)

=1/13

for the 'Very Strict' threshold category.

This process is repeated for each of the remaining four
threshold categories and the above table may be extended with
P(S|s) and P(S|n) values using the whole of the reference
and the tested individuals data sets.

Confidence Value:
9-10
7-10
5-10
3-10
1-10

Stage 4:

Threshold Category:
Very Strict
Strict
Moderate
Lax
Very Lax

P(S|s):
5/17
9/17
12/17
14/17
15/17

P(S|n):
1/13
2/13
3/13
4/13
5/13

The table'shown above may be plotted using p(S|n) as the
abscissa and P(S|s) as the ordinate (see Figure 1). A constant
slope in this graph of 45 degrees would imply random replies to
the questions asked, whereas a plot above the diagonal implies a
degree of similarity between the knowledge of the expert and
subject; ie. there is some evidence that they are in general
agreement.

1.3 Analysis of Graphs

1.3.1 By inspection:

A resulting graph may be qualitatively inspected and some
information gained.
a) If the whole of the KAM curve lies above the diagonal line

then there is general agreement in the subject area.

b) The closer the curve is to the y-axis, the better the
knowledge of the subject in this area.

c) It is apparent that P(S | s)+P(JN| s)=l. In other words it is
obvious that the number of questions to which the answer
should have been 'yes' is the total of correct and incorrect
answers when the answer should have been 'yes'. P(S|s) is
represented as the ordinate in the KAM curve. It may be seen
that

P(N|s)min = 1 - P(s|s)max

and so the space above a drawn curve represents a deficiency'
in the knowledge of the subject.
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1.3.2 By Quantitative Analysis:

a) Construction of a FRIL Clause:

The Fuzzy Relational Inference Language FRIL is similar to
Prolog in structure and can be used to construct knowledge based
systems. Simple statements are represented as 'clauses' and FRIL
allows the programmer to assign 'support values' to clauses
which represent both the strength of evidence for and against
the truth of a proposition.

Since the information contained in a KAM curve takes both
positive and negative results into account, a FRIL clause may be
constructed which allows the information implicit in a KAM curve
to be incorporated into a support logic programming environment
with little or no distortion in meaning. The method used in
bridging the gap between elicited knowledge and the meaningful
generation of support values is well defined and is based on
methods already established through imaging science.

Support logic and the FRIL environment are discussed elsewhere
(2). A FRIL clause is a representation of a hypothesis which
includes 'support values' which indicate how true that
hypothesis is likely to be. These values reflect both the
evidence for and against this proposition, and in practice the
support values may be interpreted quite simply.

Consider a FRIL clause ((True X)):(N P) where ((True X))
represents the simple statement 'X is True' and where N and P
represent the necessary and possible supports of FRIL
respectively. This may be read 'The probability that X is true
lies in the range N to P'. Thus the difference between the two
support values represents the degree of 'fuzziness' in the
statement that X is true. It also follows from this
interpretation that N<=P under all circumstances.

b) Generation of Supports using a KAM Curve:

We may estimate the missing support values in the FRIL clause

((Knowledge-good Subject)):(N P)

from the example KAM curve for the case in which an expert has
provided the initial reference questions and answers. This does
not conflict with the earlier statement that KAM is a method of
comparison since it is safe to assume that the experts knowledge
is good and so the subjects knowledge may also be said to be
good if the comparison is favourable.

N - Range 0 to 1 - Necessary support value. Its value reflects
the minimum degree of support which may be attached to the
proposition. If the necessary support is 1 then the
proposition is certainly true.

P - Range 0 to 1 - Possible support value. (1-P) is a measure of
the firm evidence against a proposition and so P may be
interpreted as an upper boundary on the probability of the
truth of a predicate. If P is 1 then no evidence is
included which contradicts the truth of the predicate.
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The way in which a support pair is generated is described using
the example KAM curve (Figure 1). It is claimed that the
techniques used are reasonable and may be applied provided that
the shape of the KAM curve is similar to that shown in the
diagram and that the curve is drawn above the diagonal (See
previous section). This forms a good visual check that the test
has been applied correctly. Techniques might be developed which
allow a valid re-scaling of confidence values for cases where
the operator has been consistently over or under-confident. The
assessment might also be improved if the subject were asked to
define the range of confidence values (and hence threshold
values at the analysis stage) which match his own interpretation
of the natural language categories such as 'very confident'
before he provides his answers.

Necessary Support (N):

This must represent a minimum value for the probability that the
knowledge of the subject is good. Following the previous
example, it was possible for the subject to make several correct
judgments with the highest degrees of confidence, this
information being contained in the first point of the KAM curve
and corresponding to a 'very strict' threshold. The better the
subjects knowledge is, the higher the value of P(S|s) which
corresponds to a 'very strict' confidence value threshold. If no
decisions were made with a high degree of confidence then this
would be 0 and it is not possible to define a minimum level for
the necessary support that the subject has a good knowledge.

On the other hand if all of the questions were answered
correctly and with total conviction then every point on the
graph would appear at (0 1). In other words it is certain that
the subjects knowledge is good (If this occurs, the questions
asked were 'too easy' to highlight areas of weakness, and the
process must be repeated). The adoption of methods to aid the
selection of suitable question sets will minimise instances
where the KAM assessment is pitched at the wrong level.

The necessary support is therefore estimated as the value of
P(S|s) which corresponds to the 'Very Strict' confidence value
threshold.

Possible Support (P):

An estimate of the maximum probability that the clause is true
can also be made from the KAM curve. The second statement in the
earlier 'Analysis of Graphs by Inspection' section is that a
curve moves closer to the y-axis if the knowledge of a subject
is greater. In other words the possible support for
(Knowledge_subject Good) increases. A measurement of this
characteristic distance of the curve from the y-axis is
therefore made close to the point corresponding to the Moderate
threshold data point.

Procedure:
A position is located on the y-axis of the KAM diagram 2/3 of
the way between the minimum and the maximum threshold points.
The distance of the curve from the y-axis is measured at this
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point as d in Figure 1. (1-d) is then taken as the possible
support value.

The possible support changes from 1 (when there is total
agreement) to >0.5 since if random answers were provided the
graph would be a straight line, gradient 1. In this case the
support pair (N P)=(0 0.5) would be obtained and is interpreted
as: 'There is no evidence in support of the proposition but
there is some against it'. If the test answers agree with the
reference answers then the support pair (1 1) is obtained from
the graph and the clause is true.

1.4 Combining Results:

If several curves are generated by an operator, their
corresponding clauses may be combined into a more general
overall statement using FRIL support logic following the
construction of a suitable FRIL 'predicate' (rule). The support
for the accuracy of the overall statement is also calculated
through a mathematical combination of supporting evidence (2).

2. A Framework for KAM - Analysis of Complex Task Performance

2.1 Introduction

This section describes a framework for the application of the
KAM methodology which will lead to a more meaningful
representational form of results in the analysis of performance
during task execution. A simple graph is plotted which is
representative of perhaps hundreds of weighted responses by an
individual. The generation and significance of this graph, which
shall be referred to as a temporal curve is presented here. This
method allows both weaknesses in knowledge and likely areas of
error during the performance of a task to be identified. It is
based on the application of the KAM methodology to knowledge
concerned with the performance of operational tasks.

This more involved application of the KAM methodology may be
performed in addition to the standard method. Instead of the
question set testing general knowledge in a subject area, in
this case the methodology gives the quality of different types
of knowledge involved in performing a task. This method is based
on the generation of a number of separate question sets, each
of which can be given a segregated type name. A segregated type
is a discrete type of knowledge, or that knowledge which is used
at a particular stage in a task.

Between three and ten question sets should be specified. It is
thought that three question sets is a realistic minimum for the
creation of meaningful results. The upper limit is required to
restrict the data to a manageable size. The number of
identifiable segregated types on which question sets are based
should be maximised within these restrictions and each question
set corresponds to a segregated type. Any area of knowledge
should not be covered in detail by more than one question set.
The results set corresponding to each question set and a
subsequent KAM curve and FRIL clause are generated through
application of the KAM methodology.
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2.2 The "Temporal Curve"

The Knowledge Assessment Method (KAM) can be used as a part of
this more involved analysis. A "Temporal Curve" reflects how
the quality of background knowledge varies as a task is
performed.

An equivalent interpretation of the Temporal curve allows a
prediction to be made of how the quality of performance of an
individual is likely to change as a task is performed. A
Temporal Curve will be generated through the application of KAM
to several example tasks.

It is intended that the generation of a Temporal curve should be
performed by asking background questions. These would not be
coordinated with actual run-throughs of the example tasks. This
is to ensure that the calculated errors in the assessment of
background knowledge would be meaningful and not directly
influenced by the quality of task performance. In other words,
each stage in a task is treated independently of the others to
ensure that errors do not propagate.

2.3 Sequence of Methodology in Temporal Curve Generation:

The methodology is outlined here. Figure 2 shows the necessary
sequence of actions to be taken by the controlling individual.
The numbers which appear below each stage in Figure 2 refer to
the annotations below the diagram.

Identify Segregated \ Identify \ Formulate
Knowledge Types / Example Tasks — / Questions

1 2 3

Apply KAM to each \ Obtain FRIL clauses \ Plot 'Temporal
Segregated Type / for Segregated Types •—/ Curve'

4 5 6

Figure 2 - Sequence of methodology to produce a Temporal Curve

The controlling individual can choose those examples and
segregated knowledge areas which are of particular interest.

1 Segregated types are defined as being areas of knowledge
associated with each stage of task performance. If a 'temporal
curve' is required then the types required will be ones which
are used sequentially in time. For instance, in the case of a
reactor operator performing a task, these segregated types may
be generated through questioning in the following areas:

Control Desk: Question physical layout, functions

Recognition: Question why an action is needed

Consultation: In consulting instruments, which are more
important or reliable and how do you decide the
amount/type of action necessary ?
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Actions: Over what time period and in what order are
actions performed ? How do you take action ?

Consequences: How do you know when the desired state is
established ? What other factors should be
considered ?

2 Elicitation of knowledge in segregated areas of knowledge
through examples requires that segregated types of applicable
knowledge may be generated from the examples. Tasks are
identified such that each task may be equally distributed
across the segregated types. The tasks should be dissimilar or
involve the consultation of different instruments where
possible.

3 For each example, n questions are formulated in each
segregated type. This simplifies the application of the method
and the subsequent analysis of results.

4 Treat the cumulative data in each segregated type (collected
from all examples) as one data set in the generation of a
KAM curve.

5 This step is as described in KAM, section 1.2. A separate
clause is generated for the data corresponding to each
segregated type.

6 A 'temporal curve' is a plot of the necessary and possible
supports for each clause. Each clause generates a single data
point on linear axes. The Y - axis is a real number in the
range 0 to 1 and the X - axis represents the segregated types,
equally spaced in their correct sequence. Thus each example
task contributes across the breadth of the temporal curve.

2.4 PROCEDURE:

Stage 1:-
Identify segregated knowledge types and examples.

The choice of segregated knowledge types is important. If these
are chosen badly then the quality of conclusions which may be
drawn will suffer. It is suggested that 'obvious' types are
chosen to which questions may be easily 'targeted'. The choice
of segregated knowledge types is made by the controller,
according to the knowledge areas in which conclusions are to be
reached and the practicality of asking questions which draw
effectively on the knowledge in a segregated type.

Examples should be chosen which cover the tasks important to the
assessment. These are also selected by the 'controller'. There
may be any number of these but it is suggested that, in order to
give adequate coverage while restricting the data for analysis
to a manageable volume, ten or fewer example tasks would be
sufficient.

Stage 2:-

A description of the areas to be covered by each example in each
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of the segregated knowledge type areas is. written. A table may
then be constructed:

Examples:

Ex 1

Ex 2

Ex 3

Ex 4

KT 1

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Segregated Knowledge Types:

KT 2

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

KT 3

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

KT 4

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

KT 5

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

KT 6

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Dscrpn

Ex n Dscrpn Dscrpn Dscrpn Dscrpn Dscrpn Dscrpn

Figure 3 - Temporal Curve generation procedure

In this table the following abbreviations have been used:

Dscrpn - A description particular to an example and segregated
type of the areas to be targeted in questioning.

Ex n - An example task. These should not be chosen to duplicate
information, though the 'controller' should aim to ask
a similar balance of significant/detailed/general
questions for each example in any given segregated type.

KT n - The chosen Knowledge Types. These should be chosen
according to the type of conclusions required and the
feasibility of questioning in any type. If subtle
information is required it may be practicable to choose
closer, less highly segregated types.

Stage 3:-
Formulate Questions:

The questioner formulates questions as he performs a
walk-through of each example in turn. An equal number of
questions should be asked in each segregated knowledge type for
an example task to produce uniform accuracy. This number is
constant across all example tasks. The 'balance of abstractions'
in the questions should be the same for every example task. If
some particular aspects of knowledge within a segregated type
are more important it is possible to emphasise these by
addressing more questions to them, if it desired that a
particular point should be brought out a suitable segregated
type may be defined and the example tasks should be chosen
accordingly.

The table built up will be similar to Figure 3, the only
difference being that the questions and answers provided by the
questioner appear in place of each description.
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Stage 4:-
Acquire answers:

The questioner now having fulfilled his role in the methodology,
the example tasks are next used in a KAM elicitation exercise.
The answers provided by the subject, and their associated
confidence values, are recorded. These can also be tabulated as
each example is covered (the table is constructed in horizontal
rows). The axes of the table in Figure 3 may again be used, but
in this case each section in the table contains the previous
sequence of questions and model answers together with the
answers and confidence values given by the subject.

Stage Si-
Analysis of results:

Each column of the table constructed in Stage 4 is treated
individually and will reduce to a single point on the Temporal
Curve. The left hand column refers to knowledge which is used in
the first stages of a task. This is used to generate the first
point on the Temporal Curve.

The method used for the analysis of data in each column is as
described in sections 1.2 and 1.3. It necessitates the drawing
of a KAM curve for all of the data within one segregated type.
Values for the "necessary and possible supports" are estimated
from each vertical column of data (all data from the examples
associated with that given type). The Temporal Curve is a plot
of these against the segregated knowledge type.

Stage 6:-
Temporal Curve Generation:

The X - axis displays the segregated knowledge type in sequence.
The ordinate axis simply covers a range of real numbers from 0
to 1.

.n .n
.n .n

.n .n

[1] I [2] | [3] | [4] | [5] | [6] |

Knowledge Type (Time)
Figure 4 - A Temporal Curve. All support pairs are plotted.

2.5 Interpretation of Temporal Curve

The X- axis may be loosely interpreted as representing time
during task performance. A sudden dip in the curve implies
weakness in the local area of knowledge at that particular stage
in a task which draws on the same knowledge as the example
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tasks. A sudden rise indicates particular strength, and so it is
unlikely that this particular area of knowledge has been
misunderstood.

The mean of the necessary and possible supports in each category
gives a value for the knowledge of the subject in operating the
plant. A 'best fit line' could also be generated through the
mean points. The mean of the mean points gives a statistical
measure of overall knowledge relevant to the type of task
covered by the examples.

APPLICATIONS AND SUMMARY

The KAM methodology may be used directly or within a framework
such as that proposed for task analysis. An operator's
interpretation of the written operating procedures may be
misguided in places, especially where ambiguity exists in the
procedures, where they have been incorrectly annotated by
others, or where the procedures refer to other processes which
are misunderstood. Methods such as those described may reveal
where operating procedures or training programmes could be
improved.

The current trend in control room displays is towards a small
number of menu-driven displays together with 'fixed' displays
for important parameters. Such systems are designed to present
necessary and helpful information to plant operators. A large
amount of plant information must be made available. However,
operators performing a particular operation may find some
displayed information contradictory, irrelevant, unnecessary or
confusing. In other words, decision making is likely to be
hampered if too much information is displayed. All information
should be presented so as to minimise confusion and instruments
or displays could be grouped to emphasise any important
relationships between parameters. However, it is also important
in the design of such systems that operators have a continuous
display of what they ought as well as what they want to see.
This is because they are unlikely to be fully aware or realise
the importance of their own deficiencies. The methods described
in this report could assist in the design of such systems by
identifying aspects which are mistakenly thought not to be
important. For instance, the identification of important
relationships between readings in a control environment which
are not present in the minds of operators or emphasised in the
IOI's could be emphasised by placing the displays physically
close to one another.

It may not be necessary to clearly display information which is
well understood but is identified as being used as a 'backup' to
other information although it should be accessible. Also,
operators have their own ideas about which readings are reliable
and which are not. Several operators may consistently place more
faith in one particular instrument than another. Those which
experience has shown to be most reliable could be identified
through KAM and subsequently emphasised in control room
displays.

There is a great deal of current research interest in the
solution of problems associated with assessing the
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interpretation possessed by individuals of systems and
processes. The quest for solutions is particularly
enthusiastically pursued in the area of safety critical systems
where the specification of a system must match a correct
interpretation of the requirements in addition to the need for a
system user to understand its function correctly. For this
reason KAM may also find application in the development of
safety critical software to the intended requirements.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the important aspects of nuclear power station

(NPS) improvement with fast reactors is provision of safety.

The safety conception of advanced fast power reactors

is directed on elaborating such solutions where as much as

possible properties of reactor selfprotection and natural

laws are used in which the selfprotection of the nuclear

reactor is realized. To these solutions we may refer the

usage of hydr^aulically weighted rods of alarm protection,

negative temperature and power coefficients, negative sodium

empty effect, natural circulation without power sources,

natural convection and other measures.

Additionally special technological systems are envisaged,

which start functioning with coming the initial event of

the accident.
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Technical means and organizational measures are also

envisaged for localization and limitation of deviations from

normal operating conditions to prevent from developing the

events, being expected during operation, into emergency sta-

tes. Besides organizational and technical measures for war-

ning deviations from normal operating are provided, which

require the design, construction and maintenance of the NPS

to be done with the appropriate quality level and observing

proper norms of designing and rules of safety provision.

In the USSR main documents regulated technical and

organizational questions in development, design and mainte-

nance of nuClear stations are general regulations on safety,

( OUB, I1HI ) technological design norms BHTII , and also

a number of state and branch standards defining quality and

technical solutions, directed to providing the NPS safety.

Monitoring and control systems are of a great value

for providing the NPS safety.

In the report questions of qualitative monitoring and

control of the nuclear power unit with the usage of compu-

ting technique are discussed. The basis of that discussion

form structural questions of the monitoring and control

system with sharing on controlling safety systems, systems

of normal operation, failure of which may be an initial event

of the accident and the system of normal operation not affec-

ting directly on safety.
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The key problem of providing the high quality of the

NPS monitoring and control system is reliability. The reliabi-

lity provision is realized on the basis of technical solu-

tions, organizational measures and procedures taking into

account the "quality" of an operator. In this case it is

important to bear in mind the previous experience of using

computer monitoring and control systems on home and foreign

stations with fast reactors.

We have such an experience brought up to the level

of concrete characteristics. It enables to develop soundly

design solutions on the advanced systems.

In connection with the fact, that control actions on

the unit are performed in many cases by the operator, we

pay a great attention to provision "comfortable" conditions

for the operator. To these comfortable conditions we may

re.-f er a significant number of positions of purely technical

aspect, including also ergonomic requirements. And the main

thing, in this case, by our opinion is the creation of "friend-

ly" interface between the operator and means of data display

and control. In so doing systems of operator support (expert

systems, diagnostic systems) play a significant role. To

a definite extent the mentioned systems are already used

in existing projects, in advanced systems their role will

be significantly intensified. A general approach to the usage

of computing technique in our conditions to a great extent

coincides with approaches of foreign specialists. Data acquisi-
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tion and processing about the state of the station is done

by means of the computer. We use the computing technique

in control systems and especially the alarm protection very

carefully.

In the advanced systems the transition is outlined

to a distributed structure of control systems with vast

usage of the microprocessor technique.

1. THE CONTROL SYSTEM STRUCTURE

OF THE NUCLEAR POWER UNIT

The structure of the nuclear power unit control sys-

tem represents a set of technical means of control and operating

personnel, meant for provision safety and effective control

of the technological process of electric power generation.

An enlarged structure of technical means of the NPS

energy unit control system is given in Fig. 1. The system

has three levels of control.

On the first (low) level individual automatic control

of actuators, individual manual control of actuators, indivi-

dual monitoring of safety parameters and other important

parameters of the technological process are realized.

On the second level there is control and monitoring

the individual technological equipment (protection, locking,

one-loop regulation).

On the third level control of functional groups of

technological equipment by relatively complex program logical

algorithms of automatic control and multiloop automatic re-
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gulation are realized. As technical means of the middle control

level microprocessor programmable equipment is used.

On the fourth (highest) level of control the tasks

of control coordination of the main technological process

of the power unit are solved with participation of operating

personnel of the main control room (MCR). To support opera-

ting personnel actions on the highest level of control the

block information - computing system is used, representing

to the operating personnel diagnostic data for the technolo-

gical process run over all the power unit equipment. Besides

the operating personnel of the control room has the necessary

number of controls which enable it to make needed commutations

of the technological equipment depending upon the power unit

mode and a given time-table of the electric-power output

into the network.

For provision of the MCR personnel with the necessary

diagnostic information the need arises for performing complex

nuclear-physics, thermo-physical calculations, for data pro-

cessing over large number of transmitters and for fulfilling

logic processing and representing to the operating personnel

various data in a convenient form. To this effect computing

complexes of relatively large capacity are used with large

volumes of magnetic disk and magnetic tape storages with

the necessary set of printers and colour displays. Some complex

sections of the technological equipment, where it is not

reasonable for technological and economic reasons to use
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completely automatic control, are equipped with local control

rooms (LCR) with constant operating personnel or personnel

with episodic attendance.

The operating personnel fulfils a number of important

functions which it is not worthwhile to transfer automatically

to the acting technical means:

1) setting the technological equipment into the state,

providing for its subsequent work in an automatic

mode;

2) setting the technological equipment into initial

state after the protection operation;

3) defining the sequence of mechanisms operation with

redundancy;

4). decision making on failures elimination in the tech-

nological equipment and in technical means of computer

control systems for technological processes.

2. SAFETY SYSTEM CONTROL

One of the important and necessary goals is providing

for the power unit technological equipment with safety func-

tioning. In the cases of dangerous deviations of the techno-

logical process from the normal state the process control

should be provided to prevent the damage of the technological

equipment or, in the case of the equipment damage, decreasing

the possible discharge of radioactive substances and ensuring
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such a position, when any discharges will not exceed the

set limits. For that purpose within the power unit control

system facilities are envisaged for control of safe reactor

shutdown and keeping it in the safe state after the shutdown

in normal and emergency states. Also means are envisaged

for control of the technological process of the remained

heat tap from the core after the reactor shutdown both in

normal operating states and in designed accidents, and also

means are envisaged for control of the process of the

remained heat output from discharged fuel assemblies, ex-

tracted from the reactor.

Besides the inspection is envisaged of the possible

discharge of radioactive substances, dosimetric control of

the operating personnel of the power unit, checking the radi-

ation situation in the NPS premises and monitoring the states

of the technological safety barriers.

To solve safety tasks mentioned above special elements

(system) are envisaged, which are separated functionally

and topologically from the rest parts, but to technical and

organizational means of these safety control systems a number

of specific rigid requirements are made to the quality,

including increased reliability, resistance to external

environmental conditions, maintenance mode.

To fulfil safety functions the following systems are

envisaged:
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1) reactor protection system ;

2) emergency reactor cooling control system t

3) monitoring system for leak-proofness of reactor

fuel elements;

4) radiation and dosimetric monitoring system.

In the system of power unit technological monitoring

a special group of safety parameter monitoring channels

is singled out to which special requirements, given in safety

regulations 0 OEE-82, UBS -74-04, are made.

In Fig. 2 the block diagram of the fast reactor protection

system of the type "EH -800" is given. The system consists

of two identical sybsystems, each of which de-energizes elec-

tromagnets of ten rod-absorbers with the availability of

protection operation conditions: After de-energizing the

electromagnets the rod-absorbers are released from suspen-

sions and by gravity are placed into the core.

Each subsystem consists of three identical monitoring

channels, operating by the "2 from 3" circuit.

Technical means of the protection system are disposed

in two isolated separated rooms in such a way, that in each

room the equipment of only one subsystem is concentrated.

Technical means, used in the reactor protection system,

are produced of special non-combustible materials and are

intended for maximum design earthquake up to 8 MSK number.

In Fig. 3 block diagram of the emergency reactor cooling

control system is shown.
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The system consists of three independent channels, control-

ling each actuator by the vote circuit "2 from 3", on the

unit there are three similar three-channel control systems

b y the number of heat loops.

3. OPERATING PERSONNEL ACTION SUPPORT

Besides organizing automatic control safety systems

the operating personnel plays an important role in providing

the safe control. Its functions include supervision

of states of power unit safe parameters, start up, if neces-

sary, of automatic control safety systems and in the case

of failure of last ones the operating personnel is responsible

for putting into operation technological safety systems (sub-

stitution of automatic systems) by means of manual control.

The power unit control on the whole is realized by

the operating personnel from the MCR. The MCR is divided

into two parts: operative and nonoperative ones.

In the operative part of the control room means of

monitoring and control of the main technological process

equipment are concentrated, and also some part of auxiliary

equipment, control of which requires the constant presence

of the operating personnel.

In non-operative part means of monitoring and control

of auxiliary support systems are concentrated, which don't

require the constant presence of the operating personnel.
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Such physical division of the MCR optimizes the ergonomic

load on the operating personnel, decreases the posibility

of wrong actions.

For operator off-loading the information is presented

to the operator by the principle "from the general to the

particular" with three levels of detailing:

1) data review over the power unit on the whole;

2) data about the important parameters and state of

separate parts of the power unitj

3) detailed information about individual components

of the technological systems.

The goal of the data review is to attract the attention

of the operating personnel to the distortion of the normal

technological process run. The data review is displayed on

screens of collective use and is supplemented with review

displays with hierarchical access to the information and

event displays with automatic data output on which the informa-

tion is represented from block information - computing system,

processing and storing information on the whole power unit.

Information about the most important parameters and

the state of separate parts of the power unit is presented

on the basic mnemonic diagram of the power unit, being means

of collective use of the control system operating personnel

(operative part).

The basic mimic diagram of the power unit together

with individual instruments of safety parameter monitoring
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is the important means of operating personnel actions support

in critical situations.

To support operating personnel actions in normal mode

on a specific technological aggregate, technological system

the information is represented on operational displays with

subject access to the information on a specific technological

system. Such displays receive information from local informa-

tion-control systems.

In a workspace of the operational display controls

for appropriate technological aggregate are located.

So, in the normal operating conditions the operator,,

having received the information on the review display with

the coded and hierarchical access, if need be to fulfil con-

trol actions, concentrates upon the operational display with

the subject access and calls on the screen the appropriate

fragment of the aggregate being controlled, system and on

the basis of concrete information realizes control actions.

In critical situations the operating personnel of the

power unit gets the general estimation of the power unit

state on the basic mimic diagram of the power unit, and the

information about action of control safety systems and about

the technological safety system state-- on special safety

panels.

In fig. 4,5,6 figures on the display are shown - one

from technological assemblies of a power unit, steamgenerator.

Pictures are built on the hierarchical principle "from the
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general to the particular."

4. EXPERT SYSTEMS

The important means of the operating personnel support

are expert systems, the information from which is trans-

ferred to the operating personnel in the form of advices

and regulations of actions in critical situations.

The listed types of operating personnel support means

are designed for optimization of the operating personnel

activity for decreasing the wrong actions and provision for

safe control of the power unit.

The automatic protection system for sectional steam

generators sodium-water of the EH-800 power unit may be

exemplified by the multilevel expert system realization (Fig.7).

Steam generators are equipped with transducers, operating

on different physical principles and in this sense they supp-

lement one another. In the system instruments are used, moni-

toring hydrogen concentration in sodium of the second loop

( HBA), in shielding gas (COB), occurence of bubbles of

the gas (hydrogen) in the sodium flow ( ffllMT ) variation

of the sodium discharge via section and gas pressure in buffer-

capacity. Signals of the the transducers mentioned are used

for forming the automatic signal on switching off the faulty

section or the steam generator on the whole, and also in

the information-computing system for forming the summary

information about the steam generator state for the operator.
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This summary information reflects not only absolute

values of these or those parameters and meanings of approp-

riate setpoints, but also tendencies of parameter changes

in time. An algorithm of data processing consists in solving

differential equations, describing processes, and in compari-

son of results obtained with given values which are set by

results of testings. The algorithm realizes also the constant

monitoring after readiness of each measuring channel by means

of comparison of their indications between themselves during

normal operation of the power unit (for example, indications

of all the HBA instruments, each of which monitors its own

section, should coincide - show the background concentration

of hydrogen in sodiumj. Besides, it is important to note,

that into the information-computing system not only main

transducer signals are input, but also data about the state

of devices or instruments, which may affect the value of

the main signal, for example, about the temperature of

the nickel membrane through which hydrogen diffuses.

This additional information enables to the operator to evalu-

ate the real situation on the steam generator more correctly.

So, in occurring the leakage in some section of the

steam generator, which can be accurately fixed by instruments

and exceeds rigid setpoints chosen beforehand, an automatic

algorithm holds, being realized via microprocessors and brin-

ging into action actuators, cutting off the section by the

II and III loop and emptying it from water and sodium.
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In the case of small leakage (in size) and (or) if

it grows slowly, i.e. it can't be catch by the automatic

algorithm because of characteristics of monitoring instruments

or failure one of them, the information about it appears

on displays of the informationcomputing system, giving to

the operator the possibility to intervene into the process

run (see Table).

CONCLUSION

The main task of the computer control • and monitoring

system under development is providing for safe and effective

NPS operation.

To this effect computers are widely used with data

representation on Videoterminal devices both by the unit

on the whole and by separate types of the technological equip-

ment.

A great attention is concentrated on creating comfortable

conditions for the operator work. Realization of these condi-

tions is assured by a complex of technical facilities, and

also by improved ergonomic characteristics of operator wor-

king places.

The structure of the station control system is 4-level

one. On each level measures on provision for the required

reliability are realized.

Expert systems are in progress now, though the work

connected with them on the whole is in the initial stage.
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Usage of the computers in control systems and inprotec-

tion systems, in particular, requires futher efforts and

improvement.
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16.

Table. Forming the control actions for the steam generator switching off

N Leakage sizes Monitoring instruments Information

MBA COB IIUIHT Flow

T HT T HT T HI' T HT

Pressure
system

Action

automatic operator

switching switching off
off the sec- the SG
tion

1. Small leakage + + Decision
making

no
i

in

Intermediate
leakage
- main signal +
- reserve
signal

Doubl ing

automatics

3. Large leakage

- main signal

- reserve sig-
nal

Doubling

automatics

T - section, where leakage takes place

HT - the rest sections

SG - steam generator



MD - MONITORING DEVICE
CD - 'CONTROL DEVICE
PLD - PROTECTION-, LOCKING DB7IGE
FGCU - FGWÜIOHA.LLY - GROUP CONTROL M I T
ICS - INFORMATION - COMPUTING SYSTEM .
SP" - SAFETY' PANELS
SCU - SCREEN FOR COLLECTIVE USAGE
BMD - BASIC MNEMONIC DIAGRAM

(•

I C

c u J

s COORDINATION
OP THE -PROCESS
CONTROL

CONTROL OP
GROUTS OP
.EGUIPLENT

PROTECTIONS,
LOCKINGS- '
MONITORING OP
INDIVIDUAL
AGGREGATES

INDIVIDUAL
MONITORING.
ACTUATOR
CONTROL

PIG 1 STRUCTURE OP THE ilPS POWER UNIT CONTROL SYST5U
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PROL! TECHNOLOGICAL'
SYSTEMS

ELI - ELECTRIC MA.GNETS OP A3 RODS

LU1 LU2- LOGIC UNITS
IC - IONIZATION CHAMBER
MD - MONITORING DEVICE

PIG 2 REACTOR PROTECTION SY5TELI
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M D

LU - LOGIC UNIT
A - ACTUATOR
HD - MONITORING DEVICE
T - TRAITSDUCER

PIG 3 THE E.IERGENCY REACTOR COOLIITG
CONTROL SYSTELI
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THE DESIGN AND VALIDATION OF ADVANCED OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEMS

FOR A ROLE IN PLANT SAFETY

G Hughes, CEGB, BNL, UK

SUMMARY

Advanced operator support systems have the potential of making a

significant contribution to plant safety. This note reviews the different

support functions required, the specification of performance criteria and

possible approaches for system validation.

The importance of the different functions that can be provided is related

to the stage of the accident sequence. Also, because of the restricted

reliability of any single system, subdivision of the systems is suggested

in order to make the maximum contribution at a number of sequential

stages. In this way it should be possible to make a significant claim for

reduced operator error over the full accident progression, from incipient

fault to disaster.

The use of performance criteria currently associated with the

classification of safety-grade trip systems (e.g. detection failure

probability) would seem to provide a sound basis for validation. The

Validation of systems is seen as a significant task which will rely on

the use of design and training-simulator data together with specific plant

measurements. Expert systems appear to present particular problems for

validation.
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1.INTRODUCTION

Correct operator action is essential for both economic and safe plant

operation. The reliance on the operator to ensure that safety limits are

maintained permits optimisation of the availability and efficiency of the

plant. It allows plant disturbances to be limited and prevents unnecessary

activation of automatic protection systems. In general it is also

necessary for the operator to ensure, following any significant fault or

disturbance, that the protection and engineering safeguards have

functioned correctly and that any, possibly longer term, remedial and

control actions are taken. Finally the operator is required to implement

emergency procedures to mitigate against beyond design basis events. The

increased awareness of the contribution of human error to accident

processes has produced a general desire to improve operator performance

by the provision of information and decision-making systems. In cases

where the operator has to satisfy both safety and economic goals it is

important that the plant, support systems and operating procedures are

designed to ensure the correct balance between safety and economics. The

transfer of this responsibility to the designer may indeed reduced the

scope for operator error but it places an increased demand on the

validation of these support systems. In other words, the approach may

simply involve a transfer of operator human error to system

designer/expert human error.

This note reviews the different support functions required, the

specification of performance criteria and suggests possible approaches

for system validation. Its purpose is to stimulate discussion in an area

essential to the exploitation of modern information processing techniques

for reactor safety.

2. THE SAFETY ROLE OF DIFFERENT SUPPORT SYSTEMS.

There are a number of different system functions, either currently in use

or proposed as means of improving operator performance. These have been

roughly classified into a number of categories which could be integrated

to varying degrees into an operator support system. Each element makes

its own contribution to plant safety.

2.1 Systems to Detect Incipient Faults.

This class of system provides monitoring of the plant (core and

auxilliaries) to detect incipient failures. The systems involve sensitive

detection (below normal alarm levels) and signal processing by equipment

not currently qualified to safety standards. The main function is to

detect at an early stage anomalies which could escalate rapidly to a
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serious event with the potential for plant damage and loss of

availability. Such early detection is of significant safety benefit in

that it eliminates the need for a detailed understanding of the fault

progression and timescales needed to justify the effectiveness of late

alarms/trips.

2.2 Safety Alarms

These are used to protect the plant against slowly developing faults.

The alarm thresholds are such that the operator has sufficient time (at

least 30min in the UK) to initiate the necessary protective actions. At

times of high alarm activity there is a need to prioritize the alarms and

suppress secondary information to avoid overloading the operator. In

addition, there is often a need to analyse the alarm sequence to diagnose

the cause of a fault so that the correct recovery procedures can be

followed. The use of safety alarms and operator action is a general

approach for frequent faults and is aimed at returning the plant to normal

operation as soon as possible. The reliance on the operator rather than

providing automatic action (as is necessary for fast faults) could

possibly maintain plant availability at the expense of safety and it is

thus very important from a safety viewpoint to ensure that the operator

receives the correct level of information and the correct fault diagnosis.

2.3 Procedure Recall Systems.

These can assist with normal rule-based operating instructions and

procedures for fault recovery. In addition there is scope for utilising

computerised checks for administrative control of maintenance procedures.

2.4 Fault Recovery using Functional Information.

It is possible that a 'functional' approach will be used to recover from

all infrequent faults and conditions near or beyond the design basis

limit. The support systems are there to 'aid' the operator's knowledge

of how the plant behaves-, and concentrate his attention on reducing risk

to the public. They have the advantage of not being strongly dependent

on correct diagnosis of the fault to decide the recovery procedure, and

allow the operator to improvise for unplanned, possibly extreme events.

Information on the status of critical safety functions e.g. reactivity

and heat removal is used in conjunction with strategic decisions to choose

the optimum 'success path' for recovery.
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2.5 Use of Expert Systems.

The general approach can be considered for application to all the

categories (2.1-2.4 above) and also to provide assistance with the overall

plant supervision. The objective is to replace or supplement operator

knowledge with automated systems. This should have the obvious benefit

of ensuring at least consistent performance, not subject to recognised

human failings caused by stress, adverse environment etc. i.e. all

decisions are well considered and taken in a good environment. In

addition, subsequent performance is not dependent on the availability of

highly trained and experienced staff. However, the increased reliance on

such advice has the potential danger of reducing the quality of operators

and their ability to make strategic and innovative decisions in the event

of an unplanned emergency or conflicting requirements.

3. POSSIBLE PERFORMANCE CRITERIA.

It will be necessary to quantify the performance of automatic detection

and decision-making systems if their potential for improving plant safety

is to be realised and exploited for plant licensing. To permit this it

is first necessary to establish criteria which can represent important

aspects of the system performance in a way that is acceptable for safety

assessment purposes. Clearly, if existing safety criteria, currently used

for protection systems, can be used or adapted to fulfill this requirement

then the validation process should have a sound foundation.

Possible criteria are given in Table 1. The criteria suggested for Class

1 have recently been used sucessfully to quantify the performance of

noise-based surveillance systems, including the use of sophisticated

pattern-recognition techniques. Initial work (1)' was aimed at

establishing the probability of detecting small blockages in an LMFBR fuel

assembly using the fluctuations in coolant outlet temperature signals

(temperature noise analysis). More recently the approach has been

extended in an IAEA Coordinated Research Programme on Acoustic Boiling

Noise Detection (2). The approach involves the derivation of detection

failure probability, Pm, and spurious indication (trip) probability, Ps,

as a function of anomally magnitude and decision time. The probabilities

are derived from the distributions of detection system outputs under

normal and known fault (different magnitude) conditions. An example of

the use of an Adaptive Learning Network (ALN) trained to give a zero

output for normality and unity output for boiling is shown in Fig.l. The

probability values obtained over a range of boiling conditions and

different background signals are shown in Fig.2. It is normal to impose

stringent targets on Fm and Ps to ensure good design of safety equipment.
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Table 1. Summary of Performance Criteria and Validation Methods.

on

Class of System

l.a) Incipient Fault Detection

b) Alarm Diagnosis

c) Expert System

2. Alarm Suppression

3. Improved Information
and Procedural Guidance

4. Global Expert Systems

Possible Performance Criteria

Anomaly Resolution
Decision Time
Detection Failure Probability
Spurious Indication Frequency
Detection Failure Probability
Reduction in Fault Frequency

Reduction in Probability
of using an Incorrect Procedure

As 2 +
Reduction in Time to Locate
and Comprehend an Instruction

As 1,2 and 3 +
Innovative and Strategic
Decision Citeria e.g.:-
Decision Time
Plant Recovery Time
Reduction in Damage/Release

Target Value*

Determined by
Fault Progression
10-1-10-2 (10-3)

0.1-0.5y-l (0.1y-l)

10-2-10-3

?

?

< 30min
Appropriate to
Type of Fault

Validation Method

E/M/DS

TS/DS

TS/DS

E/M/DS/TS

* Value in parenthesis indicates target for a safety channel
E = Reactor Experiment
DS = Design Simulator

M = Model/Computur Code
TS = Training Simulator



In the UK, an integrated spurious trip rate of less than 0.1 per annum

is demanded which requires a value of Ps of less than 1.9x-10~6 for each

60 second decision time. The study (2) proposed that a map of Ps and Ptn

or some suitable combination together with decision time could form a

consistent frame or reference against which differing signal-processing

strategies might be judged. In the final analysis the comparison of

results was performed by establishing a value of Ps consistent with

reactor operation (0.I/Year) and looking at the minimum value of decision

time necessary and the associated value of Pm.

New criteria are needed for Alarm Supression (Class2) and Procedure Recall

systems (Class 3). 'Reduction in the probability of using an incorrect

procedure and Reduction in time to locate and comprehend an instruction'

are suggested as obvious figures of merit. At present it is not possible

to suggest target values but these will be based on present unaided

operator performance.

In the case of Global Expert Systems (ClassA) the criteria for the above

(Classes 1,2,3) are applicable. In addition it will be necessary to

establish parameters which will indicate the benefits afforded by

improved innovative and strategic decisions, particularly for unplanned

events. In this role the function can be considered to be analogous to

game playing (e.g. chess) and it could be appropriate to pit the expert

system against experienced operators (players) to demonstrate these

benefits. Possible criteria could be decision time, plant recovery time,

financial losses and societal risk.

4. VALIDATION METHODS.

The design and validation of operator support systems will be an iterative

process. The objective will be to demonstrate that the final design meets

agreed performance criteria. The possible validation methods are given

in Table 1, for each class of system. There are two main validation

requirements, covering different system aspects.

4.1 Aspects of Plant Monitoring and Condition Analysis.

The validation process will be based on plant data supported by the use

of modelling codes possibly implemented on a design simulator (Plant

Analyser), Consideration has been given to the formulation of such

benchmark tests (3) for complex diagnostic core protection systems. In

general it will be necessary to use modelling/simulation to cover the

necessary range of normal and fault conditions. It is clearly impossible

to perform reactor experiments to provide data representative of severe
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fault situations. Reactor experiments performed to study limited fault

states also suffer from a number of problems e.g.:- a) they involve a

potential risk to investment; b) special rigs are often required which

may reduce the value of information by imposed geometrical differences,

sensor locations etc.; c) the need to repeat experiments to establish the

effect of design changes etc. However, there will always be a need to use

real plant data to represent normal plant states and possibly normal alarm

sequences. An example is given by the IAEA benchmark on boiling noise

detection (1) where the differences in normal conditions for different

plants were shown to be of great importance.

In the UK, consideration has been given (4) to the role of a Plant

Analyser or design simulator for system validation, and a prototype is

now in operation in the CEGB design department. The analyser is provided

with good man/machine interfaces for input and output to enable models

to be set up and run effectively and to allow the output to be readily

comprehended by the analyst. It is planned to use the simulator for:-

i) safety analysis, including investigations outside design basis events.

ii) development and validation of Operational Procedures and

Instructions.

iii) cumulative damage analysis e.g. creep, fatigue, corrosion.

4.2 Aspects Involving Operator Response (Including the Validation of

Expert Systems.)

These aspects are of importance for all systems but are obviously of main

concern for Class 2 and Class 3 , covering Alarm Suppression, Improved

Information and Procedural Guidance. It is proposed to treat the

validation requirements for expert systems under this heading because of

the declared intention of modelling human decision processes with these

systems.

An early example of the use of a training simulator to measure operator

performance is given in a study by EPRI. This used a special set of

programmes called a Program Measurement System (PMS) to record

automatically data on operator and plant responses. A number of studies

have been performed to estimate operator performance during normal

control' procedures and during fault recovery. Statistical estimates of

error rate and response time were used as the principal performance

measures. Of particular relevance are studies which have been used in

designing and testing computer based operator aids such as the Disturbance

Analysis Surveillance System (DASS) and the Safety Parameter Display
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System (SPDS). PMS exercises were performed for a wide range of plant

operating states, including fault detection and recovery sequences. In

the case of Steam-generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) the study showed the

benefit of DASS to reduce detection time as shown in Fig.3. Since the

simulator data do not indicate the operator's recognition of a leak

occurrence, but only shows his actions, operator response times are

compared with the DASS detection time. In all tests performed, the DASS

detection time was less than the unaided operator response. Reducing

detection time could allow prompt operator response and lessen the amount

of coolant loss to containment or secondary systems. It would seem

possible to extend this methodology to investigate the value of most

operator aids over a range of fault conditions.

A particular concern for the validation of expert systems is to

demonstrate that the present ability of the operator to react to unplanned

situations in a flexible and innovative way is not reduced by almost total

reliance on as system that is only good for preplanned events. The expert

system will attempt to reproduce various aspects of human decision making

and problem solving. Rassmussen (6) has produced diagrams of the type

shown in Fig.4 (Ref.7) which give the sequences in which the different

phases of decision making generally occur. The sequential decisions

depend on 'knowledge-based' behaviour, including reasoning,

interpretation and evaluation. 'Rule-based' behaviour allows selection

of a task or procedure directly from the present system state.

'Skill-based' behaviour allows particular actions (sometimes complex) to

be performed automatically. The cross connections among the elements of

Fig. 4 include some of the common 'short-cut' paths that occur in

problem-solving behaviour, in which observation can lead to a direct

inference of system state or immediate selection of tasks. Such abilities

are important characteristics of the human operator when information and

decision time are limited.

The modelling of such processes by an expert system is done with two

components; the knowledge base and the inference engine. The knowledge

base is the coded representation of available knowledge (or some subset)

generally in the form of facts or rules. The inference engine is the

control component; it is responsible for drawing conclusions from

available information, and asking for supplementary information when

needed. The extent to which the knowledge base and inference engine are

separate in practice depends on the particular system design. In general

it will be necessary to adopt inexact reasoning to model human processes,

particularly those associated with the 'short-cut' paths and those using

rules generated by a chain of uncertain propositions. The two main
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concerns in the validation of such systems, apart from the aspects already

treated in the context of individual aids already outlined are:-

i) Construction of rules, which form part of the knowledge base is often

performed by induction from a set of examples. It is not obvious that this

set will be adequate to cope with unplanned events. In this context, the

system may fail to replace human experience or fail to adapt to

significant changes in plant state, which would be apparent to the

operator.

ii) Inference mechanisms based on inexact reasoning e.g. fuzzy logic often

lack correctness in order to obtain a clear decisipn. Rigorous treatment

of uncertainties can often only produce vague, impractical conclusions.

It will be necessary to show that the correct priority e.g. economics or

safety is maintained in such situations.

A feasible, if expensive method of design and validation would be to

compare the performance against operation/design experts supported by a

plant analyser. Suggested criteria for such a comparison are: decision

time, plant recovery time, and accident consequences.

5. IMPLEMENTATION.

Advanced operator aids are only feasible with the extensive use of

computer technology. Clearly the reliability of the hardware and software

of the computer systems and displays must be consistent with the claims

made for improved operator reliability. A target is given by NUREG 0696

(8) for the SPDS concept developed in the US, since TMI. This defines

an operational unavailability goal of 10~2.

OPERATIONAL UNAVAILABILITY = DOWNTIME / OPERATING TIME

The downtime includes all failures including preventative maintenance and

any inability to perform the intended function, when the plant is

operational. Early SPDS hardware design proposals (9) suggest that this

could be achieved with a non-redundant computer system, assuming a typical

module failure rate of 2/year and a repair time of 25 hours; i.e. it would

be necessary to operate without the system for up to 24 hours. For many

safety requirements this is unlikely to be acceptable and redundancy of

sensors and computers would be needed for continuous operation. The

unreliability of the software used in redundant systems is also unlikely

to achieve a level better than 1 O ~ 2 _ I O - 3 . Thus overall, a figure of

10~2 Would seem to represent a lowest value of failure probability that

is likely to be achieved in terms of system implementation.
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In order to accommodate such a real restriction, it is necessary to give

some consideration to the separation of functional requirements. A

simplified event tree for fault detection and recovery aspects is shown

in Fig. 5. Whilst this tree could be applicable to the whole accident

sequence, it is proposed to consider that it applies to one particular

stage in the sequence, covering an initial condition to a recovered or

failed/damaged state. The degree of damage will vary, depending on the

position of the stage in the accident sequence.

For early stages in the sequence it is likely that the operator will fail

to detect or diagnose the fault i.e. P1-* 1. In this case the probability

of a failed or damaged state (which could propagate to the next stage).

F= P2 + (1-P2).P3.P4 = P2 + P3.P4 for P2 « 1 . If the detection/ diagnosis

is early then the probability of failure to take corrective action, P3.P4

< P2 i.e. F = P2. Thus good detection systems provide the most benefit.

For late accident stages the fault will be obvious, possibly indicated

by plant damage, thus PI and P2 -» 0 and F -*• P3.P4. Thus, as is well

recognised procedural guidance systems are of prime importance for

reducing consequences and minimising societal risk.

For the intermediate stages of an accident sequence, where there are clear

safety alarms and established plant operating instructions, it is

reasonable to assume PI, P2, P3 and P4 « 1 and that F = P1.P2 + P3.P4.

Again the minimum value of P2 and P4 will be of order 10~2.

It is suggested that advanced operator support will need to be implemented

by a number of separate systems (at least three), designed in the most

appropriate way for each stage of the overall accident sequence. In this

way it could be possible to demonstrate a value of F = 10~*> . However,

it must be remembered that the operator forms an important common link

with all systems.

6. CONCLUSIONS.

Advanced operator support systems have the potential of making a

significant contribution to plant safety. To realise this potential it

will be necessary to pay great attention to the structural design and

validation of the systems.

The importance of the different functions that can be provided is related

to the stage of the accident sequence. Also, because of the restricted
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reliability of any single system it will be necessary to subdivide the

systems so that they make the maximum contribution at a number of

sequential stages. In this way it should be possible to make a significant

claim for reduced operator error over the full accident progression , from

incipient fault to disaster.

The use of performance criteria currently associated with the

classification of safety grade-trip systems (e.g. detection failure

probability) would seem to provide a sound basis for validation. However,

criteria for alarm suppression and procedural guidance systems need

further consideration.

The validation of systems is a significant task which will rely on the

use of design and training-simulator data together with specific plant

measurements. The cost of such processes should not be underestimated and

it is considered that insufficient attention has been given to this aspect

in justifying present claims for improved operator performance. Expert

systems appear to present particular problems for validation because of

their use of inexact reasoning.
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ABSTRACT

Programmable electronic systems are not currently used in the UK
as part of reactor protection systems, hardwired logic protection
being used. The UK has, however, an interest in such systems and
conducted research into the use of microelectronics as part of
reactor protection systems. This work has led to the development
of the ISAT (Individual Subassembly Temperature monitor) which is
currently operating in a passive mode on PFR (Prototype Fast
Reactor). The advantages of this and similar systems are
discussed and some of the difficulties in ensuring software
quality and, where appropriate, diversity are considered,
particularly in the context of licensing. Some considerations on
the possible developments of this system and approach to safety
are reported.
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1 Introduction

There are no programmable electronic systems in use as part of the
primary protection system of any nuclear reactor in the UK. The
current reactors all make use of 'conventional1 hardware, eg
analogue trip amplifiers and hardwired logic. This, however,
should not be interpreted as indicating the UK has no interest in
such systems, indeed the contrary is true. The primary protection
system for the Sizewell 'B' PWR will be computer-based, the
Westinghouse integrated plant protection system. The CEGB have
ordered from AEA Technology a computer-based single channel
protection system for the Dungeness 'B' AGR. This system will, in
fact, be the first computer-based reactor protection system in the
UK and is based upon the single channel protection system
developed for the fast reactor.

The interest in using computer-based protection systems is many
fold. In principle, they allow much more complex trip algorithms
to be used, these may integrate information from many sources and
instruments. Additional benefits arise from the potential to
operate plant on much tighter margins because of the ability to
make better use of information and, in principle, the ability to
modify the trip system/trip algorithm by reprogramming of the
computers rather than by an extensive exercise of replacing a
hardwired system.

The primary programmable electronic protection system considered
for the UK fast reactor is the individual sub-assembly temperature
trip. This system has been developed and extensively tested for
fast reactor application and contains a method of self-testing and
redundancy which makes the system highly reliable and fail-safe in
nature. This system is further described in section 2 below.

One of the difficulties of introducing programmable electronic
systems for reactor protection is associated with the production
and assurance of the software. The primary problem is the need to
demonstrate that the software does not contain errors arising from
specification or implementation that could cause it to fail in
use in other than a safe manner. A secondary problem, one that
appears to arise with many software projects, is the cost and
timescale of producing the software. This problem should not be
dismissed as the penalties resulting here from the need to meet
the primary aim and to produce a licensable protection system will
ultimately determine if computer-based systems are brought into
use.

2 The ISAT Approach to Computer-Based Protection

The ISAT (Individual Sub-Assembly Temperature monitoring) approach
to producing a reactor protection system was conceived out of the
ideas surrounding the pulse code logic systems developed for
guardlines in the UK. These ideas were then extended to give a
system whose approach has great potential as a reactor protection
system using redundancy and frequent self-testing to give a high
reliability, low spurious trip rate, fail-safe system. The novel
and important feature of the system is the introduction of test
signals that drive the system into a trip state. The test signals
are interleaved between the plant signals to produce an output
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which switches between a tripped and healthy state. This dynamic
operation is a key feature of the fail-safe design of the system.

The basic arrangement of the ISAT system produced to give
individual sub-assembly protection on temperature is shown in
schematic form in Figure 1. The four main component blocks are:
the multiplexer, the trip computer, the vote computer and the
pattern recognition logic. Plant (thermocouple) signals are input
to the multiplexer with test signals interleaved. The multiplexer
output goes via an analogue to digital converter to the trip
algorithm computer where the processing is done, a safe or trip
state determined and the appropriate signal output. The output
from the trip computer is a bit pattern which is forwarded to the
vote algorithm computer in the case of a multichannel system, the
one in Figure 1 is a 'three out of four1 system. The vote
algorithm computer forwards the resulting bit pattern to pattern
recognition logic which compares the pattern received with that
expected, ie the reference pattern. In the case of a correct
match and a safe state, a dynamic signal is output to the pulse to
direct current converter which forwards the appropriate signals to
the guardlines. If the match is incorrect, which might arise from
a genuine state requiring trip action or from equipment failure,
the dynamic output is lost and the signal to the guardline
ceases.

The important features of the system can be highlighted as
follows:

a) The pattern in which the test and plant signals are
interleaved on the multiplexer is chosen to be unique to
ensure the full range of the inputs are being sampled, ie a
duplication of part of the scan will not produce the correct
pattern at the pattern recognition step so a failure will be
duly recorded.

b) The polarity of signals at the analogue to digital converter
is reversed on each sweep to ensure that the multiplexer data
is being refreshed in the trip computer memory. The test of
this function, like that of a), is performed by the pattern
recognition logic. This approach will not necessarily
generalize, care being necessary to ensure correct signal
processing in a system where a plant signal may change
polarity or where polarity is significant.

c) The presence of the trip signal at the input on the test
lines ensures that the computers, or indeed any other part of
the system, have not failed to a permanently healthy state,
ie one in which trip action could not result on demand.

d) The system redundancy introduced by having a series of
systems in parallel (four in Figure 1) providing inputs to
the vote algorithm computers allows: a measure of resilience
against failure and for online maintenance. This last point
may be thought of as a luxury; however, in a large protection
system where component failures must be expected it is an
important means by which spurious trips and reactor down time
can be avoided, so improving plant economics. .

\
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An ISAT system of this form was built and tested, along with the
coaxial thermocouples planned for the commercial demonstration
fast reactor, in the CEGB Berkeley Nuclear Laboratory Sodium Loop.
The system employed four simple trip conditions: absolute
temperature too high, absolute temperature too low, rate of change
of temperature too high and a fourth trip condition if the
temperature differs too much from the medium temperature of the
adjacent six subassemblies. On completion of a successful test
programme the system was installed in a passive mode on the
Dounreay Prototype Fast Reactor where it has, and still is,
operated successfully. The system showed on both occasions it
could meet the required failure targets despite operating in
hostile conditions of temperature and vibration to which a safety
system would not normally be subjected. Further, the system as a
whole has been subjected to a review by the Safety and Reliability
Service of the Safety and Reliability Directorate. The assessors
could find no dangerous failure route for either the hardware or
the software forming the system.

The further development of the system centres on three main
points. The first is to allow more complex trip algorithms to be
accommodated. These complex algorithms might make use of several
plant parameters to determine plant state thus the appropriate
trip/safe condition. This leads inevitably to the second point
which is the need to be able to treat more and different types of
signal processing that occur between the sensor and multiplexer
within the dynamic self-testing procedure. Third, there is a
desire to make the self-testing give as much benefit to the
argument that the system is safe and secure with regard to the
software that is in use. This is primarily because the software
is one of the more difficult areas to prove and is perceived by
some as the greatest weakness of a computer-based protection
system.

The most visible part of the extension to the ISAT system is the
inclusion of extra hardware to accommodate a reorganized self-
testing scheme, see Figures 2 and 3. The approach to testing of
interleaving plant and test signals at the input of the
multiplexer is replaced by one in which the test signals are
introduced on the plant instrument lines. The test signals are
calculated from the current plant signals using the test signal
generator, another computer, which outputs values of perturbations
which must be added to the plant signals to drive the system into
a trip state. The perturbations themselves are introduced using
summation amplifiers positioned as close to the sensor as possible
such that the test signal is processed in the same fashion as the
plant signal. This results in the signal conditioning and
processing hardware being subject to test as desired above. This
procedure can, however, lead to some difficulties as discussed
below. This aside, the remainder of the system, the vote
computer, the pattern recognition logic and the output to the
guardline, are as before. The pattern used by the pattern
recognition system will, however, no longer be determined by the
way ehe test signals are interleaved at the multiplexer but by how
the test signal generator (computer) is operated.

The test signal computer essentially performs the inverse
calculation of that performed by the trip computer, taking the
trip state as input and computing a set of plant signals based on
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the current plant signals that will cause a trip. It is noted
that the calculated signals should vary as the plant conditions
vary, a considerable advantage over having a prescribed set of
values to drive the plant to trip. The test signal generator
actually outputs the difference between the calculated and current
plant signals on the test cycle as these are required by the
summation amplifiers.

There is considerable scope for arranging the pattern of testing,
this can be best illustrated by means of two examples. Consider
first a block of 128 thermocouples on a single multiplexer; the
system could be operated by, on cycle 1, applying no perturbation
and taking each of the plant signals in turn; the next cycle could
be undertaken with perturbation applied to give alternate blocks
of 128 'safe1 followed by 128 'trip' states at the pattern
recognition. The testing could, however, be broken up, such that
on cycle 1 a perturbation was applied to alternate thermocouples
to give a sequence of 64 'safe trip1 states, the other
thermocouples being tested the next cycle giving 64 'trip safe'
signals. Clearly, other sequences are possible as the patterns of
testing and for recognition need only be supplied and
synchronized.

The approach for the multivariate algorithm would be similar;
however, there would no longer be a need to have the one to one
relationship between the number of inputs read and the number of
states output. Consider as an example the simple case of a system
calculating plant state from three inputs: a flow, a pressure and
a power. The sequence might be arranged: cycle 1 plant test,
cycle 2 perturb flow to trip, cycle 3 plant test, cycle 4 perturb
pressure to trip, cycle 5 plant test, cycle 6 perturb all inputs
to trip, etc. Here, the cycles on which testing is performed and
which type of test is performed can be varied to produce a scheme
meeting specific requirements.

These arrangements meet the desired aims, however, some potential
problems can be identified. One area of difficulty is that
arising from the effects of signal processing. Consider the case
of a plant signal which, as part of the signal processing, is
smoothed (or phase advanced) to remove noise at some stage between
the summation amplifier and the trip computer. The addition of
the test signal to the input implies a step change of level which
would be modified by its passage through the signal processing.
In the case of a low pass noise suppression circuit the magnitude
of the step change could be attenuated so at the time of sampling
it was below the level to give a trip state output from the trip
computer. The loss of the trip would result in a pattern match
failure and a plant trip would result. This circumstance must,
and has in fact, been accounted for in an operating system. The
treatment used covered the case where the integration time
constant cannot be reduced to less than the cycle time to allow
signal passage. A second potential area of difficulty is the
production of the inverse trip algorithm for use by the test
signal generator. In some circumstances, eg for a simple level,
this could be a trivial exercise. However for others,
particularly multivariate algorithms, it may well be a difficult
undertaking.
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3 Computer-Based Guardline Logic and Sequence Controllers

The guardline of many UK reactors, including those planned for
CDFR and Sizewell 'B1, have been constructed using Laddic-based
logic. Recently, the pulse code logic system, a forerunner of
ISAT and which was the initial stimulus for the ISAT system
described above, has been implemented in solid state logic and
introduced successfully as the guardline for the DIDO research
reactor at Harwell. The idea of pulse coding can, however, be
implemented as a computer-based system - the hardwired, solid
state logic being replaced by the programmable logic of a
computer. The incentives for such a move are at the moment
considerably less than those for replacing hardwired systems by
programmable ones earlier in the chain. However, the potential
savings of cost and space may ultimately lead to such a move being
made. These factors become particularly relevant if any system
upgrade or addition trip initiating protection systems are to be
incorporated into the guardline.

Other areas of reactor safety are amenable to control and
protection using computer-based systems. Examples of these are
the fuel handling route where plant temperatures may be part of
the protection system input but additional input may come from
interlocks or identification procedures. The latter, for example,
could ultimately be as advanced as reading sub-assembly
identification labels under sodium with an ultrasonic system.
Associated with the protection system, indeed almost an integral
part of it, would be the programmable electronic controllers that
might perform the actual operations of moving the fuel. These too
will have to be produced to a safety critical standard to ensure
no inadvertent fuel movement resulting in criticality, for
example.

4 Advantages and Disadvantages of ISAT and Computer-Based
Systems

The major advantage of the ISAT system must be regarded as its
inherently fail-safe architecture and self-testing capability
which, coupled with a voting system, allows a ready means of
reducing both fractional dead time and spurious trip rate to allow
the maximum benefit to be taken of the protection system in a
safety argument. A parallel advantage, and clearly an incentive
towards adoption of the system, is a financial one. The reduced
spurious trip rate and potential for online fault diagnosis,
repair and system maintenance clearly reduce financial penalties
due to outages.

Financial incentives for the use of computerized systems in
general can arise for a number of reasons, for example the reduced
amount of hardware in the system and space taken up by the system
should lead to reduced cost. The computerized basis of the trip
algorithm allows complex algorithms to be employed for protection.
These algorithms have the potential for the plant condition to be
better determined from the information available; thus, the plant
can be operated closer to design and safety limits thereby
allowing better performance and so additional financial
advantages.
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The most significant disadvantage of computer-based systems lies
with the actual and the perceived problems of producing the
software to operate them. The way this problem has been tackled
in the UK and the way it might be tackled in the future is
discussed below. Indeed, the self-testing nature of the ISAT
system using the test generation computer to essentially invert
the trip algorithm is one aspect of the UK approach to defence
against software failure and is thus one major advantage of ISAT
over other computer-based systems. The adoption of parallel
systems with a voting strategy is also immediately open for
exploitation using software diversity in the different channels as
a means of enhancing confidence in the system operation.

5 Software Production

The production of software to time cost and specification has b< ~n
a significant problem since the widespread introduction of
programmable electronics. However, the introduction of such
systems in safety critical, life saving/endangering applications,
such as for aircraft control or reactor protection, raises the
stakes and the debate about software considerably. Indeed, this
aspect of programmable systems, particularly the difficulty and
cost of producing and licensing the software will probably prove
the most important factor governing their eventual use,
particularly if the function and form of the software is complex.
The work currently being undertaken in the UK on reactor
protection software is therefore not just directed at that
required for the fast reactor but is being conducted with longer
term goals in mind, namely the production of software for FBR, AGR
and PWR protection systems. Thus, methods and information are
becoming available from a number of programmes, eg PODS, COPS, as
well as the fast reactor programme. The current status of these
programmes is such that they can be discussed collectively as much
of the work is not reactor specific.

The software for the individual sub-assembly temperature trip
system is essentially quite simple, consequently its production
was by structured design, Jackson, and careful coding followed by
extensive testing. In this case, the test programme includes
operation in the laboratory, on the Berkeley Nuclear Laboratories
Sodium Rig and on the Prototype Fast Reactor at Dounreay. During
this period of development and trial some years have elapsed and
upwards of 105 test demands have been placed on the system without
a single software failure.

The complexity and timescale of other projects would not
necessarily permit this extended approach to be adopted on all
occasions. Further, the methods and standards for producing
software, particularly safety critical software, are under review,
as is exemplified by Defence Standard 0055 which is currently
being formulated. The approaches indicated by these works are
that a more formal, rigorous method of specifying, designing and
producing safety critical systems will be required in the longer
term. The demands for these features will rise as systems become
more complex and the methods become established.

The current research on reactor protection systems and the means
of producing them embodies these sentiments and a formal methods
approach is being investigated. Typical of the methods of
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proceeding from the specification phase are the Vienna Development
Method (VDM) and Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) for
concurrent processes. These methods allow formal proofs to be
produced of the transformations that are performed to reach the
design level where coding can start. The choice of language for
programming the system is also being determined by the injection
of formalism and the desire for proofs. Clearly the strongly
typed, highiy structured languages following PASCAL are to be
favoured over the less rigorous languages such as ' C , FORTRAN and
BASIC. It would appear that the defence world will have the ADA
language imposed on it. It may well result that this is imposed
in other safety critical areas in due course. The course of
action currently being researched at Winfrith is the use of PASCAL
and ADA, in particular the subsets of the two languages that have
been produced that are amenable to formal proof. Current interest
lies v/ith the tools produced by Program Validation Limited, SPADE
for PASCAL programs and SPARK for producing programs in ADA.

Finally, the subject of program testing is being investigated.
Here, static and dynamic analysis clearly have value and program
walkthroughs and inspections have been found to be very effective
in locating errors. Program testing by use of random inputs
within the plant range has also been found to be very effective,
better than was anticipated. The work carried out under the PODS
and STEM programmes has revealed why this should be the case. The
improvements in the understanding of error masking and how it can
come about will clearly have a beneficial effect on both program
design and testing.

The remarks above have essentially been directed at the production
of a single system. However, there is considerable advantage to
the use of diverse software just as diverse hardware is employed
at the moment. There is, however, one major difference: a single
hardware failure on an m fold redundant system will only cause one
line to fail when all the lines are identical; in the case of
identical software all lines will be lost as all programs will be
in error. Consequently, the need in software is for programs to
be functionally identical but internally diverse, the fear of the
software producers is that of a common error or common mode
failure. This approach to producing safety critical systems is of
great interest at Winfrith as the ISAT system lends itself
immediately to the use of diverse software as it already contains'
a level of redundancy and a voting strategy to protect against
hardware failure. Thus, in a 'three out of four1 system the four
lines could have diverse software. The self-testing introduced
through the test signal generators in the more complex ISAT could
also contain diverse software further enhancing the system. There
is one major problem, that is ensuring that the actual software
versions are diverse. Many studies have been undertaken, some
with disappointing outcomes, and work is continuing in this area
at Winfrith through both fast reactor specific studies and
participation in programmes, such as the ESPRIT projects REQUEST
and DARTS, which are helping towards resolving this problem.

6 Conclusions

Although no computer-based protection systems are in use in the
UK, the UK has a major interest in their introduction. Computer-
based protection systems are being planned for both the British
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PWR and AGR reactors. The ISAT system developed for the fast
reactor has operated successfully in a passive mode on PFR. Its
further development and extension for fast reactor application
will follow should be European fast reactor programme be
vigorously promoted. The system will also form the basis of the
single channel protection system to be introduced for the
Dungeness AGR.

The approach to computer-based protection stemming from ISAT is
considered to be sound and to have a great number of advantages.
The inherent self-testing feature provides for a fail-safe design
with a high level of reliability, low spurious trip rate. The
intrinsic use of multiple channels also lends itself to the
introduction of diverse software which might be deemed to be
required if complex, multivariate trip algorithms with their
extensive software are to be used.

The problems of software production are currently under very
active study not only for FBR but also for potential use in PWR or
AGR-based systems, particularly those involving complex trip
algorithms. Research is currently being undertaken into the use
of formal methods and formal proofs for the production from high
level specification of the program design and coding. The role of
software diversity and testing procedures are also being
investigated as part of the strategy towards producing safety
critical software.
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LMR Design to Facilitate Control*

H. P. Planchon, G. H. Golden, J. I. Sackett, R. M. Singer,

0. Mohr, L. K. Chang, R. B. Vi1 im, and E. E. Feldman

Argonne National Laboratory

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent testing in the Experimental Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II) has

demonstrated the potential for passively accomplishing basic reactor safety

functions. Tests have shown that reactor feedbacks can safely shut down the

reactor for loss of flow1 and loss of heat sink accidents and that natural

convection can subsequently cool the reactor without aid of active Corn-
's

ponents. Analysis has indicated that passive safety for the transient over-

power and loss of coolant events can also be achieved for a larger LMR with

metal fuel. The analyses and experiments suggest that there will be both

special constraints and opportunities for the design of automatic control and

protection systems for inherently safe reactor plants. The constraints are

generally a restriction on the "control band" of active components so that

they cannot override the reactivity feedbacks, or natural convective heads

which otherwise inherently carry out the safety functions.

The opportunities for improvement of reactor controls are generally in

two areas. First the complexity of safety systems (which evolves from the

philosophy of safety reliability through redundancy, diversity and indepen-

dence) can be reduced. The reliability and diverse nature of passive shut-

down, convective heat removal and hydrostatic mitigation of leaks in the

primary boundary allow considerable simplification or deletion of active

control and protection system, while at the same time improving reliability of

the safety functions.

Second, the operability of reactors may be improved by emphasizing

passive response. If inherent safety features can be made to be an outer

*Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, Reactor Systems,
Development, and Technology, under Contract W-31-109-Eng-38.
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bound to a control system, then there will be more freedom to innovate and

improve plant control with advanced diagnostics and control methods.

We in EBR-II first identified constraints on control system design for

inherent safety while doing the safety analysis for the inherent safety

demonstration tests. It was necessary to deenergize the control rods (while

still preserving their trip capability) for the LOFWS tests so that failures

could not cause them to override the feedbacks and prevent a safe passive

shutdown. A similar solution could also be used during normal operations to

"passively" prevent a transient overpower accident. First, however, an

alternate way to control (load follow) the plant must be developed. Tests

conducted in November 1987 showed several possibilities for controlling the

plant with minimum control rods. Further tests are planned to investigate

these alternate control system designs and identify issues and tradeoffs in

inherent safety, complexity, and plant operability.

The balance of this paper is thus divided into three sections, passive

safety considerations and a summary of the earlier test results, the origin of

focus on control and supporting tests in EBR-II, and future tests.

PASSIVE SAFETY

The basic safety goal in any nuclear power plant is to match heat removal

to heat generation in the reactor under all operating conditions, both normal

and accidental. The role of passive (or inherent) safety is to call into play

highly reliable physical processes to drive down reactor power and maintain

adequate cooling subsequently, in case an undercooling or overpower accident

is initiated and the plant protection system fails to function properly.

There are two general classes of undercooling accidents, loss of primary

flow (LOF) and loss of heat sink (LOHS). A transient overpower (TOP) accident

may be initiated in a liquid metal reactor (LMR) by primary pump runup, sudden

increase in power demand in the balance of plant, or by the run-out of control

rods. If the plant protection system does not respond as required to one of

these accidents, the latter are referred to as "unprotected", or "without
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[f it can be shown that a metal fueled LMR plant can survive any un-

protected accident falling within the categories above, and be subsequently

passively cooled by natural convection, such a plant would pose minimal safety

concern. If it can be further shown that the plant is immediately restartable

following any of these unprotected accident scenarios, both the safety posture

and economics of the plant will be greatly enhanced. The goals of the plant

testing program at EBR-II are to demonstrate the role of passive safety

features in mitigating unprotected accident scenarios in this plant, and to

indicate by appropriate analysis that the results are extrapolable to larger

size metal-fueled LMR's being developed at Argonne National Laboratory in the

Integral Fast Reactor Program.

Loss of primary flow without scram tests were run from 100% initial power

in EBR-II in February and April 1986. These tests were the climax of

extensive feasibility analyses, driver fuel qualification tests (both out-of-

pile and in-pile), specific safety analyses, and prior tests from lower

initial powers. These tests were both run with special trips in place to

scram the reactor in case of too high outlet temperatures or too rapid a pump

coastdown rate being measured during the course of the transient. In

addition, the control rods were de-energized just prior to the tests, so they

could not be moved inadvertently during the tests, although their scram

capability was preserved.

With the reactor initially at normal full power and flow, the normal

loss-of-flow trips were bypassed. Then the electrical power to the two

primary pumps and the secondary pump was simultaneously turned off, and the

primary pumps allowed to coast down in about 100 seconds. During this time

the core temperatures increased, peaked, and then decreased as feedback due

mainly to thermal expansion effects drove down the power. The peak tempera-

ture of driver fuel cladding was about 800°C, inferred by analysis based upon

coolant temperatures measured near the top of a special driver subassembly.

The only fuel changeout in the time interval between the two tests was

that required by some fuel reaching its peak allowable burnup in the interval.

Subsequent analyses and post-irradiation examination indicated no perceptible

fuel damage from the two tests.

Two unprotected-loss-of-heat-sink tests were also run from 100% initial

power. These tests were much easier to run than the unprotected loss-of-flow
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tests, because the peak temperatures in the former were much lower than in the

latter. No bypasses of the plant protection system were thus required, and no

backup trips were needed. The tests were run simply by turning off the

secondary pump with the plant initially at full power. As the primary pumps

continued to operate and dump increasingly hot primary sodium back into the

reactor inlet, the entire primary system increased in temperature, driving the

reactor power down by thermal expansion feedback. The power went to

essentially zero when the primary system inlet temperature increased by about

42"C.

CONTROL

Even though the unprotected LOF and LOHS tests have both been success-

fully run in EBR-II from 100% initial power, there remains the unprotected

TOP. As noted earlier, there are really three sub-categories of TOP events

for an LMR, the familiar control rod withdrawal, but also primary pump run-up

and sudden increase in power demand in the balance of plant. Focusing on the

rod withdrawal (rod insertion in EBR-II, with its fuel-bearing control rods),

it is known that only about half of the power reactivity decrement (reactivity

addition needed to go from hot critical to full power) could be inserted from

initial full-power conditions without taking the driver fuel above currently

approved EBR-II safety limit temperatures. This is only about 1/5 of the

worth of one control rod. As increasing amounts of reactivity would be added,

there would be an increasing level of fuel damage.

The solution to this problem is to limit the total worth of control rods

by controlling power largely by some other means. This is the substance of

the Plant Inherent Control Tests to be discussed shortly.

But controlling power by other means requires the development of one or

more control strategies. That is, the ability to conduct meaningful

(limiting) rod withdrawal tests, as well as tests in the other two

subcategories of unprotected TOP'S, requires the development of a compatible

control strategy.

There are two other critically important reasons for work on a control

strategy. First, control must be carefully designed not to override inherent

safety characteristics of a plant. We have encountered this problem in
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utilizing our automatic control rod drive system for EBR-II. Second, the

control system must be designed to accommodate passively the malfunction of

automatic controllers. Thus, preparing to run an unprotected TOP in EBR-II is

a broad-based activity.

Quasi Static Control Tests

The ability to quasi-statically control reactor power with changes in

primary flow, and/or in a turbine power, load following mode were shown in the
o

FBR-1I 1987 tests. Subsequent analysis has shown that power can be con-

trolled with a control rod with limited reactivity in such a way to preserve

the capability to passively shutdown for a loss of flow without scram.

The reactor power change during the tests can be explained by considering

changes in reactivity (<.,;)> power (6P), power/flow ratio (d(P/F)), and reactor

inlet temperature (cT^). Reactivity changes due to fissile atom depletion are

neglected as is control rod reactivity. A quasi-static (linearized) approxi-

mation for the reactivity perturbation can be expressed as:

do = AsP + B6(P/F) + C6T.J, (1)

in which A is the power coefficient representing reactivity feedbacks propor-

tional to power change alone, B is the coefficient representing the reactivity

feedbacks proportional to the power-to-flow ratio (P/F) change, and C is the

coefficient representing reactivity feedbacks related to reactor inlet

temperature variation.

With the control-rod-drive mechanism deenergized, the net reactivity

change from one steady state to another would be zero (sp = 0). For the tests

in which reactor inlet temperature is kept constant, and where power is

controlled with primary flow, then 6T^ = 0. By substituting sT^ = 6p = 0 into

Eq. (1), the relationship of P/F between two equilibrium states, 1 and 2, can

be expressed as:

(P/F)2 1 j- (A/B)F1
= 1 + (A/B)F, ' (2)
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where subscripts 1 and 2 denote the steady-state conditions 1 and 2,

respectively. The A/B in EBR-II is estimated to be between 0.1 and 0.25

depending on reactor P/F, loading conditions and the bowing reactivity com-

ponents.

For the load following tests, the primary flow is kept constant (i.e., F^

= F2), and the reactor power responds to changes in reactor inlet tempera-

ture. The relationship between power and reactor inlet temperature at two

equilibrium states is:

P2 - PL = C x ( T u - Ti2)/(A+B), (3)

where (A+B) is the approximate power reactivity decrement (PRD), i.e., the

reactivity addition required to raise the power from zero power hot critical

to 100% power at 100% flow. The PRD in EBR-II is about O..°S$ depending on

loading conditions, and C is about 0.007$ per "C based on data gathered from

reactor inlet temperature perturbation tests and LOHSwS tests in EBR-II. The

final equilibrium conditions of the PICT tests can be estimated using Eqs. (1)

to (3).

PICT 1 - Control of Reactor Power with Flow

The purpose of this test was to study the feasibility of controlling

reactor power using primary flow. Referring to Fig. 1, the primary pump speed

(C2) was controlled to a prescribed speed by computer software, and the

secondary flow was regulated by the secondary EM pump (C3) through a secondary

flow/tank temperature controller to maintain a constant reactor inlet

temperature. The turbine admission valve controller was used to maintain a

constant steam header pressure by adjusting the Turbine Admission Valve (TAV)

position (C4).

The initial reactor inlet temperature and turbine header pressure were

controlled to the normal constant operating values of about 371"C and 8.7 MPa,

respectively, and these values were controlled to remain essentially constant

throughout the test. The initial conditions of the test (96% rated power 110%

rated flow) provide a comfortable margin below normal operating conditions.

The reactor flow, the forcing function in this test, was reduced to about 42%

at 1% per minute in three steps and then the flow was returned to 110% in a
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similar manner. The intermediate values were 77 and 58% flows. When the flow

was reduced, the reactor temperature increased, which caused the reactor power

to decrease due to negative reactivity feedback as explained in Eq. (2). The

normalized flow and power profiles of the test are illustrated in Fig. 2. In

order to control the reactor inlet temperature, the secondary flow tended to

follow the primary flow and power variation. It was noted during the

transient that the reactor inlet temperature remained nearly constant as

demanded, with a deviation of no greater than 2°C from the initial value as

shown in Fig. 2. This deviation was somewhat reflected in the transient power

response since the reactor power varies about 2.7% for every 1°C change.

Although the reactor flow and the inlet temperature at the end of the test

were very close to the initial conditions, the final power was about 3% lower

than the initial power as shown in Fig. 2. This was caused by driver fuel

burnup during the test period. It was noted in Fig. 2 that in PICT 1 the

power-to-flow ratio was below the normal operation value throughout the

test. After the test a calibrated control rod was moved to obtain the initial

power and thereby to measure reactivity loss due to burnup. If the reactor

power was controlled to be constant by varying the reactor flow, the burnup

would be manifested as an increase in primary flow.

The results indicated that reactor power can be regulated using primary

flow. However, if a precise transient reactor power profile is required, the

secondary flow/tank temperature controller should be more precisely tuned, if

possible, such that reactor inlet temperature variation can be reduced during

the power and flow maneuvers.

PICTs 3 and 4 - Load Following

PICTs 3 and 4 demonstrated the slow reactor power change and load-

following (reactor power follows the turbine-generator load demand) maneuvers

involving reactor power, inlet, temperature and turbine generator output demand

changes. These plant disturbances, in turn, were controlled by the secondary

pump (Co) and the TAV position (C^). The reactor power in these tests were

maneuvered from 96% to about 50% (PICT 3) and then back to about 96% (PICT

A). For both tests, the primary pump speed was controlled to maintain a con-

stant reactor flow. In PICT 3, the demanded reactor inlet temperature

setpoint was first set (see Fig. 3) and the secondary flow/tank temperature
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controller thus responded by regulating the secondary flow. At the same time,

the turbine admission valve controller was used to maintain a nearly constant

steam header pressure by adjusting TAV position. In PICT 4, the TAV was con-

trolled to attain desired electric output. The secondary pump was controlled

to keep the steam header pressure constant.

The primary flow and turbine header pressure of both tests were main-

tained constant at 96% and 8.7 MPa, respectively. The initial power of PICT 3

was 96%, and the test was initiated by increasing the reactor inlet tempera-

ture setpoint from the initial 363"C to 368°C at 0.56uC per minute. This was

accomplished by changing the secondary flow as described above. As the

reactor inlet temperature increased, the reactor power decreased due to

negative reactivity feedback as indicated in Eq. (3). After the plant parame-

ters stabilized, the reactor inlet temperature demand was increased to 375"C,

and then to 383°C, which caused the reactor power to decrease. The reactor

inlet temperature of PICTs 3 and 4 is given in Fig. 3. In the figure the

first 6 h, approximately, is PICT 3. The remainder is PICT 4. An increase/

decrease in reactor inlet temperature corresponded to a decrease/increase in

reactor and generator powers as indicated in Fig. 4. The results indicate

that the power can be easily controlled by the reactor inlet temperature. The

secondary flow controller realignment occurred between 6 and 7.5 h in the

figures. In the realignment, the secondary flow/tank temperature controller

and the TURBINE ADMISSION VALVE were replaced by the secondary flow/turbine

pressure and the generator power controllers. The temporary disturbance shown

at - 7 h was due to the above controller changes.

PICT 4 which followed shortly after the completion of the controller

realignments, is essentially a mirror image of PICT 3. The mode of control,

however, was changed between PICTs 3 and 4. PICT 4 was basically a load-

following maneuver. The measured turbine power outputs at the intermediate

steps recorded in PICT 3, as shown in early portion of Fig. 4, served as the

demanded turbine load output for the corresponding steps in PICT 4.

In PICT 4, the test was initiated by increasing the turbine-generator

output demand from 9.7 MWe to 13.4 MWe at 0.2 MWe per minute using the

generator power controller. As the turbine-generator output demand was

increased, the TAV was automatically opened to meet the output power demand.

The increased steam caused by the TAV opening tended to decrease steam header
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pressure. The secondary flow/turbine pressure controller thus responded by

increasing the secondary flow in an attempt to keep the steam header pressure

constant at 8.7 MPa. The increase of secondary flow to meet the higher

pressure demand caused the tank temperature to decrease and reactor power to

increase because of reactivity feedback. The turbine-generator output demands

for the three steps were 13.4, 16.5 and 17.7 MWe. The reactor and generator

powers of PICTs 3 and 4 are given in Fig. 4 which show very similar response

patterns, and indicate that plant efficiency drops only slightly at low power

conditions. The results indicated that the nuclear power output can be

adequately controlled by the combination of secondary flow and generator

output controllers.

The final power of PICT 4 was originally planned to be the initial power

of PICT 3. Fuel burnup and the attendant reactivity losses during the test

were thus to have been accommodated for the planned condition with a lower

reactor inlet temperature. At the end of PICT 4 more secondary flow would

therefore have been required than at the beginning of PICT 3 in order to

obtain the required (lower) reactor inlet temperature. Due to limited

secondary pump capacity, however, the final power of PICT 4 was somewhat lower

than planned. Had the test been run from a slightly higher initial reactor

inlet temperature the control scheme would have adequately compensated for

fuel burnup reactivity loss over the whole operating range.

Power Control with Limited Control Rod Reactivity

Recent analysis supports the idea that control rod reactivity can be

limited so there would still be passive shutdown for loss-of-flow-without-

scram (LOFWS). For the traditional way of controlling reactor power. A fuel

element damage evaluation was performed for two LOFWS events for the new EBR-

II Hk-III fuel. Two cases were examined. In case 1, the reactor is assumed

to operate without the Automatic Control Rod Drive System (ACRDS), while in

case 2 the ACRDS was assumed to operate with a maximum reactivity worth of

41. During a LOFWS event, the reactor temperature increases and causes

negative reactivity feedbacks, which reduce the reactor power. If the ACRDS

is in operation, reactivity would be inserted to maintain a constant power.

In case 2, the reactivity worth of 4<£ is inserted during the LOFWS transient.
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The system simulation code NATDEMO was used to predict the plant re-

sponses ior the transients, and the thermal-hydraulic code HOTCHAN was

employed to determine temperatures of individual subassemblies. The hottest

subassembly allowed by the Technical Specification (T.S.) was considered in

both temperature and damage calculations.

The peak sodium temperature for the two cases were below the sodium

Doiling temperature. A failure analyses of the cladding indicated that it

would not fail due to either eutectic penetration of the clad or stress

rupture. Thus if the ACRDS is used with a rod with less than 4<£ reactivity

over that for full power, the reactor is passively safe for LOFWS.

Protection Systems for Inherently Safe Reactors - Availability

Consideration of passive safety features in the design of control and

protection systems can increase the availability of metal fueled reactors.
Q

Singer analyzed primary pump binding events in EBR-II and found that a power-

to-flow scram function would have enabled EBR-II to ride through the temporary

flow reduction accompanying the pump binding. The reactivity feedback would

have reduced power keeping the power-to-flow ratio within the scram envelop

and keeping reactor temperature low.

The primary pump binding incident occurred at EBR-II on March 25, 1987.

This event resulted in a slow increase in the power supplied to one pump motor

up to the control system limit, at which time the speed of the affected pump

began to decrease. The decrease in the speed of pump 1 was sufficient to

cause the reactor flow to drop to its setpoint, and the reactor automatically

scrammed on this low-flow signal. However, the pumps were not secured and

continued to operate as their speeds continued to decrease. Approximately 13

to 14 min. after the initial indication of an abnormal condition, the pump

speeds started to return to their original values without any intervention by

the operators. During the entire time period prior to scram, the reactor

temperatures remained essentially unchanged. After postevent evaluations, it

was determined that some foreign material, most likely sodium oxides, had

accumulated in the labyrinth seal area of pump 1, causing increased friction.

Due to continued operation of the pump, this material somehow broke loose,

permitting the pump to return to its original operational state with any

additional operator action.
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The events of the pump binding were simulated with the NATDEMO code with

the additional assumption that no scram occurred. Two cases were considered,

differing only in the type of secondary flow control assumed in order to

evaluate the importance of reactivity feedbacks dependent on the core inlet

temperature. The first case analyzed represented the actual plant conditions

that occurred during the pump binding, except that a scram was not allowed and

a constant secondary flow was maintained after the scram (during the event,

secondary flow was constant until the scram, then tripped to a low level).

The second case was identical to the first, except that the secondary flow was

controlled to maintain a constant reactor inlet temperature.

For the first case the power was seen to initially decrease due to the

slight increase in core outlet temperature. After ~ 7 min, however, the power

start to increase. This increase was caused by the reactivity feedback asso-

ciated with the decreasing core inlet temperature. The inlet temperature

decrease because of the mismatch in primary and secondary flow coupled with

the reduced reactor power. Ultimately, as the primary flow increase due to

recovery of the affected primary pump, the reactor outlet temperature decrease

and the inlet temperature increase. These two variations in temperature occur

somewhat out of phase, resulting initially in a net positive reactivity change

driving the power up and then a net negative reactivity feedback effect to

terminate the power increase. The maximum outlet temperature reached was

497"C. This ~ 17"C increase in temperature would result in exceeding the

assembly outlet temperature trip point and a scram still would have occurred.

In the second case, however, where the inlet temperature was held fixed

by controlling the secondary flow, the positive reactivity feedback associated

with the inlet temperature decrease was eliminated, and the power monotoni-

cally decrease so long as the primary flow decrease. The power start to

increase again after the flow start to increase a ~ 3"C and maintain a large

margin to its trip setpoint.

From these results, it is clear that a scram is not required to protect

the reactor from overheating if the plant control system is such that the

secondary flow is controlled to maintain a constant core inlet temperature.

Thus, the loss of reactor availability and the sustaining of a scram-induced

thermal transient was caused by the use of a low flow trip that was unneces-

sary from the standpoint of reactor safety.
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Test Plans

A series of tests are being planned or have been done to characterize

EBR-II for control failures which could lead to overpower. Also, we are

planning to dynamically test plant control methods which emphasize passive

safety.

Lento, Dean and Fryer conducted primary pump run-up tests which showed

that the increase in power due to increase in primary flow was acceptable.

Primary flow was increased from 32% to 100% in 20 seconds from an initial

power to flow ratio of 1.0. Power followed flow and leveled off at about

90%. Thus the final P/F ratio was less than 1.0 and core exit temperature was

less than at the starting point. During the experiment the secondary flow was

conservatively controlled to keep the inlet temperature nearly constant.

Lehto also showed by analyses that the power increase would be even less with

a control strategy that allowed reactor inlet temperature to increase as a

natural consequence of the increase in primary. Thus the transient overpower

caused by primary pump runout has been shown by analysis and test to not be a

safety problem for EBR-II. This conclusion is also true generally for metal

fuel LMRs.

We are planning tests that will examine how the plant limits the effects

of large increases in the turbine load that could occur as a result of

controller failures. In plant inherent control test 7 - PICT 7 the plant will

be in the normal control mode. Referring to Fig. 2, the control rods (C^) the

primary pumps (C2) and secondary pumps (Cj1) will be in manual control and

presumed to not be adjusted during the transient.

The turbine admission valve (TAV) is assumed to fail wide open. The

analysis shows that the steam pressure will decrease, the secondary cold leg

sodium temperature will decrease, and ultimately this will cause a decrease in

reactor inlet temperature and an increase in power. The capacity of the TAV

and IHX however limit the power increase to about 10%.

PICT 8 is similar to PICT 7 except that the secondary pump (C3) is

automatically controlled to keep the reactor inlet temperature T^ constant.

When the TAV opens and the steam pressure and temperature decreases the

secondary flow will decrease thus effectively isolating the reactor from the

increased power demand of the turbine. The end result is expected to be near
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constant reactor power, a steam depressurization and depending on charac-

teristics of the turbine and generator either a turbine trip or less efficient

operation at low pressure.

In PICT 9 the plant will initially be in a load follow mode. The turbine

throttle C4 will be controlling electrical load, the secondary pump C3 will be

controlling steam pressure P^. The control rods and primary pumps will not be

adjusted. The turbine admission valve will then be failed wide open. Our pre-

dictions show that the secondary pump will run to its upper limit attempting

to keep steam/pressure constant. This transmits part of the increase in load

demand to the reactor. However, the limited capacity of the turbine admission

valve and secondary pump limit the power increase.

PICT 10 will investigate the passive safety characteristics of EBR-II

which would limit reactor power during secondary flow runout events. The

plant will be operated in the normal mode prior to the event -- the primary

pumps (C2) providing constant flow, and the turbine admission valve (C4)

controlled to maintain constant steam pressure. The control rods will not be

adjusted during the test. The secondary pump (C3) controller is assumed to

fail and produce maximum flow. The pretest analysis indicates the plant

"sees" the failure as an increased energy transport rate from the reactor to

the steam generator. The secondary pump and heat transport system capacities

limit the power increase to about 25%. The increase in temperature at the

reactor exit is limited and not a problem because the transient is driven by a

reactor inlet temperature decrease.

The traditional transient overpower caused by a control rod runout will

be simulated in PICT 11. The plant will be configured with the controllers in

their normal lineup except the controlling rod will be operated with the

automatic rod control rod drive system. The reactivity in this rod will be

limited so that it can add only a limited amount (~ A$) over the simulated

full power point. The limited reactivity is chosen to provide adequate

reactivity for maneuvering and daily reactivity burnup compensation and at the

same time pressure passively safety for loss-of-flow without scram. Power

maneuvers with the limited reactivity control rod will then be demonstrated.

A failure of the control rod will then be simulated by rapidly ramping the

control rod to the end of its travel. The analysis shows the power will

increase about 15% and stabilize if the other controllers act to remove the
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excess power. If other control schemes (such as steam load following) were

used such that secondary flow did not increase to keep reactor inlet tempera-

ture constant, the power and temperature extreme would be even less.

Further testing of control methods which enhance passive safety are also

being planned. In the near term a dynamic version of the turbine load follow-

ing control scheme will be tested. In addition to dynamic validation of this

control scheme, the test will also investigate the ability to passively

compensate for fissile burnup with temperature adjustment and other opera-

tional aspects of this control scheme.

A modern control approach to EBR-II is also being developed. In the near

term we are planning an "integral test" by applying the approach to control of

the reactor inlet temperature. The problem is physically interesting since it

involves the nonlinear behavior of the IHX and coolant stratification in the

primary tank. On the other hand it is simple enough to use and test control

hardware and software interfaces in the plant environment.
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Abstract

This paper describes the directions and present status of
the research in supervisory control for multimodular nuclear
plants being conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
as part of U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Advanced Controls
Program1. First, the hierarchical supervisory control structure
envisioned for a Power Reactor Inherently Safe Module (PRISM)
multimodular LMR is discussed. Next, the architecture of the
supervisory module closest to the process actuators and its
implementation for demonstration in a network of CPU's are
presented.

1.Introduction

Significant technological advances warrant the consideration
of new designs for nuclear power plants and their control
systems. The nuclear plants of the future will most likely be
modular and will consist of multiple reactor cores. The control
systems of future reactors will undoubtedly be computer based
and most likely they will be fully automated. The human operator
will act as master supervisor and strategic policy decision
maker with extensive monitoring facilities and limited direct
control capabilities.

As part of ORNL's Advanced Controls Program, research is
being conducted on computerized supervisory control issues
relevant to the automatic control of multimodular nuclear
plants. This research focuses on the integration of numerical
and symbolic computation techniques to facilitate the

'Research sponsored by the Office of Technology Support Programs, U.S.
Department of Energy, under contract DE-AC05-8'3OR21400 for Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc.
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implementation of intelligent controllers with algorithmic as
well as human like analytical and model based problem solving
and with explanatory capabilities. ^participants in this effort
are the University of Tennessee and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

For incremental development and testing as well as for
demonstraticn of supervisory control concepts we are using
multimodular reactor models whose configuration resembles that
of General Electric's PRISM concept sponsored by the U. S.
Department of Energy. The PRISM multimodular concept2 considers
a plant to be composed of three power blocks. Each power block
consists of three inherently safe reactors attached to one
turbine. Thus, a plant has a total of nine nuclear reactor
cores and three turbine/generator sets.

The directions and present status of research on supervisory
control for multimodular nuclear olants is described next.

2 . Research Directions

The supervisory control structure we envision for
multimodular plants is of a hierarchical recursive nature. As
shown in Figure 1 it has a supervisory control module in each
node other than the bottom level actuator nodes.

Each supervisory module has the same philosophy of operation:
it considers its children nodes as a plant to be controlled so
that the goals specified by its parent node, to which it
reports, are achieved. Each supervisory module embodies
strategies to generate demand distributions, monitor plant
performance, select control actions from a set of proposed
control vectors (control law reconfiguration), diagnose the need
for and implement controller gain adjustments, and avoid
operation near safety and administrative limits.

In addition, every supervisory module provides for operator
interaction. The operator must be informed by the supervisory
module of impending control actions, the reasoning behind their
selection and what plant response is expected and whether
further control actions will be needed. With regard to control,
the supervisory module views the operator as an optional control
law generator - which includes manual control - constrained like
the rest of the available automatic controllers to act within
safety envelopes. In addition, the operator will be able to
guide the supervisory module to a decision but it may not
override the supervisor's logic in an unconstrained fashion.

In essence, the supervisory modules encode knowledge at three
levels: operator information needs (man/machine engineering),
economic and administrative policies, and plant physics. The
man/machine engineering knowledge component is the same for all
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supervisory modules in the control hierarchy. However, the
higher a supervisory module is in the hierarchy, the less
concerned it is with plant physics versus administrative
policies and vice versa. For instance, the top node is mostly

concerne rid economics overall maintenance
and performance objectives of each power block. Meanwhile, the
single reactor supervisor is mostly concerned with diagnostics
of subsystem controller performance, control law
reconfiguration, actuator responses, and state variable
tracking.

At the bottom of the control hierarchy are the automatic
control modules that interface directly to the plant signals and
actuators. As shown in Figure 1 we have chosen to pursue a
distributed control approach for each reactor and turbine.
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Figure 1
Supervisory Control Hierarchy

In this distributed approach each of the subsystem automatic
control modules will consist of three action levels: one to
monitor the status of the set of smart sensors and signal
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validators concerned with the data needs of the controller,
another to implement the control laws that generate the control
vector appropriate to the plant status and demand setpoints, ar.d
the last, to monitor the status of the smart actuators to
ascertain proper execution of the control vector. Each subsystem
controller can have a variety of control laws available which
will generate a set of tentative control vectors. The
corresponding parent supervisory module will select the most
desirable control vector.

Research on smart sensors is part of a parallel effcrt in the
Advanced Controls Program to be incorporated in the future.
Nonetheless the possibility of faulty data exists, thus, we seek
control algorithms that facilitate rapid diagnosis and
correction and that degrade gracefully with bad data. This smart
sensor work should be extended to generate smart actuators. The
smart actuator - control rod, pump, or valve - should be aware
of its performance characteristics, should follow up on how
control demands are fulfilled, and should report to the
controller's supervisor when deviations from expected behavior
occur. Self tuning capabilities triggered by prior consent from
the supervisor ought to be an integral part of the design of
smart actuators .

Implementation of the described architecture for supervisory
control will require fault tolerant parallel computer
architectures and operating systems with parallel and
distributed computing capabilities.

3. Present Status of Research

The implementation of the architecture shown in Figure 1 is
proceeding in stages from the bottom of the hierarchy upwards.
Kost of the work performed during 1988 focused on the lowest,
level supervisory module and its subsystem controllers. Concepts
were initially developed for an LKR plant with a single reactor
and are being extended to a three reactor plant.

Figure 2 shows schematically the functional implementation
philosophy of the actuator controller supervisory module.

A prototype of the supervisory control concept was built
according to Figure 2 for demonstration in 1988. The supervisory
module was implemented using an in-house modified version of the
expert production system OPS53 running under Lucid4 Lisp on a
SUN4 computer.

The supervisory module contains sets of rules that
demonstrate the capabilities for dynamic interaction of an
expert system with plant simulators, the operator, and automatic
controllers. There are rules to monitor upper and lower
parameter limits, block and unblock the operator and/or the
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automatic controller from operating groups of actuators as
needed, respond to operator demands for manual, automatic, and
heuristic centre!, set demand setpoints, and change the values
of the automatic ccr.trollers cair.s.
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Implementation Philosophy for the

Actuator Controller Supervisory Module

The plant simulator package consists of simulations of two
LKR type plants: one consisting of a single nuclear reactor and
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its turbine, and the ether consisting of three nuclear reactors
sharing a single turbine. Both simulations are written in the
Advanced Continuous Simulation Language- (ACSL) and run cr. a. SUK2
computer.

The operator interface consists cf two consoles. The main
console shows live data in windows over color-coded plant
schematics and permits the operator to display trend data and
exercise plant control by means of active actuator icons (with
consensus of the supervisory controller). It was developed with
the object oriented graphics package DVTools6 and runs in a SUN3
computer. The second console allows the operator to change
demands, gains, and control modes from the keyboard and to
display their present settings in alphanumeric form. It is
written in Lucid Lisp and runs in a SUK4.

The digital control package consists of an optimal nonlinear
distributed controller that was developed for the single reactor
LMR as part of the research on decomposition of large scale
systems and nonlinear control techniques7-?. Additional
implementation and management strategies are being considered
for nonlinear, model-based, fuzzy, heuristic and classical
controllers such as PID, LQG, LQG/LTR etc. for incorporation
into this module. Both Advanded Controls Program staff and
universities are contributing in this subject area.

The control algorithms used in the supervisory control
demonstration presume that the signals are noise free and
validated and that the actuators perform their functions as
instructed. Nevertheless, as indicated earlier, the algorithms
should have an inherent capability for signal and actuator
failure diagnosis.

We are presently working on the extension of the single
reactor plant achievements to a three reactor power block and on
speeding up the simulations. To this end we are migrating the
simulation software to the C language and a ten cpu ENCORE*
parallel computer. The target implementation goal for 1939 is
shown in Figure 3. The control equations are derived from the
dynamic equations using the symbolic computation package
Mathematical0. The resulting set of nonlinear differential
equations is solved with the public domain numerical package
SLATEC-i.

Based on SUN's Remote Procedure Call (RPC) specifications,
software links have been implemented across a network of SUN
computers and the ENCORE parallel computer. This distributed
computational network mimics the functionality of the real plant
and its controllers. With it, we have run simulations of plants
consisting of up to three reactors, a turbine, operator
interfaces and a supervisory controller, wherein each component
runs on its own CPU and shares access to data such as plant
state and control vectors with the rest of the processes in the
network. This, not only allows faster execution of the programs
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promotes modularity and permits dynamic reconfiguration of the
system.
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4. Conclusions

The proposed distributed hierarchical architecture
supervisory control of multimodular plants is rather suitable
for implementation in a network of distributed computers.

A new approach to large scale system decomposition has been
used to implement the lower level tie of the supervisory
controller for a single core LMR. In this approach the subsystem
interaction terms are automatically generated by the control
algorithm as it matches plant signal data with its internal
model predictions. This provides a set of time dependent
parameters that can be used for online diagnosis by an expert
system. This transforms the coordinator module typical of
classic distributed systems:? into that of an intelligent
supervisor.

Implemented as an expert system, the supervisory module
interacts with operator interfaces and distributed controllers
to perform heuristic control, monitor subcontroller performance,
establish demand distributions and change control gains to
synchronize changes of control laws on the run.

The two demonstrations implemented thus far demonstrate the
capabilities of supervisory control of an LMR plant with a
single reactor and turbine, and of a plant with three LMR
reactors and one turbine. The single LMR demonstration considers
manual, heuristic, and automatic control modes. The three LMR
demonstration presently considers manual and heuristic control
modes only.
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Abstract

The Petri Net Theory provides a method for the formal specification of concurrent .systems (e.g.
distributed computer systems for diagnostic- and shutdown functions in Fast Reactors).

This method includes the uurißculiun/uuli Julian of the net specification about the causal behavior
of the modeled concurrent .system

Especially the PrvdiculelTrunsilion Nets (most important class of high level nuts) provide very
compact net specifications. Additionally, a Predicate/Transition Net can be described by different,
levels of a system abstraction 'for example in form of a net morphism).

So it is possible to describe a concurrent system in a formal manner and to validate its causal
behavior already during the design phase in the software live cycle. For example it can be shown,
that all global slates of an application protocol do not include deadlocks and liuelocks.

Formal net specifications and the results of their analysis raise the reliability of software systems
themselves and also the quality of the software documentation.

For the verification and documentation of net specifications computer tools are an absolute
necessity.
In our case the operating system UNIX* is available with a special Petri Net Tool I'KOVKK
(IMiedicate/Transition Net Oriented VKRification System).

In this environment a net specification was developed which provides a formal description of an
application protocol for a communication system. This communication system is the central part of
our distributed Fant Reactor Diagnostic System DKSYKK (Diagnostic Expert SYstem for
RKaetor Surveillance).

I. Introduction

The Fast Reactor Diagnostic System DKSYKti (Diagnostic Kxpcrl SYstem for KKaelor
Surveillance) 111, [2|, (3) ,|4] is realized as a distributed on-line computer system.

The system includes a set of special detection computers (e.g. for the detection of acoustic noise and
temperature noise.)
These different detection systems use intelligent signal processing techniques to find out special
faults and anomalies and to make partial diagnoses 'n an early slate.

The system also includes a process computer for immediate processing of raw data and an on-line
simulator for the simulation of faults.

Furthermore, the system contains a special LISP computer with an expert system for the inference
of the correlated predications of the detection computers and the process computer.

A test system |5 | allows for the description and the generation of test data in the computer
network. Therefore, the inference of rules in the expert system can be easily tested with regards to
their logical consistency by application of such a test system.

Figure 1 illustrates the computer network in form of an informal Petri net (channel/instance nel).

The communication between |6 | the different computers within the seven levels of the ISO/OSI
communication model | 7 | is realized with a local area network (IEEE 802.31 Ethernet) | 8 | and the
TCP/IP Protocol (Transmission Control Protocol!Internet Protocol) 191.

Figure 2 illustrates the ISO/OSI - seven layer reference model in form of a channel instance net.

The level seven (upplicutiim protocol) of the ISO/OSI communication model is realized in the
following way:

All above mentioned computers are used as clit'iils in the computer network,
an additional computer, the data munuger, is used as a seruer in the computer network.

UNIX is a trademark of AT&T 2-221



The data manager (server) receives proproeessod data from the doloclion computers and the
process computer (clients) and sends these data to the expert system (client) (see also figure 1).

Therefore the data manager provides the following uhstruct datatypes:

- FIFO (First In, First Out)
IiA (Random Access) for history data.

The description of tins application protocol is already made before an implementation. It is
realized in formofa formal net specification with Predicate/Transition Nets.

Before presenting the method of Predicate/Transition Nets and the formal specification of the
application protocol a general idea about the structure of the communication between clients and
server shall he given.

Figure 3 represents this idea by an example of a File Transfer Protocol in form of a channel/
instance net.

Clients can send open parameteis to the server trying in this way to get connections inside the
local area network.

If a client gets an available connection, it sends or receives data to/from the server via l.his
allocated connection. After this procedure, the active client gives back the connection to the server
and the server can allocate this connection for other clients.

2. Formal specifications with Petri Nets

2.1 Preliminary remarks

The functionality of concurrent systems (e.g. application protocols inside a distributed computer
system) may not completely be verified by tests as the number of dynamic states in the system is
too large.

Therefore it is not possible to validate concurrent systems by only using test procedures.
Particularly in case of the integration of computer applications in technical environments with
features of high safety (e.g. Fast Reactors) it is necessary to validate these computer applications
with regard to the requirements of their reliability.

Verification of the most critical part of systems - the concurrency - is possible before realizing the
implementation in form ofa formal net specification.

Compilation of the net specification and simulation of the dynamic behavior of the net (all global
states of the net) can be performed by application ofa computer tool.

After the simulation all global states of the net are described in the reachability gruph.

Another part of the computer tool allows for the interpretation of the reachability graph
concerning deadlocks, livelocks and other failures of the design (for more information see chapter
3.2).

After validation of the formal net specification has been made the computerized automatic
generation of the real runtime system is desirable. This however will not be discussed in this
paper.

2.2 Place/Transition Nets

The Net Theory 110|, 1111 provides a method for the description of processes (the dynamic behavior
of systems).
Here an axiomatic approach to the description of the information flow is made, assuming that the
description of real processes is causal and does not include the arrangement into a time scheme.
Without any theory the figure 4 mediates an idea about placet transition nets.
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The static part of a net N includes sets of places (described as cycles in figure 4), sets of transitions
(described as rectangles in figure 4) and a ßotv relation (described as arcs in figure 4).

We distinguish between input places and output places of a transition.

The dynamic part of a net N is described as tokens which means that the sets of places are mapped
into the natural numbers.

The firing rule of place/transition nets implies that input places put a token and output places yet
a token. The first dynamic state in a net N is named initial marking.

A generalization of the firing rule is possible with the multiplicity of arcs and the capacity of
places.

The multiplicity of arcs is defined as the "number" of tokens leaving the input places and arriving
at. the output places of a filing transition.

Kor the safely of nets Ihe cupuc'Uy of a place is necessary.

An example is given in figure 5.

Finally, a simple example offailures of the system design (see also chapter 2.1) will be shown.

Figure 6 illustrates a simple deadlock and a simple livelock.

Kvery real system working failure-free produces cyclical processes and not only one process slep.
This example describes the simpliest form of a deadlock.

Considering the example of a livelock the transition tj can make exactly one firing step and as a
result the transition l^ can make infinite firing steps. This demonstrates the simpliest form of a
livelock.

2.3 Predicate/Transition Nets

For Ihe description of extensive systems the place/transition nets discussed above are not
sufficiently powerful because of the simple mapping of places into natural numbers and the simple
firing rule in particular.

Much more powerful are the predicate!transition nets (high level pelri nets) 1121. In the following
these nets will be discussed without making any further remarks on the theory.

A partial formal overview is illustrated in figure 7.

Predicate/Transition nets consist of syntactical and semantical extensions of place/transition nets.
The syntactical extension means the annotation of the net. The initial marking and the capacity
has been already discussed in chapter 2.2.

The semantical extension implies the possibility to define individual tokens and their handling in
the net. These individual tokens can be built from sets of individuals.

Furthermore, places can be mapped into predicates so that a semantical relationship exists
between individual tokens, predicates and functions.

An example for the illustration of this abstraction is shown in figure 8 depicting the relationship
between the formalism of predicate/transition nets which we already have discussed before and a
simple application with only one place, one transition and the flow relation with two elements
(two arcs).
This application describes the communication protocol on the highest possible level of the clients
and the server inside the system DKSYRK (see chapter I).

The individuals in the union set I) where defined as follows:
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First, subset of D:
- DS 1 (detection System \)
• EXPERTJ5YS (Expert System)

Second subset of I):
AN (Acoustic Noise)

- 1NFERE (Inference)

Third subset of 1):
- UK AD (receive)
- WRITE (transmit)

Fourth subset of D:
- CONJ (Connection 1)

liased on these individuals we have built the two individual tokens <1)S_1, AN, WRITE, CON
I > and <KX13ERT_SYS, INFERE, READ, CON_1 > which are used Tor the initial marking of the
net in form of a formal sum.

Furthermore, the predicate Pi of the place Sj is defined.

I'l has the following meaning:

Some clients (e.g. Detection System 1, Expert System) using keys (e.g. Acoustic Noise, Inference)
and the commund (READ or WRITE) receive or transmit from/to the server via the symbolic
connection CON 1 inside the local area network.

In this example the set of functions is empty and the capacity of si is 2.

The remaining will be easy to understand.

The flow relation (from the place to the transition and reverse) is described by the variables <eli,
key, cmd, con>.
There is a direct association between the variables, the predicate I'i and the individual tokens.

The annotation of the transition is true (logical formula) and does not include any further
conditions in this case.

Figure 9 shows the same net representing the graphical elements of place/transition nets in a
more visual form.

The dynamic behavior of this net may as well be easily understood.

The reachability graph of the net which represents the dynamic behavior of the net includes only
one node because all the following markings are exactly the same as the initial marking.

It is trivial that the node of the graph builds only one strongly connected component (SCO. That
means that there is a mutual reachability of all markings in the net.

"Only one SCC" permits the interpretation that no deadlocks and no livelocks occurred and that a
correction of the system design is, not necessary.

On such a very high level of a model abstraction a view of single steps of the communication
protocol of DESYRE is not possible and it should suffice here to understand the principles of
predicate/transition nets.

In the next chapter we will try to give a more detailed view of the stepwise development of the
communication protocol with predicate/transition nets.
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.'!. A part of a formal specification communication protocol

3.1 Modeling by stepwise refinement

Designing a system in only one step is not possible. 'Phis would not be a good style of engineering
and lead to unconditionally bad system designs which as a result produce unreliable systems.

The methods of structured programming 113 J and stepwise refinement 1141 teach us a good style of
programming design and can be easily transferred into the context of the system design with nets.

The net specification of the application protocol consists two principles of software engineering:
steptoise refinement of nets (net morphism),
embedding of nets in other nets (net morphism).

Based on these principles a large net specification can be subdivided into a set of several consistent
net parts.

The description of the net parts by different steps is more comfortable than the description of the
whole net in only one step because the number of nodes and arcs in a single net part can be
handled much easier.
Accordingly, the verification of the net parts in small steps is much easier than the verification of
the whole net in only one step because the number of all dynamical states {reachability graph) in a
single part is not so large.

In this way the description itself of the net specification and the verification of such a net
specification (all causal behaviors of the whole application protocol) is possible.

Figure 10 illustrates a formal form of system engineering steps of the communication protocol of
DKSYRK.

I1]very node X in the graph stands for a symbolic name of a net and every arc <{) in the graph is a
symbol for a refinement step or an embedding step (a special refinement step) ofa net.

Refinements and embeddingsofnetsare homomorphisms 115|.

This means the following: An association between two objects a and b (in this case the nets a and b)
is called morphism. If a and b have algebraic structures (predicate/transition nets include such a
structure) and the association between the algebraic structures ofa and b is compatible, then the
morphism is called homomorphism.

Kecauso of the large amount of steps and refinements only the nets ill) until X6 and Ha of figure
10 will be discussed here.
The dynamic aspects of the nets will not be considered now but will be discussed in chapter 3.2.

Figure 1 1 illustrates the net X0 which has been discussed in chapter 2.3.

We already know the annotation of the flow relation by variables.
The place has the symbolic name client_messagc connection, the transition has the symbolic
name transmitler_receiver. We assume the annotation of the transition in the form true (in any
other cases, if a transition has only the symbolic name and no further annotation, this assumption
will be made ).

The first step of rednemerit generates the net XI. This is illustrated in figure 12.

We split the place client_message_connection into the two places clientjnessage and connection.
The flow relation is split as well, depending on the protocol semantic and the topology of the net.
Another representation of the net XI is shown in figure 13.

Here exactly the same net is discussed but the overall idea of the client/server system gets more
clear. The transition transmitter_receiver includes the activities of the server and on this level of
model abstraction we can see that the server provides connections for the clients.
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Now let us consider the next step of refinement which is presented in figure 14.

In the net 112 the place clientjnes.sage is split into the two places client -and message and the How
relation us well. This net provides more information about the clients showing the client as object
and ils message

The next step ofrerinement is presented in figure 15.

The net £3 provides more detailed information about the transition transmitler_receiver because
of its splitting into the two transitions open_accept and send_roceive_close.

Clients get connections and leave connections. In which way the clients send and receive messages
will not be discussed more concretely in this paper.

Let us consider the next step of refinement giving more information about the connection
handling in the communication protocol.

Figure 16 presents additional information about the open of the client und the accept of the server.

The refinement step of the net Ü4 includes the refinement of the transition open_accept and the
refinement of the place open_accept_succ in parallel.
This net clearly represents the separation of clients and server.

Figure 17 shows the next step of refinement by splitting the place accept_.succ in the net Ü4 into
the two places state_con and con_succ.

The refinement step in the net 115 is a suitable step for error handling if there is no connection
available in the system.
If a client does not get a connection it cannot send or receive a message so that closing of this client
would be of no purpose.

For a systematic interruption of the protocol procedure we define an additional transition
error_empty_con with the condition if con = IiMPTY_CON and, subsequently an embedding (a
special step of refinement) of this transition in the net î 5 will be designed .
The embedded net has the symbolic name Ha (see also figure 10) presented in Figure 18.

Figure 19 shows the net ~6.
This net includes error handling of unavailable connections in the communication system.

At this point we will leave the engineering step ofstepwise refinement and embedding. It should
be enough for the suggestion of ideas about the modeling method with predicate/transition nets.

In the next chapter a presentation of a partial computerized verification of the net "£6 will be
given.

3.2 The verification of the net model

3.2.1 The Petri Net Tool PROVKR

The actual version of the I'etri Net tool PROVKR (PRedicate/Transilion Net Oriented
VKRification System) includes three operating modules 116|.

Figure 20 illustrates the structure.

(1) The I'elri Net Compiler (PI)LC) translates a net model which is described in the IM)I,
(predicate/transition net description language). Syntactical errors and an internal net
description will be generated.

(2) Hased on the internal net description and the initial marking the Reachability Graph
Generator (RGG) generates the complete reachability graph.

(3) The Reachability Graph Interpreter (RGS) applicates a number of different methods for the
reachability analysis. The most important method is the analysis of deadlocks and livelocks.
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For more information see 116|.

3.2.2 The partial verification of the net model with I'ROVKK

First ol'all the nut model in the POL has to be described. The PDI, representation of the not model
HG (see figure 19) is demonslraled in the following.

pe t r ine t sigma_6;

const max_cli
max con

var cli: (DS_1, DS_2, DS_3, DS_4, PCOM, TEST_SYS, ON_LINE_SIM,
EXPERT_SYS);

key: (AN, DN, FT, CM, TN, TMFI, PR_PUMP, INFERE, EMPTY_KEY);
cmd: (READ, WRITE);
con: (CON_1, CON_2, C0N_3, CON_4, C0N_5, C0N_6, CON_7, CON_8,

EMPTY_CON);

place client (max_cli) 'clients enters the system';
message (max_cli) 'messages enters the system';
client_open (max_cli) 'client made open';
open_succ (max_cli) 'open successful';
state_con (max_con) 'state connection';
con_succ (max_con) 'accept connection success';
connection (max con) 'connections of the sytem';

trans open 'open of the system';
accept 'accept of the system';
send_receive_close 'send, receive and close';
error_empty_con if con=EMPTY_CON 'error no connection avail';

flow open < client(<cli>)
> client_open(<cli>), open_succ

accept < client_open(<cli>), connection(<con>)
> state_con(<cli,con>), con_succ(<con>);

send_receive_close < message(<cli,key,cmd>), open_succ(<cli>),
state_con (<cli,con>), con_succ(<con>)

> client(<cli>), message(<cli,key, cmd>),
connection(<con>);

error_empty_con < open_succ(<cli>), state_con(<cli,con>),
con_succ(<con>)

> client (<cli>), connection(<con>);

mark client: <DS_1>+<EXPERT_SYS>;
message: <DS_1,AN,WRITE>+<EXPERT_SYS,INFERE,READ>;
connection: <CON 1>+<EMPTY CON>;

endnet
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Any further remarks on this l'DL will not he interesting as the syntactical structure of this code is
very simple (for more information see 1161) and the semantical structure of the net has already
been discussed in chapter 3.1.

Just a remark on the initial marking of the net will be necessary.
The last part of the PDI, representation of the net ^6 is mark (that means the initial marking of
the net ii6).
In the place client there are two individual tokens in form of a formal sum,
< 1)S_1 > + < l':XPKRT_SYS>.
The place message also includes two individual tokens in form ofa formal sum,
<1)S_1,AN,WIUTH> + <I<:X1>KKT_SYS, INFHRH, RHM)>.
The place connection includes two individual tokens in form ofa formal sum,
<CON_1 > + <KMl>TY_CON>.
That means thai the detection system 1 tries to write (transmit) the results of its detection method
"acoustic noise" to the server via the symbolic connection C()N_l.
And that means also that the expert system tries to read (receive) the results from the server via
the symbolic connection CON_1, too.

These processes are concurrent on the shared resource CON_1.

The symbolic connection KMPTY_CON simulates the error handling (see chapter 3.1). In fact,
much more concurrency and shared resources exisl in the net model but we will not consider these
features on this level of model abstraction.

Now let us call the net compiler I'DLC wilh the following input:
pcllesigma_6

The net compiler provides the following output:

PDL compilation summary : No e r rors reported

Number of objects found, assorted by type:

4 var iables
28 values

0 functions
7 places
4 t r ans i t i ons
0 facts

in p red ica te / t r ans i t i on net SIGMA 6

After the compilation of the net L'6 has been done we cull the reachability graph generator RCJ'l
with the following input:
rgg -m sigma_6

The reachability graph generator provides Ihe following output:
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Reading PRT net model ...done.

Building reachability graph. One dot = 12 markings.

Writing reachability graph ...done.

Reachability graph has 14 nodes in 1 strongly connected components

By making the following input our dialog is transferred into the rgi subsystem:
rgi sigma_6

The rgi subsystem provides the following output and stops with the prompt rgi >.

Reading reachabi l i ty graph . . . done
Building strong component graph . . . done
Calculating t rans i t ion dynamics . . . done
Calculating graph s t a t i s t i c s . . . done

rgi>

Now we are in the rgi subsystem and we select a subset of questions about the reachability graph
of the net î 6 with its initial marking which we discussed before.

(1) rgi> show statistics

Number of variables
of values

of places
— " — dead

of transitions
— " — dead

of overflows

of facts
of false facts

of graph nodes
of graph arcs
of SCCs

4
28

0
0

14
38

1

Mean r e l . place dens i ty %(places / marking) : 74.5
Mean token dens i ty (tokens / place) : 1.4
Mean a t t r i b u t e dens i ty ( a t t r i b u t e s / token) : 1.6

As all the questions are answered positively by the reachability graph interpreter RGI it has been
proved that the net i](i is free of any design failures.
Kor more information about design failures see 116|.
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(2) rgi> show places

Places :

1. place
semantics
arity
capacity
max. tokens

2. place
semantics
arity
capacity
max. tokens

3. place
semantics
arity
capacity
max. tokens

4. place
semantics
arity
max. tokens

5. place
semantics
arity
capacity
max. tokens

6. place
semantics
arity
capacity
max. tokens

7. place
semantics
arity
capacity
max. tokens

CLIENT
clients enters the system

1

MESSAGE
messages enters the system

3

CLIENT_OPEN
client made open

1

OPEN_SUCC
open successful

1
2

STATE_CON
state connection

2

CON_SUCC
accept connection success

1

CONNECTION
connections of the sytem

1
8
2

(3) rgi> show variables

Variables :

1. variable : CLI
range : DS_1, DS__2, DS_3, DS_4, PCOM, TEST_SYS, ON_LINE_SIM,

EXPERT_SYS
2. variable : KEY

range : AN, DN, FT, CM, TN, TMFI, PR_PUMP, INFERE, EMPTY_KEY
3. variable : CMD

range : READ, WRITE
4. variable : CON

range : CON_1, CO12_2, CON_3, CON_4, C0N_5, CON_6, C0N_7, CON_8,
EMPTY CON
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(4) rgi> show transitions

Transitions

1.transition
semantics

2.transition
semantics

3.transition
semantics

4.transition
semantics

OPEN (infinitely-firable,strongly-live & fair)
open of the system

ACCEPT (infinitely-firable,strongly-live & fair)
accept of the system

SEND_RECEIVE_CLOSE (infinitely-firable,strongly-live fi fair)
send, receive and close

ERROR_EMPTY_CON (infinitely-firable,strongly-live S fair)
error no connection avail

(5) rgi> show deads

The dead places : none.
The dead transitions : none.

(6) rgi> find livelocks

The livelocks : none.

We leave the Reachability Graph Interpreter with the command quit.

(7) rgi> quit

4. Conclusion

Formal net specifications and the results of their analysis raise the reliability of software systems
themselves and also the quality ofthe software documentation.

In the future it may be necessary in West Germany to use formal net specifications and their
verification/validation for licence procedures of the TÜ V (Technischer Überwachung Verein) in
case of the integration of computer applications in the Fast Reactor and other technical
environments with features of high safety.

Concerning the further development of the Petri Net tool PROVER we are currently working on
the following components:

graphical net editor with a better PDL representation and semantical features on
homomorphism

implementation of further possibilities of interpretation of the reachability graph.

We hope that for the future it will be possible to connect the Petri Net method with methods of
algebraic specifications for algorithms.
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This will be the basic assumption for the generation of real computer systems by formal system
specifications.
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Abstract

In the nuclear research center at Karlsruhe, a diagnostic expert system is developed to super-
vise a fast breeder process (KNKII). The problem is to detect critical phases in the beginning
state before fault propagation. The expert system itself is integrated in a computer network
(realized by a local area network), where different computers are involved as special detec-
tion systems (for example acoustic noise, temperature noise, covergas monitoring and so on),
which produce partial diagnoses, based on intelligent signal processing techniques like pat-
tern recognition.
Additional to the detection systems a process computer is integrated as well as a test com-
puter, which simulates hypotetical and real fault data.
On the logical top level the expert system manages the partial diagnoses of the detection
systems with the operating data of the process computer and to produce a final diagnosis
including the explanation part for operator support.

The knowledge base is developed by typical Artificial Intelligence tools. Both fact based and
rule based knowledge representations are stored in form of flavors and predications. The
inference engine operates on a rule based approach.
Specific detail knowledge, based on experience about any years, is available to influence the
decision process by increasement or decreasement of the generated hypotheses. In a meta
knowledge base, a rule master triggers the special domain experts and contributes the tasks to
the specific rule complexes.
Such a system management guarantees a problem solving strategy, which operates event trig-
gered and situation specific in a local inference domain.

1. An on-line expert system as an integrated computer network

During the last years, many experiments and system developments concerning surveillance
methods were realized in the nuclear research center at Karlsruhe. The systems are stand
alone and there exists no connection between them, neither in form of data transfer nor in
form of a logical correlation.
Since 1986 a diagnostic expert system is in development. The efforts concern an intelligent
global core surveillance at the Fast Breeder Reactor "Kompakte Natriumgekühlte Kernreak-
toranlage" (KNK II), which is used as a test facility for all experiments by the separate detec-
tion systems. The. expert system is implemented as aprototyp.
Two logical functions are integrated in the expert system:
- Early diagnosis (diagnosis and prediction)
— Scram analysis (diagnosis after a scram)
During operation of KNK II, the early diagnostic function is responsible to detect anomalies
and disturbances in the beginning state, so that a propagation can be prohibited.
The data are available from the process control computer and from the separate detection
systems. While the process control computer gives the messages about process parameters,
valve states and armature descriptions, the detection systems produce partial intelligent
preprocessed data (for instance generated by pattern recognition methods [2]), which have to
be correlated in a higher level, the expert system.
To simulate real process data and to test the concatenation of the detection system with the
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expert system, a test system is implemented on a VAX computer under the UNIX environ-
ment.
On the communication level, all stand-alone systems are connected via a local area network
on IEEE 802.3 with the aid of a higher communication protocol, based on the "Transmission
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP).

Figure 1 shows the integration of the expert system and the stand-alone components to one
global distributed surveillance system.

2. Logical functions of the expert system

The expert system kernel contains two logical functions: the "scram analysis" and the "early
failure detection".
Concerning the "scram analysis", a hierarchical knowledge base is developed, structured by
device classes. After a scram, the inference engine generates immediately a cause-
consequence fault chain, regarding the time dependent occurence of the events. So the origi-
nal cause of the scram can be detected. A following "after scram analysis" supports the
operator by controlling the function of the process in the new situation.
The aim of the "early failure detection", is to recognize critical process states in the anomaly
domain, not yet in the fault propagation mode. To reach that, the inference engine works
under two aspects. Observing any fault types and the stored knowledge about fault propaga-
tion, following disturbances can be preestimated. That means a qualitative prediction of
faults. An other method is to generate quantitative predictions about the process parameters
based on histories.

2.1. The logic of scram analysis

Getting a scram, a lot of messages is produced, which has to be analysed by the operator.
Important messages have to be discriminated from less important and original conditions
must be found, which provide the scram. Especially, the temporal first combination of
sufficient conditions must be found.
The logic is implemented by a gate network in form of frames and rules. Different condi-
tions of process states and measurement systems activate the shut down (figure 2).

After a transformation of the logic by the distributive law for sets, we get an ensemble of
AND-conditions. Based on time attributes and a forward, search algorithm the earlearst
AND-combination can be detected, which was sufficient to perform a scram.
The explanation part of the pure diagnostic system is integrated in the graphic network, as
well by constructing a fault tree with the described events in a cause consequence chain
(figure 3).

After the scram analysis, a so called "after scram analysis" is automatically activated. It is
possible to control the correct function of the reactor process system after shut down, that
means to control any regulation functions and to supervice parameter changes, which are
expected after a scram.
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2.2. Fuzzy reasoning and representation for the detection systems

Concerning the early failure detection, reactor expertise is distributed on any experts, each
producing preprocessed data sets referring a special detection system. Partially, there exist
the same measurement vaariables for different detection systems, partially they are disjunct.
So, it seems useful to have detection invariant parameter classes, where special instances are
generated when necessary.

In the detection systems are used following classes of parameters (types)

1. Physical parameters
These parameters are observed data of the reactor process, where the predications about the
parameters are fuzzy because of measurement faults as well because of the incorrect evalua-
tion of these data.
Examples are pressure, temperature.

2. Modell parameters
Instances of this type are synthetic measures, the fuzzy aspect is dependent on the stochastic
data series while regarding the historic process data, the model approach and the correspon-
dend evaluation.
Examples are estimated order parameters of differential equations, delay factors.

3. Plant parameters
At time, there exist only exact parameter values, which describe any devices like "valves
open", "relais closed".

Each of the three parameter types has (dependant on the semantic) a set of predicates, evalua-
tions and qualifications. The predicate is an attribute of the parameter class. The evaluation is
a possible linguistic value of the predicate. Each predicate has a special evaluation set. The
qualification is a truth measure, belonging to an evaluation of a predicate (figure 4).

The advantage of the structure in model types, predicates, evaluations and qualifications is to
have the possibility to generate and to update incrementally any further statements in a fix
frame.

2.3. Integration of the scram analysis and the early failure detection system

The aime of the early failure detection is to recognice dangerous states in the beginning
phase, that means features in their anomaly domain can be detected as anormal states. Such a
surveillance is done by the early failure detection system. By a rapid changement of the
parameters or an event, which is sufficient to provide a scram, the reactor shut down. These
messages from process computer activates the process of "scram analysis", followed by the
"after scram analysis". In opposite of the normal surveillance (early failure system) the
"scram analysis" works automatically.
The following figure shows the event triggered activation of the different logical expert sys-
tem functions (figure 5).
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3. Knowledge processing for different domain experts

The knowledge base is developed by typical Artificial Intelligence tools. Both fact based and
rule based knowledge representations are stored in form of flavors and predications. The
inference engine operates on a rule based approach. The whole inference engine is subdi-
vided in several rule parts. As special domain experts they use the knowledge base and work
semantic local. Examples are the surveillance of the pumps, the reactivity and the regulation
of the reactor process.
An other semantic part of the domain experts is represented by the ensemble of the detection
systems, which produce partial diagnoses using special intelligent preprocessing techniques
(for example acoustic noise, temperature noise, covergas monitoring and so on). Specific
detail knowledge, based on experience about any years, is available to influence the decision
process by increasement or decreasement of the generated hypotheses. In a meta knowledge
base, a rule master triggers the special domain experts and contributes the tasks to the
specific rule complexes.
Such a system management guarantees a problem solving strategy, which operates event trig-
gered and situation specific in a local inference domain (figure 6).

3.1. Domain experts for the process computer

Important measurement variables are reactor power, core inlet temperature, various pressure
components in the loop systems, rotation of pumps and more. These variables are on-line
supervized. In combination with the state parameters, trends may be analyzed and future pat-
tern can be preestimated (see table 1).

Tab. I: Domain experts for the process computer

3.2. Domain experts for the detection systems

An other type of domain experts is represented by the detection systems. Partial preprocessed
knowledge is available. The predication is performed on symbolic values. To perform a
quantitative prediction a transformation of the linguistic evaluations into n-dimensional
features is necessary. Each component of the features describes a special evaluation of a pro-
cess parameter or state parameter. The AND-Operator of all conditions, which influence the
failure or anomaly state, is done by the numerical vector representation. So, analytical
methods can be applyed, to analyze the instantaneous state and to have a measure for the dis-
tance between the process state and any failure mode.

Anomalies and faults are derivated from the preprocessed data of the various detection sys-
tems. A detailled description of the realized detection systems is contained in [I]. The most
important measurement methods, which are regarded as input systems for the expert system,
are:

Acoustic Noise (AN)

Temperature Noise (TN)
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Flow indirect, mean assembly temperature (FITM)

Each detection system is regarded as a domain expert, where the local inference mechanisme
produces different fault types, regarding special parameters as well as any linguistic expres-
sions (table II).

4. Conclusion

1. The expert system is implemented as prototyp on a LISP machine, especially the scram
analysis function, which analyses the cause consequence after a scram.

2. The on-line connection between the test system (VAX computer) and the expert system is
implemented. The expert system is supplied on-line with simulated process faults. The
knowledge base is updated automatically and the inference machine analyse the fault chain
by the diagnostic rules.

3. A small knowledge base concerning the early failure detection is implemented for the four
domain experts of the process computer.
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Figure 3: Time dependent fault chain, sufficient for a scram
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Figure 5: Logical expert system functions
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Figure 6: Domain experts in the diagnostic part
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Table II: Domain experts for the detection systems

process states

domain expert

acoustic noise (AN)

temperature noise (TN)

Indirect flow (HTM)

fault type

leaker

loose particles

local blockage

inactive global blockade

fault in bundle

leaker
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surveillance variables
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Tk
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*
*

TV
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•
*
•

*
*
*
*
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MONITORING AND CONTROL OP NUCLEAR STEAM GENERATING PLANTS

INCLUDING FAST REACTORS

Drumov V.V., Gorbunov V.S., Vostokov V.S., Krytjev I.S.

SUMMARY

The main attention is paid to one aspect of the computerized
systems' creation problem, namely, to the development of specific
system's functions concerning monitoring and control. That is,
first of all, the regimes' optimization aimed at reducing equip-
ment damageability, at improvement of safety.

The possibility is considered for improvement of neutron,
flux monitoring during refuelling aimed at control rod movements'
detection, as well as possibility of lowering thermal stresses
when realizing the protection in the regimes with violation of
normal operating conditions including the loop isolation.

There are considered the possibility and purpose-fulness
of using computer systems for this task as well as for control
of the plant residual heat removal system, for the plant startup
and shutdown. The developments are mentioned concerning the
operator's advisor system as well as questions of the system's
distributiveness.
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The main concepts of computer systems1, development in

the USSR are set forth in the earlier submitted sumir arizing

report made by Bätrenko A.A. Concerning the main ingredient

of nuclear power plants - nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) -

it is necessary to dwell on one substantial contradiction.

On one hand, computer engineering means enable to solve

practically all problems even very complex ones. But on the

other hand their incorporation into control circuits (directly

or "through operator") impose higher requirements on the re-

liability of the functions fulfilled continuously during long

time between the refuellings. Errors in the" case are not per-

rissible that corresponds to requirements of supervisory bodies.

But reliability level of the computational engineering means

is not jet sufficient.

In this connection in the projects of NSSS associated with

fast reactors the computer systems are backed up by traditi-

onal engineering means while in controlling safety systems

they are not employed at all.

In this situation the emphasis in computer systems1 de-

velopment is on preparation to avail the possibilities with

account of perspectives for development. In particular, there

are developed the most perfect though rather sophisticated

monitoring and control algorithms which can be practically

realized only with the help of computer systems. The aim is

to maintain and increase the lifetime of main equipment and

improve the reliability of the plant as- a whole. Such approach

makes it possible to solve the problems concerning development

of computer systems1 engineering means and designing the systems

themselves.
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With that • at present the works are carried out

concerning the creation of specific computer systems solving

the problems of monitoring and control with available means but

preferably with orientation on perspective engineering means.

When carrying out the above mentioned activity the safety

questions have the priority as well as fulfillment of all re-

quirements to controlling safety systems v/ith account of all

possible errors, external and internal impacts and operator

errors. In systems solving the problems of lower priority a volume

of control functions when servicing the or other regimes is ana-

lyzed, limitations for parameters' deviations are taken into

account, as well as requirements concerning rapidity in performing

controlling actions, effect of delays, effect of control errors

on the regimes1 run, a volume of automation required in this

case and other factors.

Below there are given various problems which solution it

is supposed to realize using the computer codes.

Now the possibility is obtained to monitor the neutron

flux during refuelling. From the safety point of view in such

conditions there is required to fix the fact of manipulations

with control rods, but the neutron flux variation in this case

is so small that can not be separated from the noise by

ordinary control methods. In this connection the monitoring

process must consist of subsequent measurements of a number of

pulses which are registered by the equipment in certain periods

of time. For BN-800 this period is approximately 160 s. If at

measurement during any subsequent time period the pulses' number

exceeds the preceeding ones by more than 600, then with error

not more than 10 -? one can ascertain that during the refuelling

between these intervals the manipulations with control rods took
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place. 7/hen choosing the time intervals for comparison one

takes into account that the time needed for the control member

withdrawal amounts to approximately 140 s. Therefore, the

comparison should be done leaping over one moasvirernent cycle,

for example, to algorithm given in Fig. 1.

The automatic count of pulses done in such a way maker-

it possible to detect errors during refuelling, eliminate their

dangerous consequences and thus enhance safety.

To improve conditions of the worst transient with

quick actuation of emergency protection system and prolong

lifetime, rapid preferentially syncronous pump rotation frequency

decrease is done simultaneously. But due to inertia of the pumps

this can not be accomplished in full measure and therefore,

the regime is the worst transients for the NSSS design.

In this connection it is purposeful to introduce the system

of intermediate protective functions - like those in water-

-cooled and water-moderated reactors. At attaining setpoinbs

at the level of warning signalization the reactor power decrease

is performed with normal rate till the deviation disappears

or if the deviation remains then till-shutting down the

plant or till attaining the desirable power level. Matching

of power and coolant flov/s is done by regulating the pumps

rotation frequency. In this case practically all real emergency

regimes can run without actuation of rapid emergency protection

system affecting the plant at normal regimes1 level. In Fig. 2

is shov/n one of such regimes: reactor power decrease at external

electric power consumers' loss. Safety is not impaired since quick-

-acting emergency protection system actuates at the accident

aggravation.
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To improve the protection kind it is possible depending

on the emergency signal type and on operation duration to sub-

sequently increase the number of moved down control members.

In the cases considered the computer system role is

reduced to identification of emergency sitation, choice

of a number of control members 'moved, of syncronous with reactor

power pumps' rotation frequency variation with possible cor-

rection to plant parameters' values.

. The optimization of loop shutdown regime is performed.

By choice of control laws the .possibility is obtained for

excluding in this regime dropping of a special control rod

for which a problem exist concerning the choice of its start

position in initial state, its operating conditions in the core

and its design. The calculations show that the plant parameters'

vary in acceptible limits. Negligible temperature deviation

increase in this regime performing variant does not lead to the

increase of thermal stresses in fuel elements1 claddings.

Such solution considerably simplifies the control system

and its operation algorithms without the safety system deteriora-'

tion thus eliminating the necessity to use the special control •

rod.

With that there is one more approach to loop shut dov/n

regime optimization together with the plant design simplification,

in particular, with elimination in the regime of special automatic

control rods. In this regime on the basis of the plant parameters'

data the calculation of reactivity necessary for the transient

realization is done. Then using information about the compensating

rods' position the number of the rods and their travel is deter-

mined providing the necessary reactivity insertion. With arrival

of loop isolation signal the corresponding manipulation with
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the compensating rods is effected. The generalized -system

operation algorithm is shown in Fig. 3»

The search is continued into the' possibility of more com-

plete coolant natural circulation utilisation for organisation

of heat removal in emergency regimes. Under limitations of

heat exchange equipment arrangement the necessary effect car. be

reached by appropriate organization of the plant equipment con-

trol. There are developed several variants for such control

providing for variation in the regime of ratio of coolant flow-

rates in the loops and circuits and maximum coolant temperature

decrease by approximately 70 C.

The optimization of loop startup regimes using the analog-

ous approach during the operation enabled f-or BN-600 conditions

to increase the startup power up to 25% N but using the com-

puter system - the operator advisor this optimization can assure

the attainment of higher startup power values.

During the last time more actual become the problems of

control in severe emergency regimes up to beyond design basis

and hypothetical ones. One of these tasks is the organization

of operation of-emergency cooling systems with air heat exchangers

The sodium coolant presupposes complex control laws including .

automatic adjustment of-parameters, variation of position of

a large number of control rods in succession and with delays

determined by the regime conditions, by attainment of certain

values of plant parameters and even by weather conditions

(winter, sunnier, etc). It is obtained that control laws can be

realized only by computer engineering means. This is very

important sphere of application of such means where the relia-

bility is required on the level of safety controlling systems.
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During the controlling systems1 development it is neces-

sary 4;o account for operation experience concerning the neces-

sary automatization of control processes and correspondingly

application of computer systems. So, judging by BH-600 operation

experience one can state that with account of the regimes

frequency the tests performed and the equipment condition the

automatization of startup and shutdown regimes is not required.

With account of the regimes frequency the necessity for the

systems' operability checks the use of functional-groupwise

control is not expedient at least at the early operation stage.

An important domain of computer systems1 application is

elaboration of advices for the operator aimed at errors' proba-

bility reduction.

In this respect some approaches are analyzed, in parti-

cular, the analysis of systems1 equipment state with determina-

tion of their availability for their functions' realization.

So, before startup the computer system collects the information

concerning'the CR position , pumps* operation, availability

of electric supply, heat removal etc. The comparison with reference

is performed after which the generalized information about the

plant readiness for startup is displayed to the operator.

The system does not exclude the necessity to check the systems

but it considerably reduces the errors' probability.

In the same way the readiness is analyzed for performing

manoeuvring and shutdown regimes. The use of a computer system

in emergency regimes is also studied. The system registers the

presence of controlling actions-and the moment of their per-

forming and compares the data obtained with the program of

emergency regime performing. When departure from the program in

respect to automatic systems is detected the operator is ad-
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vised to duplicate the commands. The information is also dis-

played concerning the necessary operator's actions in the regime.

An important moment when developing the monitoring and control

systems is provision of redundant engineering means to retain

cperability at failures including common cause failures. With

this aim the systems' structures are used with main orientation

to two or more independent equipment sets.

In each of the sets, as a rule, three channels organized

to "2 out of p logic" are used. In the control schemes the

emphasis is also done on elimination of false reactions at single

failures by using 3-channel structures. The attaining of the

maximum systems' stability 'in this case is assured by decreasing num-

ber of links between parallel monitoring and control channels.

The obtaining of such quality requires the use in each channel

of functionally completed devices. Accordingly, the most acceptable

devices in this case are microprocessor devices.

In general, the use of computer systems enable to materially

improve.the NSSS operation regimes' quality, increase the service

tine of its equipment as v/ell as safety. In this connection

the above discussed developments will be implemented in the plants

v.-hich are now being designed.
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IAEA Specialists Mooting on Advanced Control and Instrumentation

for LMFDR

Chicago, June 1989

REMOTE MEASUREMENT OF LMFDR FUEL ASSEMBLY OUTLET TEMPERATURE

BY ULTRASONICS.

C H Monday, NNC, I D Macleod, UKAEA, G Hughes, CEGB

SUMMARY

The paper oulines work which has been performed as part of a joint R&D

programmme (UKAEA,NNC and CEGB) to develop a remote method capable of

measuring core and breeder subassembly outlet temperatures. The technique

depends on measuring the transit time of nn ultrasonic pulse across the

top of a subassembly and using this to calculate the velocity of sound

which in sodium is a linearly decreasing function of temperature over the

range of interest. Since the method is very fast (several hundred

measurements per second are possible) it can also be used to measure rapid

temperature fluctuations, temperature noiso., which has been shown to be

a promising method of detecting internal overheating in a subassembly at

an early stage.
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Introduetiou

In tlie Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LHFBR) there has been concern to
avoid positioning structural components in that region of the above core
plenum directly over the core/breeder boundary, as temperature fluctuations
in this region might cause fatigue. One consequence of this is tli; t it is
difficult to mount thermocouples in positions from which they can monitor
the breeder outlet temperatures accurately.

In the U.K. a joint R&D programme involving HIIC, CEGB and UKAEA has been
launched to develop a method of measuring the breeder outlet temperatures
from a remote sensor using high frequency sound waves. This paper explains
the principle of the teclmique and goes on to describe experiments in
static sodium which illustrates it in operation over the temperature range
from 200°C to GOO°C. The turbulent mixing above the aubasseinblics has an
adverse effect on the transmission of the sound waves and experiments to
investigate this in water are described. Finally proposals for testing the
technique in flowing sodium are described.

Basic Principle

The teclmique depends on the fact that the velocity of sound in sodium
varies with ten.perature, in fact a linearly decreasing function given by
the equation (Ref. 1):-

c = 2577.25 - 0.524 T

where c is velocity of sound in metres/second and T is the temperature in
degrees celciu3. If the velocity of sound can be measured then the
temperature can be deduced using the above equation.

In the technique proposed for use in an LHFBR (Ref. 2) the velocity is
determined by observing the differences between tiie time of arrival of two
p.cho pulses, one from the front edge and the other from the back edge of a
subassembly. This time difference is the time taken for the sound wave to
traverse the diameter of the subassembly twice. Since the diameter of the
subassembly is known, the velocity and hence the temperature can be
determined. It should be noted, however, that as the subassembly diameter
expands with temperature then compensation must be made for this effect.
An important feature of the teclmique is that the temperature i3 measured
directly at the mouth of the subasscmbly whereas thermocouples have to be
positioned some distance above the subassembly top.

The calculated temperature is a spatial average over the path of the sound
beam across the subassembly. The ultrasonic method is capable of making up
to 400 measurements per second and so is suitable for measuring the
fluctuations of the temperature signal. This measurement, known as the
temperature noise, can give an early warning of localised hot regions
within the subassembly.
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Measurements In Static Sodium

The tests were carried out in a rig built at UKAEA Risley Laboratories to
test acoustic transducers at temperatures in the range 550°C and
600°C. The test rig, see Figure 1, consisted of a transducer mounted in
a clamp which also held a concave reflector at a fixed distance, about
100mm, in front of the transducer. This arrangement makes the alignment of
the transducer relative to the reflector leas critical. The sodium
temperature was varied between 250°C and 600°C and was measured using a
thermocouple.

Conciv« R»M»clOf

Ltnqlh

- 100 - «

1 .Concave reflector and transducer housing assembly

By measuring the transit time for the ultrasonic pulse to make a return
passage over the test region, it is possible to determine the speed of
sound and hence the'temperature. Compensation must be made to take account
of any thermal expansion of the transducer support over the temperature
range. For this reason all results have been normalised to a calibration
point at 400°C taking into account ttie coefficient of thermal expansion of
stainless steel.

Results from two sets of data are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The ultrasonic
measurement i3 plotted against the thermocouple reading in Figure 2 and the
error between these is shown a3 a function of temperature in Figure 3. The
calibration point is contained in the first set of data. The results gave
a maximum error over the range 250-600°C of 5 degrees and a standard
deviation of the error of 2.7 degrees. From Figure 3 it is seen that the
error is negative at low temperatures. Thia is due to an error in the
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assumed value of the thermal expansion of the metal supporting target. A
later experiment with this coefficient adjusted produced a distribution of
errors with a maximum of 2.5 degrees. The daca processing, techniques used
in the water experiments described later to obtain high precision transit
times were not applied to this data, so that temperatures could only be
measured with a resolution of approximately 2 degrees. It was considered
that these experiments adequately demonstrate the promising nature of this
technique.
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3.Ultrasonic measurement error as a function of
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Water Experiments

The velocity of sound in water also varies with temperature. Over the
range of interest, between 0°C and 40°C, the velocity of sound in water
increases with temperature, whilst in sodium the velocity of sound
decreases with temperature. It is therefore possible to simulate the
effect of a hot jet in sodium with a cold jet in water. Furthermore, since
the magnitude of the gradient of the water curve, expressed as a percentage
of the velocity, is ten times greater than that in sodium, a jet of water 1
degree cooler than its surroundings will have the same effect as a jet of
sodium 10 degrees above its surroundings. Therefore it is possible to
carry out useful experiments using water at near ambient temperatures.

Transmission through Turbulent Jets

In the reactor hot sodium from the subassemblies mixes with the cooler
sodium coming from the gaps between subassemblies. The sound waves of the
ultrasonic measuring system have to traverse this region of turbulent
temperature mixing twice in each measurement and will be liable to suffer
refraction if they cross a region with a temperature gradient except when
isotherms are normal to the sound path. In order to study this effect a
rig was constructed to simulate the turbulence and differential temperature
conditions of the core using water as a fluid.

Cold u<ttr r.,a

Ullrtsomc Transducers

rr,r PH CH fTl HI HI f t l f t l fTl
I S|fTHjl*t»d 5uOJ55fmblg Top«

4 .Schematic diagram of STRUM 1 rig

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the rig, known as STRUM 1, on which
the experiments to investigate the effect of turbulent mixing were carried
out. The rig consists of a tank representing the part of the upper plenum
immediately above the subassembly outlets and eight jets fed from a header
tank which represent a row of subassemblies. There is a heater and
stirring device in the main tank so .that it is possible to produce a
uniform temperature in it which can be up to 10 degrees above the
temperature of the water in the header tank which supplies the jets. The
header tank has sufficient capacity to maintain the flow of all eight jets
for about 20 seconds which is ample time to record the data since up to
about 400 measurements can be made in one second.
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The rig has two transducers, a transmitter and a receiver, which are placed
at opposite ends of the row of subassembly nozzles and a few centimetres
above the outlets. Both transducers can be moved horizontally so that the
pulses can be transmitted along the centre-line of the jets or down either
side. In addition the receiving transducer can be scanned on an arc to
measure the angle of deflection of the beam from the normal.

D»'l*cUon (a««)"»«'

e * ? <r * * e
aaa ' ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' > ' ' ' ' ' '

2 - 3dB - * - — —

I
"" -ISdB

O a B •

Dc'Uciion
? <f t o- t

I I I t I I I ' 1 ' ' '

-13OB H

a) iransiMSSloo doun cenlre-lme b) transmission off cenlre-line

5.Ultrasonic pulse transmission across eight subassembhes

The first series of testa carried out on STRUM 1 were to investigate the
deflection of the beam for varying numbers of jets, temperature difference
and the position of the beam relative to the centre of the jets. The
results are shown in Figure 5a and 5b. In these the average power of the
pulses at the receiver is plotted as a function of the deflection from the
normal, i.e. the line over which they would travel in isothermal water.
Figure 5a shows the transmission through the centre-line of eights jets
while Figure 5b shows transmission along the edge. The temperature
difference in both cases was 3 degrees. These clearly show the refraction
of the beam when transmission is not down the centre-line of the jets. The
deflection in this case was 3 degrees of arc with the mean in the normal
direction approximately 17dB down in amplitude.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the amplitudes of pulses received in the
normal direction through eight jets. This shows that, although there is a
reduction in amplitude for most pulses, some 15% are received at the normal
amplitude or greater. This illustrates the intermittent nature of the
turbulence which allows some pulses to pass through gaps unattenuated.
This is an important result since the speed of the measurement is such that
adequate sensitivity can be achieved even if only a fraction of the
transmitted pulses are received unattenuated. In addition many of the
attenuated pulses should still be useable with good data processing.
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The next experiment carried out on this rig was a demonstration of the
ability of the method to follow a temperaMire transient. Ideally this
would be done by varying the temperature of the jet at constant flow but
this was not possible in this rig. The effect of the flow transient was
shown to be insignificant by an experiment in which the jets and the tank
were isothermal. The change of temperature was achieved by turning on the
jets of water at a temperature different to that in the main tank. Figure
7 shows a comparison between the temperature measured by ultrasonics and

AT 6 1°C
Thermocouple

r '
Ultrasonic

^

7.Comparison betueen ultrasonic and thermocouple
measurement
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that measured by a thermocouple in the jet. The graph shows the variation
of temperature indicated by these instruments with time over a period of 5
seconds. After about 2 seconds the jets are opened producing the
temperature change. The ultrasonic system was operating at 200
measurements per second and showed good agreement with the thermocouple.
In the case shown the temperature difference was 6.1 degrees.

Transmission Through Temperature Noise Fields

PulsfEcho Tttis
Trjnjduc»r holdtr and r»fl*cior

a Diagram of STRUH2 test section

A second rig, known as STRUM2, was used to investigate transmission through
precisely known turbulent temperature fields and to investigate the
measurement of temperature noise. STRUM2, see Figure 8, is a test section
mounted on a temperature noise test facility in UKAEA Ri3ley Laboratories.
This test facility consists of a closed loop and contains 37 jets flow from
which represent the outlet flow of a subassembly. These jets can be
individually heated to produce particular temperature profiles at the
outlet of the bundle. This facility has been used In the pa3t to make a
detailed study of temperature noise resulting from a localised hotspot.
The STRUM2 test is mounted downstream of the plane of the jets and provides
facilities for firing acousting pulses across the subassembly and measuring
the resultant deflection accurately. A special transducer holder/pulse
reflector is mounted to the subassembly top to enable temperature
measurements to be made for the temperature noise tests.

The initial tests on STRUM2 were to investigate the deflection of the beam
for varying hot jet positions and temperature differences. A typical
result is shown in Figure 9. This shows the deflection for a single jet
position with temperature differences of approximately 0°C and 12°C. This
again shows Chat refraction occurs when temperature gradients exist. It was
also found, as in STRLJM1, that refraction can be expected when transmission
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is off the centre-line of the jet but for jet positions in direct line with
the pulse no deflection occurs.
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The second set of tests on STRUM2 were to measure the RMS of the
temperature noise for varying jet positions and temperature differences.
These rescits are shown in Figure 10 and clearly show that this method is
capable of detecting the increase in temperature noise produced by a hot
spike at any point in the aubassembly.
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Further work

Having demonstrated the promising nature of the technique it is proposed to
carry out further work to show that it can be implemented successfully in
reactor conditions. This further work will include tests in both water and
sodium.

a) Water tests
It is expected that for the technique to operate satisfactorily in a
reactor some further signal processing techniques would have to be
developed. Some shaping of the subassembly tops is also under
investigation in order to improve the quality of the reflected pulses,
and work evaluating the use of waveguides as opposed to conventional
transducers is also planned. This development work will be carried out
using existing test facilities. Proposals are under consideration to
use the single quadrant water model of the fast reactor, at UKAEA
Risley Laboratories, as a large scale demonstration of the technique.

b) Scdium Tests

It is proposed to evaluate the technique for measuring mean temperature
and temperature'noise in flowing sodium. An existing rig, DNL4 at CEGB
Berkeley, which had been previously used to investigate temperature
noise using thermocouples, is to be used so that use can be made of
existing data in order to calibrate the rig. A schematic diagram of
the test piece which will be used to make the ultrasonic measurement is
shown in Figure 11. The test piece consists of a transducer and two
reflectors. The reflector is shaped so that part of the beam is
diverted at right angles across the test region to the second reflector
from which it returns along its original path to the transducer. This
system has been tested satisfactorily in water.
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Conclusions

The test programme under way has already shown that the ultrasonic
technique for measuring temperature is capable of good accuracy. The early
results to data encourage the belief that a practical system to measure
breeder outlet temperatures'should be feasible, but additional work,
addressing' the problems of reactor installation, needs to be carried out.
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THE SYSTEM OF SODIUM BOILING MONITORING IN THE..

FAST NUCLEAR REACTOR CURE

Nik if orov B»N.» Petrenko A.A»? Schekotov V..G»

Two accidents are considered independently by USSR regulatory

documents as maximum project accident (HPA) at nuclear power ;;>ta--

tion with fast reactorss

-pipe-line sea.lf ailure of the first loop» which lias no protnr-

tive housings

-contraction or blocking of the flaw area in separat» fuel!

assembles <FA) due to swelling up? sedimentation of XMpuriti.es from

the coolant or due to ingress of foreign bodies» that leads to the

coolant flow-rate decrease through this FA as well as bo the dama-

ge? destruction or fusion of fuel elements in it with an extension

of damages at one row of surrounding fuel assemblies I" .1. II., The con-

sidered system is intended for the morn torinp of processes» which

are associated with the second MPA accident.

The initial stage of heat removal decline is accompanied by

local sodium overheat and boiling. Possible result consists in tho?

overgrowing of one fuel assembly local overheat and fusion into
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the whole core overheat and fusion« The task is to detect local

overheat early and to prevent its overgrowing into the whole

core overheat and fusion. During a number of years there have been

carried out investigations in the USSR on various methods of

sodium boiling Monitoring.

The final aim of these investigations is working out the cri-

terux* which determine the dangerous stage of the sodium boiling

process in order to automate protective actions which exclude?

core fusioni The developed system of sodium boiling monitoring is

intended for fast-neutron power reactors» which arz^ being built

now« ,
/

SODIUM BOILING MONITORING USING

NOISE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

Neutron method of sodium bailing control enters the subsystem

of core anomalous state control. Anomalies control in core is con-

ducted according to reactivity changes or to corresponding change's

of neutron flux density. The influence of the sodium boiling

process on Nuclear Reactor reactivity is expressed through

reactivity sodium void effect (RSVE).

In general the task is to find information signals in neutron

noises and according to- them identify processes taking place in the

core. Particularly» neutron noises spectrum analysis allows to imp-

lement sodium boiling process monitoring up to the stage? where

sodium steam bubble appears in the FA volume. The process of the

sodium steam bubble formation is accompanied by the occurence of

the low frequency signal from 0»5 up to 3 HE in neutron noises.

Registration not less than 3 continuous frequency signals at
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frequency range from 0»5 up to 3 HE is the criterion» which deter-

mines the? dangerous stage of sodium bailing process development

when analysing neutron noises.

The block diagram of the sodium boiling monitoring device as a

component of the subsystem for abnormal state core monitoring on

neutron noises is given in Fig. 1. The subsystem contains detection

units (3 pieces)» signal meter including an amplifier? filters»

analogue-to-digital converters (ADC)» alarm signal shaping unit

(ASSU)» unit of commumication with computer (UCC). Alarm signal

conditioner realizes the monitoring algorithm of 3 continuous «sig-

nals at frequency range from 0»5 to 3 HE. Communication unit deli-

vers information to computer <TTC - 1001 > far spectral

processing and storage. Alarm signal of dangerous sodium boiling is

shaped according to logic "2 out-of 3". The neutron method of

sodium boiling monitoring is characterised by considerable simpli-

city and high reliability in comparison with other methods»

nevertheless its sensitivity» when being used at power reactors»

depends on the "boiling" FA .location in the core. This is connected

with the fact» that RSUE value and sign change from maximal positi-

ve in the centre to negative at the core periphery» i,,e, there x--\

the none with Hero R8VE» where the neutron method doesn't give any

information on the boiling process. That is why the subsystem of

sodium boiling monitoring on acoustic noises is included into the

system.
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SODIUM BOILING MONITORING USING

ACOUSTIC NOISES ANALYSIS

The operation of sodium boiling Monitoring acoustic subsystem

is based on detection of acoustic signals* which appear when col-

lapsing the sodium steam bubble at its output from FA into the more

cold sodium volume.

Acoustic signals measurement is carried out by means of six

acoustic transducers» which are located inside NR housing above FA

upper heads (Fig. 2 ) . The criterion of dangerous development stage

of sodium boiling under monitoring on acoustic noises is the occu-

rence in certain sequence of pulse acoustic, signals on not less

than three acoustic transducers with the time difference between

pulses not more than three msr and this pulse sequence is repeated

in time interval not more than 10 s. Boiling spot calculation is

carried out by means of comparison of measured tirne intervals bet-

ween pulses with calculated values.

2
) + - ^tjKpacs ) = Amin» where

Amin

tijpacM
tiKpacw

- calculation results minimal value

- measured times intervals between pairs
of pulses

calculated values of time intervals*
determining FA number» between the same
pulse pairs.

Number of the "boiling" FA is determined according to the cal-

culation results minimal value.

The block diagram of acoustic subsystem of sodium boiling

monitoring is given in Fig. 3.
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Specifications for the SLjstem of sodium boiling monitoring

were formulated on the basis of the results of the operation

research studies ci the reactors BP-lOr EI-l-350» EH-600. The boi-

ler» realized as a tungsten rod» which was heated up by means of

radiation during the reactor's operation at power» was used as a

simulator of sodium boiling in the process of reactor EH-350

experiments.

At present the investigations in the field of sodium boiling

monitoring are being continued in order to define more exactly the

sodium boiling criteria and neutron and acoustic noises processing

algorithms» as well as the rise of sensitivity and information

quantity of the system.
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NEW AUTOMATED CONTROL AND PROTECTION

SYSTEM ÜF THE FAST-NELUTRON POWER REACTOR CORE

Tephimov .I.A.» Mamayev L.i.» Fiionov V.o.; Ushakov V.rt

Control and protection system of the reactor core is the* most

imoortant part of automated contra.! process systems. l.n the

Soviet Union safety requirements are determined by Nut:.!.ear Safety

Rules <IFBfl~04-/'4) and by Common safety statements U.)fIK->:::2;

tlfl-Jlia The new control and protect ion '.system of the fast-neutron

power reactor core is intended for the most complete satisfaction

of safety requirements« This is achieved by the system functions

expansion» by incrensinn information quantity and reliability on

the basis of wide usage of microprocessor facilities am! Modern

computers.

Automated system carries out the following functions:

failed fuel detection (FFD)?

in-core temperature monitoring (ICTM)f

detection of defective assemblies (DDA)5

boiling monitor inci on neutron and acoustic noises (BMNA) !:

alarm signal shaping when the permissible equivalence of open

fuel area is exceeded at each circulation looo of nuclear reactor»
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alarm signal shaping at sodium boiling?

alaroi signal shaping when permissible» coolant temperature and

bemuerature increase velocity are exceeded.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Common structural diagram of the system and its connections

are given in Fig.l. Each function of the system <FFrD» ICISv DDA»

BMNA) are carried out by independent subsystems» containing inde-

pendent measuring channels» preliminary information processing

devices and devices for preparation of information for computer

system (type HC1001).

Microprocessor of each independent measuring channel carries

out the following functions:

accumulation of input information»

filtration of input information»

recodinci into floating point format?

linearization and scaling?

test of serviceability»

.information output«

System computer carries out the following operations!

data acquisition from measuring channels?

communication with automated control process system?

calculation program performance?

fullf11Iment of industrial-engineer-operator's instructions»

Lay-out diagram of measuring devices is given in Fig.2»
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FAILED FUEL DETECTION.

Failed fuel detection system provides fast estimation of fuel

cladding "ailure i.e. it controls the parameter? characterizxnn

serviceability of the reactor core as well as of con taminntio;1 of

coolant circulation loop by fission products and fuel.

Failed fuel detection system consists of:

FFO on delayed neutrons?

FFD on nasRS?

FFD on Cs»

FFI< on del ayed neutrons carries out the delayed neutron':"- flu>'

density monitor inn by means of transducers? allocated on the first

circulation loopy coolant flow rate monitoring in circulation Loop

and reception of information on the reactor power» FFl'i • on deluMPd

neutrons is the inost fast method of emergency monitoring and alarr-i

signal shaping» Emergency si.gnal is generated when calcuia tec? e'-.i.n-

valent area of open fuel is exceeded according to!

N<t)

W(t-tl)

N(t) - flux density of cleJ ayed neutrons?

W(t) - reactor power?

üo
tl = to - coolant delivery time from core

6 to the transducer?

G - coolant flow rate,,

Criterion of alarm signal is the increase of equivalent open

fuel area up to l<d<d<>) sm . The second safety alarm sinna'l is gene-
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rated at the excess of the preset speed of open fuel area increase«

Criterion is the doubling of open fuel area for 5 minutes n

FFD function on gases is based on spectrul analysis of gas

fission products concentration in reactor. For this purpose loops

with continuous gas samp ling are designed at power reactors <F-"ig.2>„

Detection of failed fuel elements is carried out according to

the results of spectrometr ic: analysis of absolute nut lade concentra-

tion and their ratio C3'J. On one hand FFD on gases is an inert i.tfl

device» and on the other hand is a small failed fuel detection

device ("gas leakage")? thus FFD on gases doesn't shape an alarm

protection signal.«

FFD on Cs is introduced as a supplement to the integral R:D

function and is intended for evaluation of fuel elements behavior

on the base of first loop equipment contamination vcd. oriiy.

.r.N-CORE TEMPERATURE MuNJ.TORJ.NC3

Forty eight thermocouples are installed above the fuel assemb-

ly <FA) heads for in-core control« The doubled thermocouple« 'ire

used» one of them is redundant» The response of thermocouples is

about 2s. Alarm protection signal is organized on transducers

groups. For this purpose all the transducers are divided into 4

groups* 12 on«?«5 in each» and every group provides independent in-

core temperature monitoring for the whole core. The information

from subgroups of 4 transducers causes alarm signals. Alarrn protec-

tion signals shaping is orqaniHed in subgroups according to the

principle? "2 "nut of "4" to improve in for Mat ion validity and transdu-

cers repairability. Information of each thermocouple is transmit-
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ted to the computer through the measuring channel «icroproces<5or

for temperature distribution caicu.lati.on over the core.

DETECTION Of DEFECTIVE FUEL ASSEMBLIES (DDI-A)

The defective fuel assembly detection is based on the fission

product detection when fuel assembly withdrawn from the car«? is

heated,, Assembly negating up is carried out in the refuel)inn devi-

ce. For this ourpose the refuelling device is designed 30 that 1.1-

would be possible to remove the coolant from the lifted into it ~A

and to deliver the released gas to the registrator (Fig„2)« This iu

carried out by gripping and lifting the tested FA to the refuelJj.no

device with the subsequent filling of the device by Ar.. A'j o.

result of pressing sodium out of the refuel] ing device volumes» FA

temoeratur'j is increasing and that contributes to th>? !..;>ake;mv o*'

gas fission products from assemblies- T h a- n t h e <n e a s u r •:•> m e n t s o f a i r -

borne fission products are carried out in the aerosol camera < IY.-V.I-

surinci volume) and on the aerosol filter. According to the -.ja«; BBKr

beta-activity measured in the Measuring volume FA defect is ti'iUi/ia-

to?d r and according to the aerosol beta-activity on the filter th<.>

presence of open fuel is estimated.

The whole process of gripping» preparation and mecsurcmynts is

automated and takes not more than 3<-) minutes. If !'-'rt :i.s registnrei.!

with the suspicion of open fuel presence? tests (measurements/ are

repeated in every 5 Minutes not less than 10 times.

SODIUM BOTLJ.NO MONITORING OH NEUTRON AND ACOUSTIC NUl£>£l

Description of the systcsf« is given in a separate report.
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CONCLUSION

The designs tested thoroughly on the reactors .BP-IQ?

and ISH-600 C.4?!:>;i were taken as the basis of the developed sys-

tem. Hicroprocessor type 181A was adopted as the basis of technical

weans of measuring channels» This permitted to achieve channel

independence» to organise selfchecking> to improve reliability at

safety signal shooing« Calculation functions? communication with

automated process system and an operator were carried out on the

control computer lK;i001.
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IAEA Specialists' Meeting on Advanced Control and Instrumentation

for LMFBR

Chicago, June 1989

BENCHMARK TEST ON SIGNAL PROCESSING FOR BOILING NOISE DETECTION;

ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM BOR 60.

R Rowley, C Waites, I D Macleod, UKAEA, NRL, UK.

SUMMARY

Data from boiling noise experiments in the BOR60 reactor in USSR has been

supplied by the IAEA to enable analysis techniques to be compared. The

signals have been analysed at RNL using two basic techniques, High

Frequency RMS analysis Pulse Counting analysis together with two more

sophisticated methods, Pattern Recognition and Pulse Timing analysis.

All methods indicated boiling successfully, pulse counting proved more

sensitive than RMS for the detection of the onset of boiling. Pattern

Recognition shows promise of a very reliable detector provided the

background can be defined. Data from an ionisation chamber was also

supplied and there was good correlation between neutronic and acoustic

signals.
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INTRODUCTION

Following a meeting of specialists at Chester, UK in 1981 the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) set up a Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) to
study Signal Processing Techniques for use in Acoustic Boiling Noise
Detection. Research teams from six nations, Australia, Federal Republic of
Germany, German Democratic Republic, India, Japan, and the United Kingdom took
part and a preliminary report has been given by Arkhipov et al(l). The work
described in this paper is drawn from the contribution of the UKAEA Risley
Laboratory to the second stage of the CRP.

In this second phase the signal processing techniques were developed using
data supplied by IAEA from a boiling experiment in the BOR60 reactor in USSR.
This experiment has been described by Afanas'ev et al(2) and the Central
Institute for Nuclear Research, Rossendorf DDR, which supplied the data to
IAEA, has published its own analysis by Mauersberger et al(3).

TEST DATA

Description of Experiment

Test signals were selected from data recorded during boiling experiments in
the BOR60 reactor. The boiling was produced in a special assembly of tungsten
rods. Two boiler assemblies were used to obtain the data. In the first
assembly the acoustic detectors were mounted at about core top height but
within the boiler test rig. In the second boiler rig the acoustic
instrumentation was quite separate from the rig, providing a better simulation
of the conditions in which a boiling noise detection system would be used.
The arrangement of boiler and instrumentation for the two cases are shown in
Figs 1 and 2 respectively.

In the first rig, pressure transducer PI and P2 were installed within the rig
shroud tube about 300mm above the expected place of bubble collapse. In
addition there were two waveguides, Wl which was mounted on the vessel top and
descended to just above one of the fuel sub-assemblies in the outermost ring,
and W2 which was outside the core region. There was also an accelerometer
'A', mounted on the reactor vessel top. These are shown in Fig 1. In the
second boiler rig there was no shroud tube and no measuring sensors within the
rig. A pressure transducer Dl was installed in the upper plenum 35mm above
the top of the boiler assembly and a waveguide W3, and two pressure
transducers P3 and PA, were installed in a refuelling channel as shown in Fig
2.

Description of Data

The data was supplied originally on four half inch magnetic tapes which were
copied on to one inch tape by RNL. These one inch tapes were then sent to KfK
Karlsruhe who prepared the sets of tapes for distribution to the participating
organisations. Calibration signals, sine waves at 10kHz and IV rms, were
supplied on 2 of the tapes to enable the replay recorders to be set to give
the correct level of response. Some deterioration of the signal has occurred
in these copying operations, particularly in the higher frequencies, but since
all the participants received their tapes by the same route the comparison of
analysis techniques will still be valid.
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The test data is recorded in IRIG format in direct mode on 6 tracks of 14
track magnetic tape together with a time code. There are 7 test data files,
each file corresponding to a particular experiment and 2 calibration files.

Data from A boiling experiments are supplied for analysis, 2 with each rig,
together with samples of steady state background noise and steady state
boiling from Rig 1. In the boiling experiments the reactor power is raised
from a stable non-boiling condition to cause boiling in the boiler assembly.
The participants are asked to detect the onset of boiling.

ANALYSIS

The analysis work carried out at RNL has covered the 2 boiling experiments on
Rig 1, files 3 and 4, and one of the boiling experiments on Rig 2, file 9.
The second boiling experiment in Rig 2 has not been analysed. In each case
the signals from one microphone and one waveguide were analysed.

The analysis is in 2 parts. First 2 basic methods, high frequency rms
measurement and pulse counting techniques are applied to all 3 boiling
experiments then 2 more complex methods, pattern recognition and pulse timing
techniques are applied to some of the data. The positions of the detectors in
these rigs are not suitable for location but it is shown how pulse timing can
be used to validate the signal. Some general comments on the background and
boiling signals are given first.

Background and Boiling Signals

RMS signal amplitudes were measured on the 4 transducers from Rig 1 for
background noise in files 1-4. The values are shown in Table 1. Signal
levels were low particularly on transducers Wl and W3 where rms amplitudes
were between about 14 and 25 millivolts and therefore close to tape recorder
noise levels. Largest amplitudes were seen on transducer P2 in the boiler rig
and this transducer was chosen for the most detailed analysis.

The rms amplitude of the background noise on P2 was about a factor of 2
smaller at the start of file 4 than for the other three files from Rig 1.
Figure 3 compares the spectrum obtained at the start of file 4 with that
obtained during the background reference file 2 and shows that the reduction
in signal amplitude is due to a reduction in the spectral peak at about 40kHz.
The non-stationary nature of the background noise between the reference files
and boiling experiment, file 4, meant that pattern recognition methods which
use the reference files for learning will not operate satisfactorily on this
data.

The broadband acoustic background noise signals in Rig 2 were similar in level
to those measured in Rig 1 (see Table 1). However, there were also large
impulsive signals both before and during boiling. This can be seen in Fig 4
which shows a 0.3 second data sample on 4 transducers during boiling in file
9. The large impulsive non-boiling signals can be seen clearly on the 3
transducers in the refuelling channel waveguide W3, and microphones P3 and P4
(see for example pulse NB1). These pulses were between about 5 and 10 times
larger than typical boiling pulses on the same transducers (see pulse Bl in
Fig 4). This problem is discussed further in the section on pulse timing
methods.
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Examples of background and boiling signals for Rig 1 are given in Figs 5 and 6
respectively. Each figure shows two 0.3 second samples of data, one from
microphone P2 and the other from waveguide Wl. The impulsive activity due to
boiling can be seen clearly in P2 and to a lesser extent on waveguide Wl in
Fig 6. Figure 7 shows a comparison of spectra using a A millisecond data
sample (1024 points) and each was averaged over 256 of these samples. On
microphone P2 the boiling signal is most clearly distinguishable above 50kHz
where the spectrum level increased by up to lOdB during boiling while on the
waveguide a broadband increase in spectrum level of a few dB is seen during
boiling.

Detection by Monitoring Level of High Frequency Signal

The collapse of a bubble of sodium vapour in subcooled liquid sodium results
in a shock wave producing acoustic energy at very high frequencies. Many of
the other noise sources in the reactor will not generate high frequency sound
to the same extent provided cavitating flow does not occur, and boiling can be
detected by monitoring the rms level of the signal after passing it through a
high pass filter. In the analysis reported here the signal has been filtered
to remove components below 10kHz and averaged with a time constant of 100
milliseconds.

This technique is effective when the bubble collapses are frequent and the
boiling signal is always present. When the bubble collapses are more widely
spaced a method which counts the individual bubbles gives a better signal to
noise ratio. In this test the objective is to detect incipient boiling at
which stage the individual pulses tend to be well separated and the pulse
count method described below is likely to be more sensitive. For this reason
the rms analysis has been restricted to one frequency and one time constant
and no attempt has been made to optimise it.

Detection by Pulse Counting

The acoustic signal from boiling in sodium often consists of discrete impulses
from individual bubble collapses. If a significant proportion of these pulses
are larger than the peak levels in the background noise, it is possible to
detect boiling by counting the rate of occurrence of large amplitude pulses in
the received signal. The level at which the discriminator is set will be
determined by the background noise, since it is desirable to have a very low
output from the counter in the non-boiling condition. Figure 8 shows the
variation of the count rate before and after the start of boiling for file 3
with discriminator settings equivalent to 4, 5, 6 and 7 times the standard
deviation of the background noise (o). The value of 6o has been selected for
the analysis reported here since it gives the clearest indication of the onset
of boiling and, if the background noise has a gaussian distribution, the
probability of a sustained high count rate at the 6o level is sufficiently low
to protect against a spurious indication of boiling. However, it is shown
that when, as is the case here, the background is not gaussian but contains
impulses, more sophisticated techniques than amplitude discrimination can be
used to discriminate against them.

Results for High Frequency RMS and Pulse Counting Analysis

The results are shown in Figs 9-14 and the detected times for the start of
boiling are summarised in Table 2. All times are measured relative to the
start of the time code signal on the tape. Each figure shows 2 traces, the
upper is the output of a pulse counter counting pulses above the 6o level and
the lower is the output of a rras detector operating on the filtered high
frequency (MOkHz) signal with a time constant of 100ms.
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Figure 9 shows the output of transducer P2 during the first boiling experiment
on Rig 1, file 3. The pulse counting method shows the start of boilin;, at
about 440 seconds from the start of the time code. In the later stages of the
experiment the pulse count rate rises to about 20 counts/sec. The indication
by the rms method is less clear but boiling signal is obviously present about
75 seconds later. Figure 10 shows the output of the waveguide Wl for the same
experiment. It is most encouraging for the acoustic detection method that the
boiling is clearly detectable on the waveguide which is not connected to the
rig in any way. The detection by the pulse counting method is clear some 488
seconds after the start of the time code and by rms about 33 seconds later.
The maximum pulse count rate on the waveguide was 10 counts/sec.

Figures 11 and 12 show the result for the second boiling experiment on Rig 1,
file 4 of the data. Figure 11 uses the data from the transducer P2 and Figure
12 data from the waveguide Wl. The onset of boiling is less clearly defined
than for the first experiment but is shown by the pulse count method on Figure
1] to be between 269 and 307 seconds after the start of the time code. The
rms also indicates start of boiling at about the srjne time. Figure 12 shows
the data from waveguide Wl in the same experiment. The onset of boiling is
indicated again by pulse counting at 309 seconds after the start of the time
code, in good agreement with the later indication on the pressure transducer.
The rms detection on the waveguide gives a clear indication about 105 seconds
later.

This case shows an interesting feature which occurs several times in these
experiments. There is a large increase in the acoustic output some time after
the start of boiling. This takes the form of a short transient of high
amplitude followed by a sustained noise at a higher level than preceded the
transient. This is likely to be vapour ejection from the bundle followed by a
more highly sub-cooled mode of boiling.

Figures 13 and 14 give the results for the experiment analysed from Rig 2,
file 9. This experiment also shows the transient which we attribute to vapour
ejection. The start of boiling is at 450 seconds on the microphone and 490
seconds on the waveguide, both times measured from the start of the time code.
This experiment is discussed further in the sections on pulse timing analysis
and neutronic signals.

Pattern Recognition

Pattern recognition techniques involve the measurement of certain features of
a data sample which may be used to separate it into one of a number of
classes. Data from various experimental conditions or from various sources
can be used to define different classes and algorithms exist which can
identify the most significant features to separate the classes. New samples
of data can then be assigned to one of the classes using various recognition
algorithms.

This technique is particularly useful when the background contains pulses
which cannot be distinguished from boiling by straightforward amplitude or
frequency discriminating techniques. For example, background noise on
microphone P2 in Rig 1 was impulsive even in non-boiling conditions. During
file 2 the count rate of non-boiling pulses was typically 0.6 counts/sec with
a maximum count rate of about 5 counts/sec. At the start of the boiling
experiment in file 3 the background count rate-8 was relatively low making
detection of boiling relatively clear as shown in Fig 9. However if a
threshold equivalent to the maximum obtained in file 2, 5 counts/sec was
applied then boiling would not have been reliably detected until about 122
seconds later.
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The reference background and boiling files for Rig 1 on tape 3, files 6 and 7,
were used to provide learning data sets. Using microphone P2 with a trigger
threshold of 600mV, a series of pulses were captured, 52 for non-boiling file
6, and 70 for boiling file 7. Each data set was then analysed to produce
20 features which defined the signal power in various frequency bands, the
spectral shape of the noise signal and various statistical properties
including standard deviation and kurtosis. Two features were selected as
giving good separation of non-boiling and boiling pulses and these are shown
in the scatter plot in Fig 15. The ellipses drawn around each data set are at
2 standard deviations from the means.

Figures 16 and 17 show probability curves fitted to the data for features 5
and 1A respectively assuming a Gaussian distribution. The degree of overlap
of the curves for the two classes (non-boiling and boiling) gives the
probability of false classification of pulses. For a reactor surveillance
system a low spurious trip rate is required while maintaining good detection
sensitivity for boiling. A comparison of Figs 16 and 17 show the probability
of false classification of background as boiling is smaller by about a factor
of 10 for feature 5 at about A.6E-03, while the probability of false rejection
of boiling is a factor of A smaller for feature 1A although still acceptably
small for feature 5 at about 0.065. It is possible to make a combination of a
number of features if desired to assist in the classification and recognition
process. However, in this case good results can be obtained with the use of a
single feature, particularly feature 5. Classification of pulses can be made
using the maximum likelihood principle using the distributions in Fig 16 or by
assigning a detection threshold which reduces the probability of false
acceptance of background as boiling to some desired level. For example, a
boiling detection threshold of 6 standard deviations above the mean of the
background class would give reduced probability of false acceptance of
background as boiling to about 1E-09, at the expense of failing to detect
about one in 8 of the boiling pulses. This is illustrated in Fig 18 where the
distribution curves for feature 5 are shown along with the detection
threshold. The shaded area represents the fraction of boiling pulses which
would be rejected.

In order to test the recognition scheme using feature 5, samples of background
and boiling pulses were obtained from file 2 and the later stages of file 3
respectively. The confusion matrix for the test data is shown in Table 3
using classification based on the 6o threshold. All tho 172 background test
pulses were rejected while 99 out of 122 pulses obtained during boiling were
classified as boiling. Figure 19 shows a classification of pulses obtained
during the early part of the file 3 boiling experiment. The first indicated
boiling pulse occurs at 399 seconds from the start of the time code, Al
seconds earlier than indicated by pulse count rate alone. This was a single
indication but multiple indications of boiling pulses occur from about A71
seconds from the start of the time code. If the trip function is set to
detect a rate of recognised boiling pulses the possibility of error can be
reduced by demanding that the rate persist for a given length of time, ie the
detection time. The longer the detection time the lower the probability of
spurious trip.

Pulse Timing Analysis

Pulse Timing Analysis can give improved discrimination against background by
making simultaneous use of data from a number of transducers. When the
transducers are suitably located the position of the source can be deduced and
the signal to noise for that source enhanced by rejecting signals from other
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directions. In these experiments the detectors were too close together to
allow location but nevertheless pulse timing enables several different types
of signal to be distinguished.

An example is given here for data from the file 9 boiling experiment in Rig 2.
Genuine boiling pulses would be expected to be detected first on microphone
Dl, above the boiler, and then by microphones P3 and PA in the refuelling
channel and finally by the transducer W3 at the top of the waveguide. Figure
20 shows a typical boiling pulse as detected by these A transducers arriving
first at Dl and then P3, PA and W3. Figure 21 shows an example of a
non-boiling pulse as seen on the transducers in the refuelling channel. These
pulses arrive first on P3 followed by PA and W3 with relative arrival times
similar tr; those for the boiling pulse in Figure 20. However, the event was
not detected by Dl and is therefore assumed not to be transmitting from the
boiler. Figure 22 shows another example of a pulse which was seen only on Dl.
This type of pulse was seen both before and during boiling, A detection
system could then be implemented which accepted as boiling events only those
pulses which fitted a pattern of time delays similar to those shown in Figure
20.

A total of 192 pulses were then captured in three groups of 6A pulses covering
about the first 150 seconds of the boiling experiment file 9. The pulse
capture system was triggered on pulses arriving at transducer Dl and
simultaneous samples were taken on each of the A transducers. Figure 23
compares the number of validated pulses, those having the time delay pattern
shown in Fig 20, with the pulse count rate plot for Dl shown in Fig 13. In
the first data sample only one pulse out of 6A captured was validated, an
effective count rate of 0.01A counts/second during the data sample. In the
second sample of 6A pulses 17 were validated in 2A seconds beginning at about
5AA seconds from the start of the time code or about 7 seconds after the large
transient. The third sample contained 35 validated pulses giving a validated
count rate of 1.6 counts/second. The pulse timing analysis therefore
identifies a change in conditions, either the start of boiling or a change in
the mode of boiling at 5AA seconds from the start of the time code. This time
iö close to that obtained for the start of boiling oscillations in the
analysis of neutronic and acoustic signals discussed below.

Neutronic Signals

Figures 2A show a comparison of the neutronic signal supplied from an
ionisation chamber with the acoustic signal on transducer Dl. The lower
curves 'a1, show data taken before the start of boiling and the upper curves
'b1, data taken during boiling in test Rig 2, file 9 on the tape. The
acoustic signal shown is the rms averaged with a time constant of 300ms. The
similarity of the 2 signals during boiling is clearly visible in Figure 2Ab.

The coupling between the acoustic signal and the ionisation chamber output
depends on the reactor void coefficient which is a function of both the
reactor design and the position within the core. However, when good
correlation does occur between acoustic and neutronic signals it provides
valuable independent confirmation of the acoustic detection. This
confirmation is illustrated in Fig 25 which shows the start of boiling in the
experiment, file 9. The neutronic signal, upper curve, overloaded the tape at
several points but the oscillatory boiling signal is clearly seen in the last
20 seconds of the trace. This confirms the acoustic detection which indicates
start of boiling some 26 seconds before the end of the data sample shown. The
neutronic signal is also useful in interpreting the course of the boiling
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since a marked neutronic effect would only occur when there is a significant
volume of vapour. It is therefore likely that boiling existed in an incipient
form some time before the neutronic oscillations started. This supports the
acoustic indications of boiling shown in Figs 13 and 14.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results given.

1. Basic analysis techniques, pulse counting and high frequency rms
detection, give a reliable indication of boiling. Pulse counting is more
sensitive to the individual pulses in incipient boiling and gives a better
discrimination than high frequency rms methods for the type of boiling
occurring in these experiments.

2. Pattern Recognition methods can give a very precise indication of the
onset of boiling by examining individual pulses and can give high confidence
when a significant rate of recognised boiling pulses occurs. It is however
important that the background noise does not alter in a significant way after
the learning process has been completed.

3. Pulse Timing can give valuable discrimination agair.st interfering pulses
and can also assist in the interpretation of the boiling regime.

A. Where neutronic signals correlate with the acoustic signals there can be
greatly increased confidence in the existance of boiling.
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TABLE 1

RITIS Signal Amplitudes for Background Noise

FILE NO

RIG 1
2

3

4

6

RIG 2
9

CONDITIONS

Background
Reference File

Background at Start
of Boiling
Experiment

Background at Start
of Boiling
Experiment

Background
Reference File

Background at Start
of Boiling
Experiment

RMS SIGNAL AMPLITUDE AT TAPE OUTPUT (mv)*

P2

114

114

66

111

-

Wl

14

22

19

24

-

A

62

62

21

28

PI

44

*

25

50

-

Dl

-

-

W3

-

-

-

-

116 16

i

* Note : Signal amplitudes corrected for calibration.
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TABLE 2

Boiling Start Times from Start of Time Code

FILE
NO

3
(RIG 1)

4
(RIG 1)

9
(RIG 2)

TRANSDUCER

MIC
P2

WAVEGUIDE
Wl

MIC
P2

WAVEGUIDE
Wl

MIC
Dl

WAVEGUIDE
W3

INDICATED BOILING START TIMES

PULSE COUNT
RATE

440 Sec

487 Sac

269 to 307 Sec
(Poor)

309 Sec

453 Sec

492 Sec

RMS
AVERAGING

515 Sec

521 Sec

271 Sec

414 Sec
(Latest Time)

451 Sec

493 Sec

PATTERN
RECOGNITION

399 Sec

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

PULSE
TIMING

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

544 Sec

N/A

CORRELATION OF
ACOUSTICS/NUCLEONICS

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

547 Sec

N/A



TABLE 3

Confusion Matrix for Pattern Recognition Test

Reference Data (Columns) vs Test Data (Rows)

Background
File 2

Boiling
File 3

BACKGROUND

172

23

BOILING

0

99
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chamber
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chamber

Sodium Inlet

Experimental Arrangement in Boiling Experiments
at BOR SO with Test Rig I
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Sodium

Outlet

l.onization
chamber

Sodium Inlet

P3
P4
D1

Boiling Test Rig II

Experimental Arrangement in Bollina Experiments

at BOR 60 with Test Ria P
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Fig 3 Rig 1: Comparison of spectra for background

for File 2 and File 4
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ABSTRACT:

Experience of clad failures in fast reactors has increased over the last few
years with a corresponding accumulation of information on the response of
the reactor clad failure monitoring systems. The establishment of a clad
failure database is proposed as a formal method for assessing this experience
with the reactor instrumentation. The transfer of this formal experience
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objective of providing the reactor operators with an enhanced clad failure
management system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Clad failure monitoring systens have been incorporated in fast reactor
designs for many years (1). While there are detailed differences between
the implanented systems these generally were intended to have the following
functions:

a a safety system for reactor protection (automatic trip),

b a location system for identifying the defective unit,

c a detection system to indicate the presence of clad failures.

The type of implenentation has depended on the specific requirenents of each
reactor but essentially the detection of a range of fission products is
involved (half-lives ranging from a few seconds to days) in both the sodium
and the cover gas in the primary vessel.

Considerable experience of the performance of these systems and their
responses to clad failures has been gained over the past decade as the
numbers of clad failures in each reactor have integrated. Given the
increasing importance of these systens it is time to consider how this
experience can be brought together and processed via recent advances in
computing into an effective on-line system for clad failure management in
commercial fast reactors. This paper proposes how this might be done with
the objective of encouraging discussion of the possibilities.

2 DEVELOPMENT OF A CLAD FAILURE DATABASE

2.1 General

Bringing the clad failure experience together in the form of a "clad failure
database" would allow a formal treatment of the data. Particular objectives
would be:

a to provide an understanding of the overall relationship between signals
and failure developnent under a range of reactor operating conditions,
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b to provide a database for the safety assessment of clad failures.

The justification for using a database format includes:

a provision of a summary in a cannon format of failure experience,

b provision of a reference source of assured data,

c ease of access to the data,

d ease of intercomparison and assessment of the experience including the
deduction of formal "rules".

The continuing emphasis on nuclear reactor Safety, the use of formal
probabilistic methods in fast reactor safety assessment, and the anphasis on
the early detection of "anomalies" using installed reactor instrumentation
provides support for this approach to the clad failure experience. In
particular, it is recognised that a comparison of the signals in several
instruments can provide additional "information" on core performance.
Figure 1 outlines the relationship between this experience, the clad failure
database, and the reactor solutions.

The irradiation of reference fission product sources of uranium nickel (2,
3) to calibrate clad failure monitoring systems provides an ideal first step
towards establishing formal data since in this way all the experience can be
placed on the same "scale" (and the specific reactor response functions can
be measured).

The discipline of a formal database could, of course, allow identification
of gaps in the experience and perhaps provide other benefits, eg the
qualification of source term models for fission product release in accident
studies.

2.2 Implementation

Particular issues to be discussed before implementing a clad failure
database are:

a what data should be stored in the database?

b can the data be clearly defined?

c what computing implementation should be adopted?

d what links to other databases should be established?

Detailed discussion of these questions is required; table 1 illustrates a
typical set of database contents while table 2 summarises some of the
requiranents for the computing implementation.

Some of these aspects have been considered in the UK when establishing a
trial database (4). Data from the clad failure monitoring systems installed
on the Prototype Fast Reactor at Dounreay are routinely acquired and
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archived (Fig 2) on the site computer as part of the R&D programme on clad
failures. A trial clad failure database has been implemented on this
computer using a "spreadsheet" utility as a simple first step. While
providing valuable experience this trial has indicated that the additional
flexibility of a "relational" database would ease the implenentation and use
of a more comprehensive database. In addition this trial has prompted a
discussion (unresolved) on the definition of some of the signal history
parameters and key signal "events".

2.3 Extension of The Database

Complementary to the reactor experience there is a range of experience with
clad failures on experimental loops ranging from defect pin experiments to
accident studies (5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ) . A clad failure database could, in
principle, be enhanced by the inclusion of this data which would essentially
allow an extension to off-normal conditions; the achievanent of a common
"scale" for the signals would, however, require particular attention.

AN ON-LINE EXPERT SYSTEM

3.1 Objectives

It is essential that an on-line expert system provides the reactor operator
with a valuable, reliable, diagnostic system. Given the relative complexity
of the variations in fission product activity concentrations associated with
clad failures (and the corresponding instrument signal variations) the
objectives of an on-line expert systan for clad failure managenent might be
as follows:

a to compensate for changes in reactor operating conditions (eg power and
flow) and the background signals from fuel "pollution"1

b to compensate for the particular characteristics of each detection systan
(eg transit time),

c to reduce the data to a meaningful summary and to relate events which
occur over an extended time span,

d to estimate the number of clad failures present,

e to identify the location of each clad failure

f to estimate the level of "damage" in each failed unit

g to estimate the fuel and fission product inventory of the primary circuit

h to identify anomalous signals

i to provide "intelligent" input into a parallel "core surveillance" systan
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j to confirm that the detection systans are functioning correctly

k to maintain the quality of the information even when sane parts of the
system malfunction.

These objectives range from the relatively straightforward to the quite
complex and in turn would provide a reactor operator with a wide range of
action levels. For example, the relatively simple compensation of signals
implied by a) above could provide sane additional protection during start-up
and shutdown when reactor conditions are changing rapidly since a "standard"
trip system is not normally automatically compensated for such variation.
(The detection systems should, of course, have an adequate sensitivity at
reduced power and flow). The PFR data logger (Fig 2) does in fact provide
such compensation in order to estimate the "equivalent exposed fuel area" in
the reactor from the observed delayed neutron signals. Other objectives and
correlations have been described (10) and other reactor types have
danonstrated the benefit of deriving information on-line fran clad failure
detection systems (11).

3.2 Deriving The Parameters

In principle the number of clad failures present is related to the fission
gas activity in the cover gas since the longer lived isotopes diffuse fran
the entire fuel matrix into the pin gas spaces (and thence are released on
pin failure). Thus, the fission gas activity is directly related to the
mass of fuel involved (and hence to the number of pin failures). The
composition of this gas and its release versus time give further clues as to
the nature of the failure/fuel temperature (the coefficient of diffusion in
the fuel matrix is temperature dependent). It is salutary to remanber that
the FERMI incident was accompanied by anomalous fission gas activity (12).

Despite the large delayed neutron signal enhancanent (factors (ratio of the
observed delayed neutron signal to the expect recoil signal from the
observed defect geometric area) experienced in reactor operations it is
feasible to use delayed neutron signals to estimate the size of the defect
since such signals are related to the surface area of the fuel in contact
with sodium. The variation of delayed neutron signal with time and with
power, and the correlation of separate "bulk" and location delayed neutron
signals could further assist assessment of the nature of the defect.

"Rules" for dealing with the cover gas activity and the delayed neutron
signals as discussed above could be derived anpirically fran the existing
reactor experience or could be supplanented by the physical models outlined.
It is to this type of problan that the computing systan known as "expert" is
being applied.

It should be noted that some success has also been achieved in relating the
delayed neutron signals in fault studies to the mass of fuel released (13).
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3.3 Extension of The Parameters

The discussion, so far, has been concerned with the detection of fission
product activity. However, it can be argued that fission products are
released sane time after a "fault condition" arises. In principle, the
activities of the short lived sodium activation products F and Ne are
proportional to the power to flow ratio in an individual subassembly and
hence these activities might be used to "detect" anomalies in individual
subassemblies (eg flow reduction or local over-power). The isotope F has
been observed in the bulk sodium coolant of a fast reactor (14). At PFR
gamma spectrometry of the primary sodium in the location delayed neutron
system has allowed measurement of the F activity associated with
individual subassemblies (Fig 3) while Ne has been observed in gamma
spectrometry of the gas stripped from this sodium sample. An alternative
function for these isotopes is as a confirmation that a sample is being
obtained correctly. Thus, if it were feasible to "combine" information on
2 F and 23Ne with clad failure signals further enhancement of core
surveillance might be achieved.

3.4 The Computing Implementation

How to achieve a reliable on-line computing systen which the operators would
"accept" is a complex question. The complexity of such a system is likely
to be severely restricted by software and hardware reliability
considerations and the required response time. It is important, therefore,
that the computing issues are addressed at the outset. These issues
include:

a data storage (to allow records of events over an extended time span),

b the computing power to be used at the different levels of the system,

c the nature of the formal "rules" incorporated and the extent of "decision
making".

Computing technology is available to address these issues but the actual
implementation will be determined by the expected effectiveness of an
on-line systan and the general role in reactor performance accepted for
"diagnostic systans".

4 CONCLUSION

Some general concepts for a clad failure database and an on-line systan for
clad failure inariagement have been outlined. The complexity of the issues
has been recognised but given the accumulation of clad failure experience
and the potential benefits it is the authors judganent that such
developments would be worthwhile.
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TABLE 1

Summary of The Data in a Clad Failure Database With Typical Examples

1 Element identification (ref. numbers and fuel and clad type).

2 Irradiation history summary (duration, positions, ratings).

3 Clad failure signals history (duration, events, peak signals).

4 Post-irradiation history (storage times, nuinber and size of defects).

5 Derived and collated data (signal enhancement factors, summary tables,
graphical data).

6 References to source data.
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TABLE 2

Summary of The Design Objectives For a Clad Failure Database

1 updated with minimal administrative overhead.

2 Updates quickly available to each user.

3 Flexible format of data records.

4 Takes free format text.

5 Capable of collating and sorting data.

6 Good graphical output capabilities.

7 Easily transportable between machines.

8 Accessible to non-computer specialists.
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Recent Advances in Control and
Diagnostics Development and Application

Introduction:

The power industry is undergoing rapid technological advances and
cultural changes. Technologies are advancing and evolving so rapidly that
the industry is hard pressed to keep up and take full advantage of the many
developments now in progress. Recent advances in state-of-the-art
computer technology are making in-roads in the form of advanced computer
control, expert systems, on-line performance monitoring and diagnostics.
Validation and verification schemes are being developed which provide
increased confidence in the correctness and reliability of both computer
hardware and software. Our challenge in the nuclear community is to
effectively apply these new technologies to improve the operation, safety, and
reliability of our plants.

This presentation discusses two areas of development that are essential
to advanced control strategies: application of diagnostic systems to improve
fault-tolerance, and model-based graphic displays.

Fault Tolerant Diagnostic Systems

In order for a process operator or automatic control system to take
appropriate control action or decide to take no action in response to an
indicated abnormality in process operation, there must be assurance that
the indication being received does, in fact, represent actual process or
equipment conditions. This implies that a distinction must be made
between readings from faulted and unfaulted instruments, and that an
accurate determination of the value of a critical parameter must be provided
even though the sensor measuring that parameter may have failed or
degraded. In other words, the system must have a high degree of tolerance
to faulted instrumentation including single and multiple faults. If the
operator does not have a high degree of assurance that the indicated reading
is correct, he has to make a decision on whether to take the action that is
called for if the indication is correct, or assume the indication is incorrect.
Since the action that may be called for in response to an indicated reading
may be somewhat drastic, the operator may be hesitant to take that action
until some other evidence is available regarding the validity of the indication.
His decision about the validity of the indication, if incorrect, could have
serious consequences.

The importance of providing a validated indication to the operator is
extremely important to enable him to take immediate action without
hesitation due to uncertainty about the validity of the indication. If the
sensor providing the information has failed or degraded, an alternate means
of providing the correct information to the operator must be provided in
order to enable him to take appropriate action. Thus the system, in order to
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be tolerant of sensor/instrumentation faults, must be able not only to
identify faulted instrumentation, but also provide a valid sensor value even
under faulted conditions.

Much work is currently being performed to investigate ways to achieve
fault-tolerance in diagnostic systems, particularly in the area of fault
detection and sensor validation. Notable work being done in this area
includes the integration of parallel diverse signal processing modules, each
of which incorporates a different signal processing technique; single and
multiple variable consistency checking; process empirical modeling; signal
anomaly detection; analytic redundancy; sensor data relationship;
heuristics; and several other techniques.

One of the techniques currently in use and undergoing further
development and testing at EBR-II is based on pattern-recognition, state
determination methods. This system is called the System State Analyzer
(SSA). In general terms, the SSA is related to many of the above mentioned
techniques, and it has some characteristics that are similar to neural
networks.

The SSA(1.2), in different forms, is in various stages of development,
testing, and application at EBR-II. The SSA has been developed specifically
to be tolerant of instrumentation faults by being able to identify faulted
instruments and provide a reasonably accurate estimated value for that
instrument reading. This estimated value is based on previously learned
pattern relationships with readings from other instruments that are similarly
related to and define the process being monitored. The SSA has
demonstrated a high degree of tolerance to sensor faults during plant tests
and during normal plant operational surveillance. The SSA was also
developed to be able to detect a change in the operational state of the
process and provide information about the characteristics of the new state
and the cause of the state change. This may be a change to a different valid
operational state or to a faulted state.

The SSA process begins with identification of system operational states
over a learning period of system operation. The SSA then compares new
observed data with the learned state patterns. The SSA then establishes an
estimated state based on the similarities with previously learned states. The
estimated state is "built" using a weighted combination of learned states, the
weighting value being determined by the degree of pattern overlap with each
learned state. The estimated state contains a new estimated value for every
parameter being monitored, including estimated values for sensors that have
degraded or failed, assuming sensor data was available during the learning
process. Because the estimated signal values are based on actual
established relationships with the values of all the sensor signals in the
signal group representing the process, the failure or degradation of any
sensor has an insignificant effect on the SSA estimated value for that sensor
signal.
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The pattern-recognition methodology gives the SSA the property of
essentially ignoring faults in individual signals during the system state
estimation process. The estimation for the faulty signal is essentially
unaffected because it is based primarily on the other signals in the signal
group and the previously learned pattern relationships. The SSA
methodology involves no fitting and no convergence criteria. The SSA uses a
single-pass equation which is always solvable, thus making it fast and
robust.

An important feature of the SSA is the output display which provides to
the operator or engineer the diagnostic information being generated by the
SSA algorithm. Figure 1 is an example of an SSA output display called a
signature plot which shows the distribution of actual system signals at a
point in time, relative to the SSA estimated values which are represented by
a horizontal line through the center of the plot. The vertical bars above the
line to the left represent signals that are higher than the estimated values,
and those below the horizontal line to the right represent signals that are
lower than estimated. The signal deviations from estimated values are
shown normalized to the average signal deviation for the entire group of
signals, so that the height of a vertical bar indicates a multiple or a fraction
of the average percent deviation for the group.

The average signal deviation from estimated values for the signal group
at that point in time is shown at the top center of the graph. This value is
important for detecting process state changes, for differentiating between
signal failures and process state changes, and for determining if the process
is operating within the learned domain. The distribution of signals is shown
as an ordered list from left to right showing in descending order those
signals that deviate most in the positive direction on the far left, crossing
over the horizontal line near the center indicating signals that are close to or
right on estimated values, and continuing to the right with signals that are
lower than estimated. The "X"s and the curve drawn through them are
overlaid as an indication of an expected normal distribution of signal
deviations as a multiple from 0 to 3 times the average deviation. Two
vertical lists of numbers on the far left and far right sides of the plot indicate
those signals that are three average deviations or more above or below the
estimated values.

Another type of SSA output display is the individual signal plot as
shown in Fig. 2. This type of plot is a time history plot that shows a DAS
channel value plotted over time, the SSA estimated value for the same DAS
channel plotted over the same time period, and an upper and lower
"uncertainty boundary" above and below the SSA estimated signal trace
representing relative uncertainty of the estimate based on how well the
current data patterns are fitting into the learned domain.

The SSA has been undergoing performance and operational testing in
various forms at EBR-II for the past three years. The most significant
results have been achieved using the "on-line" SSA software (in FORTRAN)
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that has been installed on the EBR-II Data Acquisition System (DAS)
computer and runs in the background while the DAS performs its primary
function of data collection, display, and storage. This version of the SSA
uses one-minute signal averages from the DAS data log. The signal group
being monitored consists of 115 signals representing the heat generation
and transfer process from the reactor core to the primary, secondary, and
steam systems. Many of the signals come from key plant parameter sensors
measuring sodium flow rates, core inlet and outlet temperatures, and
neutron flux.

The tests were designed to investigate the ability of the SSA to detect
and characterize minor plant state changes simulating a faulted process,
and then the ability to detect a faulted signal condition and provide a
"correct" estimated value for the faulted signal. The tests include slight
power level changes, secondary flow changes, primary pump speed changes,
and multiple signal failures.

The tests indicated that the SSA could detect and characte ize a plant
state change simulating a process fault, when the magnitude of the change
was less than 0.5%. The tests also demonstrated the ability to continue to
provide an accurate estimation of a critical sensor value even during the
sequential, cumulative failures of over 12% of the sensors in the sensor
group being monitored.

Use of the SSA as an engineering surveillance tool for periodic
monitoring of EBR-II plant conditions has resulted in some interesting
observations during normal plant operations. In several instances, the SSA
has detected signal problems. These have ranged from instrument drift to
sensor failures. The most notable of these occurrences was observed in
1988 with the degradation of a thermocouple (TC) measuring mixed-mean
reactor coolant temperature in the reactor outlet pipe. This measurement
provides the basis for the reactor core AT determination and is used by the
reactor operator as a control parameter. TC degradation resulted in a drop
in the indicated outlet temperature, resulting in a drop in indicated core AT
of about seven degrees over a period of about 40 minutes beginning with a
one degree drop, then continuing down on a jagged decline. Over this same
time period, the SSA estimated value for this core AT channel increased
about one-half degree shortly after the drop in indicated AT, and then held
steady. Later analysis indicated that the reactor operator, observing an
indicated drop in core AT, raised reactor power very slightly to compensate.
He then observed that the indicated core AT was not responding to his action
and switched to other core AT indicators for plant control and held the plani
steady. The SSA estimated value continued to provide an accurate estimate
of the AT value during the TC failure and responded properly to the slight
power increase (3).
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Model-Based Displays for Plant Control and Diagnostics

A reduction in the time and effort required by nuclear plant operators
to accurately determine the condition of the plant, especially in off-normal
events, is a must. At the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II), a display
system was devised, based on the early work of Beltracchi (4), which
provides a thermodynamic model-based, real-time display of the plant
processes. This display provides the operator with the information needed to
make rapid, correct decisions. The main display, Figure 3 is based on the
Rankine thermodynamic cycle. The display system includes other, lower-
level displays which are directly related to the main display.

The display approach was devised in an effort to provide for a much
better presentation of plant information to the operators. Several
considerations and assumptions were made to assist in the formulation of
the display approach. For example, it is assumed that a "typical" operator,
no matter how much formal education he or she has, cannot integrate
hundreds of individual pieces of information and synthesize a correct mental
model of the plant state except when the plant is stable. It is when the plant
is not stable that it is desirable for the operator to know exactly what is
going on and what effect any control action initiated by the operator may
have on the plant.

There is some question whether it is humanly possible for an operator
to have a correct mental model of a plant when the plant is in a transient
condition. It has been observed that most people have difficulty
remembering a seven digit telephone numbers long enough to dial (without
rechecking the number once or twice). Remembering 30 to 100 pieces of
data and determining a "model" from the information is probably impossible.
An additional concern is that it is nearly impossible that any normal human
would have the steam tables (or curves) committed to memory such that
determination could be made of a plant state whenever the plant was out of
the known realm of memorized operational or procedural information (as in
the TMI accident for example).

The receipt of plant data by an operator and making logical connections
that results in formation of a mental concept of plant state may be referred
to as "preprocessing". Preprocessing of data has as its objective the mapping
of separate data into coherent relationships that can then be examined, and,
if necessary, acted upon. Preprocessing of data need not be (and we believe
should not be) done by the human now that sufficient computer power is
available. The preprocessing of data by the computer may be done in several
ways. One way is to process plant data, using a computer, into a display
that will represent plant state to the operator. The shortcoming of methods
that have been investigated may be illustrated by the following. If the plant
signals are mapped into a computer generated display such that some
arbitrary geometric figure represents plant state, by pattern recognition, the
operator can readily determine when the plant is not in the desired state. A
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problem with this approach is that the operator must determine the cause of
the distortion of the geometric figure, determine what the plant state really
is, and then determine the appropriate action to be taken. In addition, there
is a potential for multiple simultaneous plant problems, which distort the
geometric figure, such that the operator cannot readily determine the source
of the problem. Thus valuable time may be wasted while searching for the
wrong information.

Processing plant data (the "preprocessing" step) into a graphic figure
that represents an accepted model of the plant state can obviate the need for
mental preprocessing. The term "accepted", when referring to the plant
model, means a model that is universally accepted and which conveys more
total information than the sum of the incoming plant signals used to
generate the model.

An example of such a model is the Rankine Cycle using a temperature-
entropy curve to represent the steam-system at EBR-II. A temperature-
entropy curve not only provides temperature information to the operator, but
information as to subcooling, saturation, and superheat status. Such
information is not available from any plant input parameter directly. It is
the kind of information needed whenever there is an off-normal condition
that results in a pressure-temperature relationship that is not well known by
the operator.

The model-based display as used at EBR-II also provides the capability
to determine instrument failure by inspection. For example, one of the
thermocouples failed that is used in providing an averaged temperature for
the secondary sodium entering the superheaters. The failure resulted in a
low reading on the display of that averaged value, and simply by noting that
the sodium inlet to the superheaters was cooler than the superheated steam
out of the superheaters, the correct and obvious conclusion was made that
an instrument had failed.

As the model-based display has been developed, there are a number of
other important benefits that have become evident. During plant transients,
the relationships of all systems in a thermodynamic sense are readily
apparent. The display clearly shows the thermal inertia inherent in the
system during a plant scram or other rapid transient. This provides a better
understanding and feel for the dynamics of the system than previously
available. As the operator views the display, operating in real-time, he or
she is constantly aware and reminded of system thermodynamic
relationships.

Viewing the actual thermodynamic performance of the nuclear plant
during operation is of special benefit to the operator from a training
perspective. In today's systems, the operator reviews thermodynamics as a
basis for requalification exams. The use of model-based displays for plant
control then invites the use of the same displays in plant simulators for
training.
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control then invites the use of the same displays in plant simulators for
training.

The rationale in providing the thermodynamic model is that the
operator in a conventional control room has little hope of integrating enough
information mentally in a real-time situation to make correct decisions and
act accordingly if the decision requires the synthesis of a high-level "model"
of the actual plant conditions.

The following provides a brief description of the model-based display
development effort at ANL.

The displays used are updated once a second with new data from the
EBR-II Data Acquisition System (DAS) via an Ethernet. The network is
currently comprised of four (4) SUN-3 Series color workstations, a VAX
11/750 and a Concurrent (Perkin/Elmer) 3210. The SUN computers consist
of a File Server and (3) "diskless" clients, all of which run SUN/OS, aversion
of UNIX. The data communication software on the SUNs and VAX utilize
standard UNIX internet sockets with both TCP/IP and UDP/IP protocols.
The Concurrent 3210 uses third parry software to provide the user to
network link.

The Concurrent computer (DAS) sends approximately 1000 signal
values at one second intervals to the SUN File Server where they are
converted and stored in Shared Memory. The File Server then sends a
subset of this data to clients running graphics applications.

Figure 3 is a high level display that shows the entire process of EBR-II.
This display represents three major systems. Figure 4 is a simplified version
of Figure 3 and clearly shows the three main systems: 1) The primary
sodium system, 2) the secondary sodium system and 3) the steam system.
The primary system in figure 4 has 4 dynamic points that control the shape
of the polygon representing this system. Point 1 is the sodium inlet
temperature to the reactor core, point 2 is the sodium outlet temperature of
the reactor core, point 3 is the sodium inlet temperature to the primary side
of the Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX), and point 4 is the sodium outlet
temperature of the primary side of the IHX. Each corner of the polygon is
driven by the DAS channel value assigned to it and is plotted in accordance
with the* temperature scale to the left of the display. As the temperatures
within the primary system change, the polygon changes shape appropriately.
The secondary system follows the same scenario as the primary system
except that it has 6 dynamic points controlling its shape.

Since the steam system represents more than one fluid phase, it is
overlayed on top of a temperature entropy diagram. Point 5 represents the
sub-cooled water from the feed water heaters entering the steam drum and
evaporators. The path from point 5 to point 6 represents the change from
subcooled feedwater to saturated steam accomplished by transferring energy
from the secondary sodium system in the evaporators. Point 6 is where the
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saturated steam enters the superheaters and receives additional energy from
the secondary system and becomes super heated steam. Between points 7
and 8 the energy is dissipated through the steam turbine-generator. The
cycle continues, from the hot well, point. 9. and up through the feed water
heaters, point 10.

Since EBR-II is tightly coupled hrfown. the three major systems, minor
changes in the plant cause significan, cringes in the overall patterns
displayed on the screen. This gives the operator advanced warning of
potential problems while displaying the overall process.

SUMMARY

The development and use of a pattern-recognition, state-determination
methodology as the basis for fault-tolerant diagnostic systems has been very
successful in tests and initial applications at the EBR-II reactor facility. The
SSA algorithm is inherently fast and can therefore be incorporated into
systems requiring near real-time diagnosis, and it is robust in the sense that
it will always provide an answer and an indication of the degree of
uncertainty of the answer, even when multiple input failures have occurred.
It is these features that are important to the development and application of
fault-tolerant diagnostic systems. The SSA technology is generic to the
extent that many different types of applications are being developed with
little or no change required in the basic SSA algorithm.

A full color, model based display system based on the Rankine
thermodynamic cycle has been developed for use at the Experimental
Breeder Reactor II by plant operators, engineers, and experimenters. The
displays generate a real time thermodynamic model of the plant processes
on computer screens to provide a direct indication of the plant performance.

Initial introduction of the displays to the plant operators has been met
with enthusiasm and ready acceptance. The displays have been active in
the control room since October of 1987 and were used extensively during the
Inherent Safety and Operability Testing of EBR-II during November 1987 and
through 1988. It is significant that the display readily shows thermal
"decoupling" during plant transients, and it has also shown several
instrument calibration drift errors or failures. During dynamic plant
maneuvers such as startups, changing power, etc. it is simple to track the
thermal wave from the reactor (heat source) through the power plant (heat
sink).

If further use and testing support preliminary findings, the concept of
model-based displays for monitoring and control of heat engines (power
plants) will redefine the present thinking in control room panel display
design. The implications are broad and include training advantages, a
significant step in operator error reduction, and a much better base to build
on for plant automation and the incorporation of computer-based expert
operator aid systems.
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